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" Carefui consideration has been given to each source
concealed and symbols were utilized only in those instances
where the identities of the sources must be concealed.

LEADS
CHARLOTTE )

CINCINNATI )

CHICAGO )

CLEVELAND )

DETROIT
. )

JACKSONVILLE)
KNOXVILLE ) INFORMATION
LITTLE ROCK )

:

LOUISVILLE )

LOS ANGELES )

MIAMI )

MEMPHIS )

MILWAUKEE ):
* -v » • f'Ht t

A ** * •>

Information copies of thfs report are befng furnished
to the above offices due to past activity of NSRP in those
territories, or because there is information pf interest to
them in instant report;

ATLANTA

AT ATLANTA, GEORGIA :

Will submit current report.

MOBILE

AT MOBILE, ALABAMA :

Will follow NSRP activity and submit report at
appropriate time.

NEW ORLEANS

AT NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA :

Will follow NSRP activity s^nd submit report at •

proper time.

C
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NEW YORK

AT NEW YORK, N. Y .

Will follow activity of NSRP and submit appropriate
reports as well as letterhead memoranda.

OKLAHOMA CITY

AT CUSHING, OKLAHOMA :

Will ascertain if the NSRP has an active organization
in Cushing and ascertain holder of P. O. Box 774, Cushing,
Oklahoma. This lead originally set out in Birmingham letter
Of 11/24/61.

PHILADELPHIA

AT PHILADELPHIA, PA .

Will follow NSRP activity and submit report at
appropriate time.
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Report of: SA C . B. STANBERY
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Dote: January 19, 1962

Field Offieo File is BH 105-477 Bureou File #, 105-66233

Tiller NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Synopsis: National States Rights Party (NSRP)
,
continues publication

of "The Thunderbolt", self-idescribed as the official
"White Racial Organ*' of this organization.!

"The Thunderbolt" continues to reside at

J for violating.
an injunction obtained by Mayor of Fairfield, Alabama,
prohibiting ! land NSRP from holding a meeting

|
were found in cop-

|
fined $50.00 each and

without a permit

.

tempt of court on
_

sentenced to five (5) days in jail. Their attorney,
J. B, STONER, filed notice of appeal. Bond was set
at $500.00 each. Information set fprth concerning
NSRP activity in Montgomery, Alabama; New York, New
Orleans and Oklahoma.. AN TNWffflMANT HAS ATWTRKn TBT/ >T

ON
[ Ihas WARNED THAT HE WOULD SHOOT ANY

-P-
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DETAILS;

"THE THUNDERBOLT" - Publication of the NSRP

"The Thunderbolt" is self-described as- the "official
white racial organ of the NSRP."

Issue. No. 35 of "The Thunderbolt", for October, 1961,
contained a front page devoted entirely to ah article entitled
" ’Freedom Riders’ Burn Bus While BOBBY KENNEDY Blames 9 Innocent
White Alabamians." This article pointed out that United States
Attorney General -KENNEDY and "his FBI Agents know that the
Communist Freedom Riders set the Greyhound bus bn fire from the
inside near Anniston and that KENNETH ADAMS and the other eight
defendants are all completely free of guilt." This article
pointed out that ROBERT KENNEDY knows the defendants are not
guilty in this case, but that if the Justice Department could
get convictions it would insure a higher percentage of the
Negro votes in larger Northern states going to ROBERT’S brother,
JOHN KENNEDY, in the 1964 election. The article stated that a
verdict of xxot guilty for the nine innocent defendants would be
a. victory for white Christian America and a major defeat for
the "Communist-Jewish conspiracy."

Page 2 of this issue contained a story about a Freedom
Rider named PHILIP POSNER. The article stated that POSNER is ^
a senior at the University of California, Los Angeles, and also
attends Hebrew .Union College in Hollywood.

Page 3 contains an editorial which stated that the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE and
CONGRESS OF RACIAL EQUALITY are not Negro, organizations, but are
Jewish organizations. The editorial said, "Their officers are
«?©ws, their financiers are Jews, the entire philosophy behind
mongrelization is imbedded in the evil tennants of Judaism."

Page 3 also contains a photograph of JACK GREENBERG
and fm article entitled "WHITE LAWYER NEW NAACP LEGAL COUNSEL."

*

Pages 4 and 5 of this issue contain an article en-
titled, "KENNEDYS START SECOND RECONSTRUCTION OF SOUTH." Along
with this article appeared photographs of Negroes who repre-
sented Southern states in Congress and in the United States
Senate shortly after the Civil War.

-2-
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Pages 6 and 7 of this issue contain an article entitled
"THE INTERNATIONAL JEW”, "By HENRY FORD, Founder - First Presi-
dent of the Ford Motor Company."

Page 8 contained an article entitled "NEW ORLEANS
MEETING SUCCESS",; This article advised that on Friday, Septem-
ber 8, 1961, at 3:00 P.M., two representatives of the National
States Rights Party, Mr. ROY JAMES LEAHART and Mr. ALBERT JOSEPH
BELSOM, picketed the Orleans Parish School Board office at 703
Carrodelet Street, New Orleans, Louisiana, calling on the school
board to resign.

Page 8 also contained a story on IRVING THACKER of
Dayton, Ohio. This article stated that the Ohio Branch of NSRP
meets regularly in Dayton, Ohio. "All Ohio supporters should
find put how they can help by writing National States Rights
Party, Ohio Unit, Box 42, Walnut Street Station, Dayton f/-2, Ohio."

*

Issue No; 36 of "The Thunderbolt", dated November, 1961,
was deyoted entirely to the arrest of DR. EDWARD R. FIELDS at
Fairfield, Alabama, on October 11, 1961. Editors comment on
the front page stated that a true account of DR. FIELDS’ arrest
appeared in the Birmingham Post-Herald, which is a "Christian
owned morning newspaper", but that the Birmingham News launched
a "vicious lying attack against DR. FIELDS and The National
States Rights Party." "Needless to say, the Birmingham News is
owned by a radical Zionist Jew in New York City named SAMUEL I.
NEWHOUSE." A letter from C. J. SMITHSON, Mayor of Fairfield,A
Alabama, to DR; EDWARD R. FIELDS, 1509 Miras Street, S.W.,
Birmingham, Alabama, appeared on the front page of Issue #36
of "The Thunderbolt" as follows:

"Dear Sir:

"It has come to the attention of the City of
Fairfield that ;you are proposing to have a public
meeting at 8 P.M. Wednesday, October 11, at 5329
Valley Road, Fairfield, Alabama. This is to call
to your attention the fact that "under Section
14-53 of the General Code of the City of Fairfield,
’It shall be unlawful for any person or persons to
hold a public meeting in the City or its police
jurisdiction without first having obtained a permit
from the Mayor to do so ’

.

"

-3-
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"No application for such permit has been made
to this date and no such permit has been issued.
We also note from the notice that a thunderbolt
mobile unit will be parked out front. We would
also like to call to your attention that no such
permit has been issued for such mobile unit to
be parked at such location, and no permit has
been issued for the distribution of pamphlets
such as have been distributed in the City of
Fairfield pertaining to this meeting.

"Unless an appropriate permit is obtained for
this meeting, it will be illegal and will not be
allowed in the City of Fairfield."

"Yours very truly,

C. J. SMITHSON, Mayor
City of Fairfield "

In the middle of the front page of Issue No. 36
appeared the following:

"I have the authority to determine whether public
meetings are held in Fairfield."

"Statement made on witness stand in Judge Ball's
Court Room on October 12, by:

" Mayor CLAUDE J. SMITHSON
4300 Parkway, Fairfield, Alabama
Phone No. STate 5-2845 "

The lead article on page one was entitled "FAIRFIELD
MAYOR BANS FREE SPEECH". This article alleged that Mayor
SMITHSON of Fairfield had outlawed free speech and set up a
private dictatorship in Fairfield, Alabama. The article stated
that Fairfield has two minor city ordinances, one which forbids
the passing out of handbills without the Mayor’s permission and
the second prohibits the holding of a public meeting without
the Mayor's permission. This article pointed out that these

-4-
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ordinances are contrary to the United States Constitution and
the Bill of Rights. This article concluded, "DID YOU KNOW THAT:

" (1) Mayor CLAUD SMITHSON forbid a Klan motorcade
through 'his'- city last year.

" (2) Mayor CLAUD SMITHSON refused to permit a Citizens’
Council meeting from being held in ’his’ city.

" (3) Mayor CLAUD SMITHSON broke up a proposed meeting
of the National States Rights Party.

" Has anyone ever heard of SMITHSON refusing permits to
Negro or other race mixing groups? Has he ever used armed force
to break up a meeting favoring race mixing?"

Another article on page one was entitled "RIGHTS RALLY
STOPPED - Pair Arrested on Contempt". This article was by FRANK
HARWELL and the name of the paper printing it was not given.
This article stated in part, "A meeting of members of the
National States Rights Party was broken up at two different
sites by a court injunction last night. Two members of the
party who had planned to conduct the meeting were arrested on
a contempt of court charge. They are DR. EDWARD R. FIELDS, 29,
and ROBERT LYONS, 20, both of Birmingham and both party officers.
They were charged with contempt of cpurt, specifically for vio-
lating an injunction issued by Bessemer Judge EDWARD BALL which
was served at noon yesterday. More than 40 law officers were
present at a Fairfield hall leased by the States Rights Party.
Armed with pistols, rifles and shotguns, the officers kept order
in a crowd of less than 100 bystanders who gathered. FIELDS
and LYONS were arrested at 7:30 p.m. immediately on arriving
in Fairfield, when LYONS handed a copy of the party newspaper,
The Thunderbolt, to Fairfield Mayor CLAUD SMITHSON."

This article quoted FIELDS and LYONS as stating that
the purpose of the meeting was to discuss the violence and bus
burning near Anniston, Alabama, and Attorney General ROBERT
KENNEDY'S part in the trials now going on in Anniston. These
men were also quoted as saying that J. B. STONER, attorney for
the men indicted in the Anniston incidents, was to speak- ;at -the
Fairfield meeting. FIELDS and LYONS were also quoted as saying,
this was the first time they had ever been arrested; that they
had held meetings in Chicago at the LaSalle Hotel, in New Orleans,
and "even in integration-minded Atlanta."

-5-
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Pages 2 and 3, of Issue No. 36 of "The Thunderbolt"
contains other articles referring to the Fairfield arrest
of DR. FIELDS, as .follows:

"FIRST TIME IN AMERICAN HISTORY INJUNCTION USED
TO OUTLAW FREE SPEECH" -

f
\

"DOES THIS LOOK LIKE AMERICA OR SOVIET RUSSIA?"

•'-DR
., FIELDS TO SUE *BIRMINGHAM NEWS* "

"BIRMINGHAM NEWS OWNED BY NEW YORK RACE MIXER"

•* TN
P
?
ge 4 of "The Thunderbolt" contained an editorial on

_ court Decisions For Free Speech and, Assembly" : also, an openletter^to residents of Fairfield, Alabama, suggesting thatMayor CLAUD SMITHSON could be removed from office because he
«5MT^ncnM°

rae nnpepnlar .
" This article indicated that Mayor&MITHSON and his followers regard the. money spent by Negroesin Fairfield as more important than free speech. The article

allegedly quoted several ’individuals to that effect, whenthey testified at Mayor SMITHBON’s hearing on Friday, November 17
* „ 4

°^ain a Permftnent injunction to prohibit the Nationalstates Rights Party from holding meetings in Fairfield, Alabama.

Issue No. 37 of "The Thunderbolt" for December, 1961,

*

was a small one page edition. This issue wished all NSRP
members and supporters a Merry Christmas and urged them, tobuy from Christian merchants and not Jewish business men.
u-u •

ue contained "ta® poem entitled "Kosher Christmas",
which indicated that Jewish merchants do not respect either
Christ or Christmas and are only interested in selling to
Christians, A short excerpt from this issue entitled "Buy
Christian" is as follows:

’ *

^During the Holy season the Jews are - going all out
as never before to commercialize Christmas. The Jewish high-pressure selling started two weeks before Halloween. They areracking nip,; more sales than ever before, while- at the sametime sneering at the birth of Christ and hating everything
sacred that this season stands for. To the Jew, this is justanother time to make a fast killing off the poor ignorant
Gentile. Christmas is Santa Claus - giving because we expect

-6-
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to receive . Prices are higher but credit is freer . The Holi-
days mean office partes, football games and parades. Even in
Moscow ail the Jewish

-
Department stores 'have a Santa Claus*

Christ’s name is replaced by an X in Xmas on all Jewish store-
fronts* The Jews are determined to destroy the true meaning
of. Christmas and turn it into an orgy of present buying. We
do not

t
say that gifts should not be exchanged, but spend your

money. with fellow' Christians. .There are still a few Christian
chain stores left', ’Pennys’, ’ Belles’ and ’Montgomery Ward’ are
the major ones. Buy Christian Boycott the Christ haters! "

-7-
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NSRP ACTIVITY IN ALABAMA

Mr. CLAUD' i* SMITHSON, Mayor of Fairfield, Alabama,
telephonically advised on October 10, 1961, that he had heard
the NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP) was going to hold a
meeting at 5329 Valley* Road, Fairfield, Alabama, over a car-
wash establishment. He stated the upstairs of 5329 Valley
Road was rented to a fishermen's or hunters' club, which he
said was possibly "The Klah”, He said it was necessary to
obtain a permit to hold. a public meeting in the City of
Fairfield and no permit had been issued for this meeting.
He advised that some leaflets had been distributed at Fair-
field announcing this meeting and stating that "niggers" were
getting everything and that the white man had better organize,
or qrords fo that effect.

Mayor SMITHSON stated it was a violation of city law
„ to distribute leaflets in Fairfield without a permit.

Birmingham Confidential informant T-1 advised he

1 and that 1 1

land mentioned such things as "THE THUNDERBOLT",
official organ of the NSRP; a volume of books written by
HENRY FORD, SR., entitled "THE INTERNATIONAL JEW", and the

b6
hlC
b7D

'freedom Riders”. T-1 stated

1

On October. 11, 1961
1
Mayor SMITHSON again called

and advised that he had secured a temporary injunction against
l
and the NSRP, based on violation of City Ordinance

14-56, City Code of Fairfield, which prohibits the holding of
a public meeting without a permit, and Sections 3-4 and 3-5,
which make it a violation to distribute leaflets within the
city limits without a permit or to place handbills in automo- be
biles. Mayor SMITHSON saidhteehad posted a copy of the b?c
injunction on the door of 5329 Valley Road and the Fairfield
Police had been instructed to patrol the area and the Jefferson
County Sheriff’s Office had agreed to give him any needed
assistance. Mayor SMITHSON stated he did not intend for

to hold the meeting.

-8-
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Chief of Police THOMAS H. WARD,' Fairfield, advised
that on the night, qf^ October' 11, 1961, a group of approximately
40 officer^ from the Fairfield Police Department, Jefferson
County Sheriff’s Office* Midfield Police Department, and. the
Alabama Highway Patrol were placed around the building at
5329 Valley Road, Fairfield*, 'about 7:00 P.M. He stated the
NSRP- planned to hold; a public meeting on the second floor of
the building at that 'address.

It is noted that the upstairs of this building is
regularly used by the. Fairfield Klavern of the U. S. KLANS,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, REALM OF ALABAMA.

Chief WARD advised that
| _| appeared

on the scene about. 7:45 P.M. and began distributing nonlea of
,"The Thunderbolt”; that{
were immediately arrested and placed in a Jefferson County
Patrol Wagon. Two unidentified teen-agers were arrested by
the Fairfield Police* but later released when it was determined
they were pot connected with the. NSRP. Officers searched
about 35 cars in the. nearby parking lot and confiscated several
THUNDERBOLTS. Several,, of, the officers carried riot guns,, one
Fairfield policeman patrolled the streets with his German
Police dbg. Chief WAR9' !spid. no violence occurred and thht
unidentified hews photographers were present.

He advised iftat would be charged
with contempt of 1 court! ;for^violation of the injunction obtained
by Mayor SMITHSON ..agaTinst l H and* the NSRP. He stated

1 woul^
;
:beuiried at[

J before Circuit Judge! iE* L. BALL, Bessemer, Alabama.
P TITAnn L J- tl _ _i_ ! _ • n _ i i aaChief WARD esiirapied .that ia crowd of approximately 100 persons

watched the p^oceedi^^;'>jfrom-''porqss the street.

The Birmingham^ Post-Herald , a daily newspaper at
Birmingham, on October ,13, 1961, had an article on the front
page which stated that FIELDS and LYONS were found in contempt
of court on October 12,- 1961 v fined $50.00 each and sentenced
to five days in jail.' Their attorney., J. B. STONER, filed
notice to appeal. Bond' was set at $500,00. each.

This' article stated FIELDS is the Information Director
and LYONS is the Youth Leader of the NSRP. The article stated

bo
'

b7C

b6
b7C

-9-
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that about 40 armed officers and 150 orderly spectators were
at the meeting site of the NSRP. FIELDS and LYONS were unable
to make bond before the court clerk’s office closed on October 12,
1961. The Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office said they were re-
turned to -jail the night.

Chief Deputy Sheriff CLYDE MORRIS, Bessemer Division be
of the Jefferson County Sheriff’s Office, advised on October 13, b7c

1961, that
| |

were released on bond at 10:45 P.M.

The Birmingham News for October 13, 1961, printed
an editorial entitled ’’Racial Extremists Not Wanted Here”.
This editorial mentioned that Mayor CLAUD SMITHSON of Fairfield
had requested a court injunction, which would prohibit the
NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY from holding a public meeting in
Fairfield. The editorial stated that this request- was ’’quite

j
proper”. Mayor' SMITHSON requested the injunction because he
feared the gathering would incite a riot. The editorial con-
tinued "Fairfield, Birmingham, or the South do not need the
likes of FIELDS and his party to fight their battles. Inte-
gration of the races has been resisted most effectively where
it has been done legally and with the dignity befitting defense
of honest principle. Extremists on either side make matters *

more difficult. Their agitations are not welcome here.”

The Birmingham,News for October 23, 1961, stated
that the City of Fairfield, Alabama, had been sued in the United
States District Court: at JEjirmingham by two members of the N^RP,
"seeking to enjoin the city from abridging freedom pf speech
and interfering with peaceable assembly." This article saicl
the suit was filed by EDWARD R, FIELDS, 1509 Miras- Street, S.W.,
and VICK ASHURST of Montgomery, Alabama. The article stated
that defendants, along with the City of Fairfield, were Fair-
field’s Mayor CLAUD J, SMITHSON, City Attorney FRANK B. PARSONS
and Police Chief THOMAS H. WARD.

V
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people present on|
|
J. B. STONER of Atlanta.

Gfeorgia. according to T-2, spoke at the meeting on l

I I attacking the Federal Bureau of Investigation and Director
HOOVER, ' accusing them of aiding the World- Communist conspiracy
to enslave the world. STONER told those present to refuse to
talk to FBI Agents if they are questioned in the future. T-2
said that I

I of this meeting; that
]
announced that the NSRP has a mobile orga-

b6
b7C
b7D

hizing unit, a trailer, which is to be used to organize meetings
around Alabama. I Isaid. according to T-2, "it might
have bullet holes in, it when you see it." T-2 said that the
principal sneaker at the meeting on

'

iaV6r thd "Ku Klux Klan" and also sa
defend the white race if necessary. [

that[
was

Jappeared to
id he would use arms to

] announced that
the NSRP had collected about $700.00 thus far, with $400.00
remaining in the treasury. Informant said it was believed* that

was referring to the Montgomery, Alabama, chapter only.
5

stand on segregation."
said, "We should make sure how our ministers

T-2 advised on
the NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY. was heldT
Montgomery, Alabama, oi* j;he night of

| |
There

were approximately 40 individuals present, including 8 women.
T-2 said I I was the main speaker and that he talked
about the Bible proving that segregation is right,
commended
• tr i

£action at the bus station
in Montgomery wnen tne "Freedom Riders" came to Montgomery in
May, 1961. T-2 said I Imentioned that the "one he would
have liked to see buggy-whipped was the- President’s personal
representative."! 1 announced
a plan to br^ak up meetings into small groups of members.

announced that the NSRP is operating in thirty-
eight states and has more than 80,000 members in the nation.

b6
b7C
b7D

V.
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NSRP. ACTIVITY IN NEW YORK

On October 30, 106],, Detective
of Special Services, New York City Police Department, advised
that during the weekend of October 27-29, 1961, the below
described demonstrations took place in New York City:

b6
Bureau b?c

On Friday evening.. October 27. 1961.

the latter being
| I of the National States

Rights Party, picketed from 7:00 P.M. to 8:00 PM in front of be
the Hotel Astor, New York, City, where a dinner under the aus- b?c
pices of the American Guild of Yariety Artists was being held
in honor of SAMMY DAVIS, JR., Negro entertainer, naming DAVIS
as AGVA's "Man of the Year”. These pickets carried sights
reading, "We are not. Nazis , we are Fighting American Nationalists";
"Gas red traitors and support racial separation?!; "Stop lynch
mob tactics against the F.A.N."; "Sammy Davis, Jr. and May Britt

,
really don't fit; Fighting American Nationalists"; "Astor Hotel
houses race-mixing Sammy Davis, Jr.", and "Race-mixer of the
year, Sammy Davis, Jr.; Fighting American Nationalists." There
were no incidents during this picketing.

On Saturday. October 28. 1961. from TO; 30 A.M. t.n

11:30 A.M.,
I

~~|

picketed at the front entrance of the "New York Ppst" carrying
the following signs:. "We are not. Nazis, we are Fighting
American Nationalists"; "Gas red traitors and support racial
separation"; "Stop lynch mob tactics against the F. A. N."
and "NSRP joins mounting attack against vile 'Post' smear on
FAN' There were ho incidents during the above picketing.

b6
b7C

On Saturday evening, October 28, 1961, the following
demonstrations took place outside St. Nicholas Arena, New York
City, where annual dinner for "The Worker", weekly Communist
newspaper, was held:

From 6:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M. b6
b7C

of the NSRP, and
the banner of the. NSRP.
flag and his brother]
trousers with no insignia W AVU&at&s.

picketed under
who carried a Confederate

]
wore grey cotton shirt and

12
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Issue No, 32 of "The Thunderbolt", self-described
as the official White Racial Organ of the NATIONAL STATES
RIGHTS PARTY, announced th^t WILLIAM HOFF was the leader of
the NSRP in New York.

On November 17, 1961, Detective

I

Bureau of Special Services . New
<

York City Police. Department,
advised he had interviewed |on November 15, 1961, and had
obtained the following information from him:

b6
b7C

I Istated he resides in a
_

[and has resided the^e
since 1940. He stated he resides at this address with his

1 Another I I is presently
'

attending the I

I and is expected to be ordained a minister in
tHe near future;

He was born inj
employed as ar

Istated he is single and has never been married.
• , . b6

and is b7c

employee there for three years.
and has been

Ipo
build.

pounds
iis describe*! as white male, | l

years of age,
Itall, - dark hair, dark brown eyes, and medium

City with L
and who is

stated that, in July,
. J!

1961.
in~

]stated that

he met in New York

of which is located in Birmingham, Alabama. On this occeiSion,
appointed him New York State

Chairman of the NSRP and thip a,ppointraexxt wa^ verified by
mail within ten- days in a letter, received by
by[
Birmingham, Alabama.
effective as of

According to

md signed
NSRP,

his appointment was

of another NSRP member.

stated that the New York State Unit of NSRP
•itne. fl[hen meetings are

residence op that
has no permanent quarters at this t
deemed necessary, they are fceld at I

b6
b7C

NSRP, the headquarters

bb
b7C

b6
b7C
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The NSRP,. according to[
State into about 14 units* Each
large city within the -state.

has .subdivided New York
is centered around, aunit

New York City is one such unit.
lclaimed a membership of 23 in New York' City and about.

300 throughout New York State. In addition to these , there
are- about 40 more persons in the New- York City area. who. are-
recipients of leaflets and. copies of "The, Thunderbolt 11 but,
are not dues, paying members of. the, NSRP. I Istated that
he received the names of .these last; mentioned individuals
from the office of the NSRP. in Birmingham,Alabama.

b6
b7C

After approval of an application, an individual , becomes
a member of the NSRP on payments of a $5.00 enrollment" feeand'
must continue, to ppy membership dues of $1.00. per month. Ail
monies collected in this

;
matter are used to offset local cjrga- be

nization costs in New York State Ideclined to furnish b7c
Detective

| with a list of the New York State members
of the NSRFT \

-
,

.. ..

stated that, from time to time, NSRP units will,
join, picket demonstrations sponsored by some other group whose
program may be similar to* that of' the NSRP. I Istated 'the
NSRP does not sponsor demonstrations, only joins others'v On
such occasions and when meetings are scheduled, according to

]NSRP members wear the. official uniform of the Party,

Jstated that. ‘ the aims' of the New York State
Chapter of NSRP are ’’for. a white Christian America"; that
his group opposes all Zionism as being "un-American and as
’ “ ' ‘

“ Jstated that bydangerous to our freedom ,as communism. 1

Zionism he meant "Jews of any kind" , I ~

I

s'tated the NSRP
demands that the Federal Government return the ".right of self-
government to the States in the Union on issues involving
segregation in schools* housing and employment ,"

I lalso
stated that the issue of segregation in restaurants and rest
rooms were matters for individual state determination rather
than "federal interference"*

stated that the NSRP is not affiliated with
any other group and on those occasions when he has picketed
with an organization called the Fighting American Nationalists
(FAN), he did,so as an individual and not as an official of'

b6
' b7C

which consists of grey shirt and .trousers, black tie and shoes,,
and an arm band emblazoned with a thunderbolt.

b6
b7C

bo
,b7C
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stated that his group agrees with the programthe. NSRP.
o£ FAN and the American Nazi Party (ANP) and plans to augment
demonstrations by FAN and the ANP in the future

.

| Istated
that

,

in his opinion,FAIf is '"a local Nazi, anti-Zionist -group0 ,

stated he has not become a member of either FAN or the
ANP because it is against the policy of the NSRP for its
members to have membershipiin these organizations.

In the opinion of Detective has
greatly exaggerated the membership of the NSRP both in New
York City and New York State, for even though the NSRP may
have sympathizers in the New York area, there does not appear
to be an active NSRP membership of any size in New York,
Detective I

Ipointed out that whenever the NSRP has
participated in the past in demonstrations in New York City
only

|
|and his l 1 have, participated as

NSRP members with the exception of | when they
were joined by NSkP member from
during picketing ouxsiae sx. Nicholas Arena, New Vork City,,
where the annual dinner for °The Worker", east coast Communist
newspaper, was being held.

Records of the Bureau of Special Services . New York
City Police Department

, indicate that and his
participated with FAN in picketing Carnegie

Ball, New York City, on March 3, 1961, during a rally sponsored
by the Communist Party (CP) to celebrate the 80th birthday of
WILLIAM Z. FOSTER, and on July 22, 1961, picketing at the head-
quarters of the Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) . 38 Park; Row,
New York City. On the latter occasion.! lidenti^
fied himself as

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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NSRP ACTIVITY IN LOUISIANA

1 that the NSRP held a meeting at the
It had been fl.nriotnir.eH arid was

expected that
1 1 wolilcl come to New Orleans to sneak at the' meetimg,

T-3 stated the speakers at the meeting wer
5

b6
b7C
b7D

and

,
NSRP

,

[connected with the Youth Movement of the NSRP,
|frora Alabama* T-3 stated that approximately

70 persons attended the meeting, which was guarded by "Blue
Shirts of Louisiana", which was formerly known as "The
Americanos Dedicados Nacionaies", new names for the uniform
guard formerly known as ; "The Thunderbolt" . Six of the guards
were inside the hall in uniform and two without uniform wore
seated in automobiles outside the hall to observe the coverage
of the meeting by the New Orleans Police Department.

b6
b7C
b7D

T-3 advised on November 6, 1961,. that the "Blue Shirts
of Louisiana"

, which is an offshoot of the NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS
PARTY, is using the mailing Address of P. 0. Box 8351, New
Orleans 22, Louisiana, and that the principles of thi§ organi-
zation are as follows:

(1) National Americanism: America first before any
. „ other Power or Organization.

(2) Preservation of all Ethnic-Cultural Groups within
the United States.

(3) . Establishment of Corporative Councils including
- . all workers, professions, and employers tp insti-

tute economic justice for all people.

(4) Removal, from the Government of all Communists and
Social-Revolutionists, regardless of Race, Creed,
Colpr, or National Origin.

(5) Establishment of local Blue. Shirt Units to defend
the Republic from Communists and Social-Revolutionists

.

16
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T-3 stated that sample slogans of ’’Blue Shirts of,
Louisiana" are: "AMERICA .ARISE"; ''ONWARD WITH NATIONAL
Americanism: down withiall communists: down with all social- -

REVOLUTIONISTS:", and "JOIN NOW: BECOME A SOLDIER OF THE ANTI-
COMMUNISTS FRONT!"
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NSRP ACTIVITY IN OKLAHOMA

Issue No., 35 of ’’The Thunderbolt", dated October,
1961

?
printed the following article entitled "Oklahoma".:

"State Organizer GARY- SMITH announced:-

"The N.S.R.P. of Oklahoma is starting an extensive
membership drive here. We will appreciate any small personal
contributions or help ip any other way such as suggesting new
members, moral support, and common consideration of our views,
and proposals. This appeal is not only ’to local readers, but
to all. friends of the White Race everywhere* .If you can help
in any way WRITE; National States Rights Party, P, O, Box 774,’

Cushing, Oklahoma,"
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•FIGHTING AMERICAN NATIONALISTS

On February 23 1961, GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL,
leader of ' the ’.ANP, advised Special Agents of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation that the FIGHTING AMERICAN NATIONALISTS b 6

(FAN) f las an anti-communist b?c
organization, ROCKWELL said FAN was organized in September,
1960, and it is a separate and distinct group from ANP, but
members of FAN are "frustrated Nazis" who do not like to wear
the swastika or be associated with the principles of ADOLF
HITLER. ..

ROCKWELL stated individuals have expressed an interest
in the FAN. and since FAN is in consort with andguided by the
ANP, these individuals soon realize the use o£ the swastika
is the best method in getting recognition in their fight against
communism. Soon these individuals join the ANP, ROCKWELL qaid.

> -ROCKWELL' continued that there are three members of
the* FAN, ’iirl

A source advised on February 17. 1961. that in talking
to | I ANP . I Hstated
there is no legal collection between FAN and ANP, but FAN was
organized under the guidance of ROCKWELL and it is used as a
front group dominated by the principles and objectives of the
ANP and looks to GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL as its leader.

b6
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NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

On November 26, 1957 * a source advised that the
United White Party" (UWP) was organized at a convention
held in Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 10, 1957* An
article in the November 26, 1957* issue of the "Greenville
Piedmont", a newspaper of Greenville, South Carolina,
reported that a "Ku Klux KLan spokesman of Greenville
reported the recent formation of a new political party
to be known as the United White Party". According to the
article, the party was formed at a recently held meeting
in Knoxville, Tennessee, at which many KLansmen were
represented. The UWP was reported as being opposed to
all "race mixing • organizations and individuals".

The July, 1958, issue of "The Thunderbolt",
self-described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ
of the National States Rights Party" (NSRP)‘ reported that
rank and file "States Righters" had merged with the UWP
under "the banner of the National States Rights Party",

>

with national offices at Post Office Box 261, Jeffersonville,
Indiana.

In November, 1958, a source advised that the
NSRP is composed of past members of the Ku Klux KLan and
notorious anti-Senltes

.

Issue #L9* dated June, i960, "The Thunderbolt"
announced the address of the headquarters of the NSRP had
been changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to Post Office
Box 783* Birmingham* Alabama.

On June 17. I960, a source advised that b6
b7C
b7D

The March, 1959* issue of the Anti-Defamation
League Bulletin contained, an article by JEROME BAKST entitled
"Angry Young Men of Hate". Regarding EDWARD R. FIELDS, the
article stated, "FIELDS, 26 year old and a Louisville



"chiropractor, is a lcey figure in the National States
Rights Party and co-ordinator of all its activities,
contacts and liaison with leaders of other hate groups.
He apparently started Jew-halting in his teens, aided
STONER in the Christian ‘anti-Jewish Party, and got
involved in newspaper notoriety while attending
chiropractory school, in Davenport, Iowa.. There, early
in 195^ according, to newspaper .reports, he pasted
anti-Jewlsh stickers' on store windows during Brotherhood
Week."

The KU KLTJX KGAN has been designated by the
Attorney General of the United States pursuant
to Executive Order 10450.
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U. S.. KLANS, KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN, INC.

,

;
A source advised on Op.tohor 1 9.. TQfifi +.h*+ I

in—
1 UJ.B organization i*ec6iv6d a corporate charter in

Georgia in October, 1955,. under the name U. S. KLANS, The
same source and a second source advised in May, 1960, that
U. S. KLANS has no direct affiliation with any previous Klan
group, but utilizes with only minor changes the. Klan K'loran
or ritual written in about 1915 by WILLIAM JOSEPH SIMMONS for
use by the old Knights of the Ku Klux Klan (1915 - 1944),

These sources advised that U. S, KLANS has as its
principal aims and .objectives the promotion of Americanism,
white supremacy and segregation of the races. On numerous
occasions

, |
| announced that these objectives would be

attained by legal means and without violence.

' The first source and>a third source advised in
February, 1961, that at that time a split occurred in U. S,
Klans, which resulted in a great majority of the officers
and members pulling out and fQrming a new Klan group.

These sources advised; in May, 1961, that U, S, Klans
continues to operate, but has only a few units, most of which
are located in the metropolitan area 'of Atlanta, Georgia,

bb
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

di
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Birmingham, Alabama
January 19, 1962

Title: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

Character? RACIAL MATTERS

Reference? . '/Report of SA C. B. STANBERY,
Birmingham, dated 1/19/62. j

All sources (except any listed below) used in
referenced communication have furnished reliable information
in the past.

BH T-3, contact with whom has, been insufficient
to determine his reliability.

'

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions^ of the RBI, It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned,'to your agency; it and its con-
tents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

•



DIRECTOR , FBI { 105-66233)

SAC, MEW YORK (105-28550)

RATIONAL SmTKS RIGHTS PARTY
'

RACIAL MATTERS I .

(00; BIRKDiSHAW)

RoIYlet to Bureau, 12/8/61, and rerep of
BA C.B. SIABBERY, Birmingham, 1/19/62, captioned as
above. !

i
•

On 1/19/62, Detective
|

I Bureau
of Spedlal Services . Hew York City Police Department,
advised SA I I that there has be n no '

activity by I

I aexr-Boiaxiiiiea i

imtlonal States Rights Party <WSBP).
since October » 1961. when ho.

|
^

|
MSRP member from| (

I
participated in picketing outside s.t*

Nicholas Arena, NYC, on 10/28/61, when the annual
dinner of nTho Worker”, an east coast coEEiunlst news-
paper was hold. '

Detective stated that hi o' depart*:

.

men t would be well. aware of any HSRP activity in the
Mew York city area and repeated that there has been -

none .
' Detective

I lata ted that he is' convinced
that the NSRP in BYC consists of I

and they actually engage in no activity as the NSR'Fv
but on occasion appear^on picket lines which Aro
under the sponsorship of the Fighting American
Nationalists (mil). i *

j i
BYrV" ' /

On 1/22/62.

|
ln CFOR GF. LINCOLN ROCKWELL*g American

Nazi Party, advised RA I I that there no vmp an fctvi

in BYC to speak if since
of the BSEP in BYC, possessing neither tho '’brains or
ability ” to be an effective leader. . ,

2 - Bureau (100-66233) (rm)
Z. - Birmingham (105-477) (RM)
CD- New York (105-28550)

H, .

{

f\$L^ /
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m 105-28550

stated that there is no large membership b

of the HSRP in the HYC area* To his knowledge, I I

b

| land frequently supports the
picket lines or other raoi^i^groups but never appears to
have any other NSRP members picketing with him.

On l/2i*/62 s | I who has furnished reliable
information in the past, -and who nas knowledge of racist

•

groups operating in and around the Mew York area, advised b

SAl lof the HSRP led by b

|vihich
fc

does not have notoriety of other groups operating in the
Hew York area. The source advised that the only time he
has been aware of I ~l activity is whoft H joins in the
picket line of some other organization with which ha,
agrees in policy.

In view of the ab6ve, HYO will place its investigation
of captioned organization in a closed status. However, in the
event any information is received reflecting any activity
by the HSRP in the Hew York area, such information will be
expeditiously furnished the Bureau, Birmingham and pertinent
offices, ,

,



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

SAC, New York DATE: 2/16/62

SAC, Philadelphia (105-3918) (P)

SUBJECT: -NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY^,^ RACIAL ‘MATTERS
.

* 00:Birmingham

For information of New York.

considerable amount oi

I who has furn-
i|S told recently by
lhas been spending>a

bCthe

1
1

New York/$as- -been furnished background data on I

|in- -the- It is pointed out that although Cl is
reliable, "statements by

|
I are hot, as he has a tendency

to "blow' up but of all proportion" the importance of his work and
f contacts.

€§>N_ev

2-BirmIhghara (105-47-7) (RM)
2-Richmbnd (RM)

(l-NSRP)
. (l-ANP)
2-Chi cago. (RM)
2-WFO (RMli-WFO (RM)

(1-tNSRP)
(irANP)

12-Phili

t|=
NED: emk
(24)

ihia (IO5-3918)
U (157-400)

r(b2-3865) .

)4 157-39$)

157-379)
(I57rNew)
( 157-New)t ( 157-New

J

(157-New)
157-289)-
) (157-New)







SAG* Birmingham (105-47T) 3/30/62

BAG, How York (ip5~20££O) HOC

m&tiomae sta®e& higues pabey
RACIAL I-IATTESS .

• -
.

00: Birmingham '/

-
' 2o Philadelphia -let to How York, 2/16/62.

with I

Mow York,
of tho National suat.es LgrfcsTarty

Birmingham, haa previously Been furnished
with ' information contained in HYP flies conSarnia

I land past contacts of

It Is notod that invostlgation conducted by
liYo. concerning BSrtP indicates , that this organization
in 'HYC consists I

| |
find there kas boon no. reported

nsap activity in the low York, area sinco 10/28/61,
When tho I 1. taontlbnod above,
participated In .picketing outside St. Nicholas Arena,
UYC, when tho annual dinner ^of "The Worker” an oast -

coast communist newspaper was, hold.

IIYO indices contained no information concerning
the Monroe Do.otrino Rational Party.

| |
who has furnished roliablo in-

formation in the pa3t, and Ddtootlve l

Bureau of Special Serviced, lIYCPD, advised on 3/13/62
and 3/29/62, respectively t:.at they could furnish

innfP*
fjCftqTit

no, information concerning the Monroe Doctg*^o National
Party.

2 - Birminahaa (10^-h77 ) (ItiV - ‘ ISS39-^

—

1 - Philadelphia 1105-3910) (DIpO) {mW***J
"

<£>- Mow York (.105-20550) . VI .

JD2:mcg
Cl*

)

Chief Clerk:

m
cj*
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
June 12, 1962

Bureau 157-537
New York 157-555

Re: American National Party
Racial .Matters

On May 21 and May 29, 1962, a source, who is in
a position to furnish reliable information, furnished the
following information:

The American National Party continues to maintain the
mailing address of Post Office Box 191* Oracle Station,
New York 28, New York, but has not leased the premises at
97-15 190th Street, Hollis, Queens, New York, for over one
month. The latter address consisted of a very small building
utilized by the American National Party for the purpose of
storing supplies. Captioned organization is currently
attempting to locate a headquarters in the I'Italian Harlem
Section” of New York City but as yet has been unsuccessful.

The activities of the American Nations! Party have
consisted of demonstrations and picketings at Communist
rallies which sire advertised in advance in such publications
as "The Worker" and the "National Guardian".

"The Worker" is an East Coast Communist
newspaper.

A characterization of the "National
Guardian" appears in the appendix section
of this memorandum.

Captioned organization recently received unexpected
publicity when it was linked with the OAS, the French Secret
Army in Algeria. This resulted from sending a circular
printed by captioned organization to the OAS in Algeria.
Apparently the envelope containing the circular, supporting
the OAS’, was seen by an OAS sympathizer who was employed in
the post office in Algeria. This individual saw that the
circukv-1 printed by captioned party was deliverg^-g^ggjAS"' —^7 '

g§gialig§j—

This document contains neither recommendationsii^qr 'conclusions
-

of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI anS Is^ToanecF'to^

—

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.
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American National Party

Headquarters in Algeria where it was reproduced in both the
French and- English language and widely distributed. As a
result some of the newspapers in the United States carried
an item showing that the American National Party supported
the OAS. Such publicity was most welcome since captioned
group is in actuality a very small organization, struggling
to increase it s membership, and constantly in search of
"free publicity".

The current membership of the American National
Party consists of I

was an active member until approximately
one month ago when he dropped from sight and his present
whereabouts are unknown.

Attempts are being made by captioned group to
have l

designated as the American National Party l

|
Efforts to interest former American Nazi Party

memoeri i in becoming
I I captioned organization in i 1 have
apparently met with failure due to the lack of interest
displayed by|

The future plans of the American National Party
call for the publication of anti-Negro literature which
will be distributed in those areas of New York City where
it is felt there is anti-Negro feeling. It is hoped that,
through the distribution of this literature, the membership
of the American National Party itself will be increased.

There will be no publication of any anti-Semitic
literature since it is impossible to operate in the New York
City area on a program of anti-Semitism. The primary aim
of the American National Party is publication of literature
aimed at anti-Negro elements and through circulation of
this literature, recruitment of new members.

- 2 -
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American National Party

Concerning other organizations, the Fighting
American Nationalists (FAN) branch in Chicago has dissolved
and is now known as the American Nazi Party with I

Another organization
b6
b7C

active m cnicagol tEi White youth CorpsJ
in reality a front group of the American Nazi party.

I
The National States Rights Party (NSRP) of

I Birmingham, Alabama, has promised to furnish its mailing
I list for the New York City area to captioned organization

|
in return for members of the American National Party

'I becoming members of the NSRP. Captioned organization, however,
I is not interested in such an arrangement.

GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL, leader of the American
Nazi Party, intends to use the New York City Chapter of FAN
to eventually establish a branch of the American Nazi Party
in New York" City; however, to date there has been no activity
in this regard.

Characterizations of the American
National Party, the American Nazi
Party, FAN, FAN, NYC, and the NSRP
are attached hereto and all sources,
with the exception of the source
used in the characterization of captioned
organization have furnished reliable
information in the past. The source in
the. characterization of captioned group
is in a position to furnish reliable
information.

- 3 -
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American National Party

APPENDIX

AMERICAN NATIONAL PARTY

On March 26, 1962, a source advised that the
American National Party was formed on November 24. 106l.
and is composed of

1 all of whom* according to the source , are
-1

former members of the American Nasi Party*

The source

The source stated 1

The source

b6
b7C
b7D

b7D

b7D

b7D

Party f

The source stated that the American National

The source further advised that sinceL
b7D
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APPENDIX

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY,
Also lcnovm as UNION OP
FREE ENTERPRISE
NATIONAL SOCIALISTS

A source advised oh that GEORGE
LINCOLN ROCKWELL, of Arlington, Virginia, had Held an
organizational meeting of the Worl$ Union of Free Enter-
prises National Socialist s (WUFENS

)

forid
?ENS

)[

b7D

ROCKWELL, on March 26, 1959, furnished to Special
Agents of the FBI, a copy of the program of the WUFENS
stating that he expects to become President of the United
States through the organization's platform. The main tenets
of the WUFENS, as reflected in the program, call for
migration of Negroes to Africa and the trial and execution
of all Jews guilty of Communist and Zionist treason.

A second source advised on August 8, 19^1, that

b7D
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American National Party
APPENDIX

FIGHTING AMERICAN NATIONALISTS

On February 23* 1961* GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL*
Leader of the American Nazi Party (ANP)* advised Special

Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation that the

Fighting American Nationalists (FAN)|
as an anti-Communist organization.

“

ROCKWELL said FAN was organized in September* i960 * and

it is a separate and distinct group from the ANP, but
members of FAN are "frustrated Nazis" who do not like

to wear the swastika or be associated with the principles
Of ADOLF HITLER.

ROCKWELL stated individuals have expressed an

interest in the FAN and since FAN is in consort with and
guided by the ANP* these individuals soon realize the use

of the swastika is the best method in getting recognition
in their fight against Communism. Soon these individuals
join the ANP* ROCKWELL said-.

the FAN in!
nr!KT»nr.T.T. ftrmt.-tnued there are three members of

A source advised on I I
that in

talking to l I
ANP

,

stated there is no legal connection between FAN
and ANP but FAN was organized under the guidance of

ROCKWELL and it is used as a front group dominated by
the principles and objectives of the ANP and looks to

GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL as its leader.

4
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JU APPENDIX

FIGHTING AMERICAN NATIONALISTS
(NEW YORK CITY) ^

On May 8, 1962, Detective I I
Bureau of

Special Services, New York City Police Department (NYCPD)
advised that the Fighting American Nationalists (FAN) first
made an appearance in New York City in October, i960, when a
small group picketed against John F. Kennedy, then a
presidential candidate.

On May 8, 1962, a source advised that FAN is a
front group of the American Nazi Party (ANP). The New York
branch of FAN has no actual headquarters but utilizes Post
Office Box 220, Murray Hill Station, New York 16, New York,
as a mailing address.

According to this source, FAN, NYC, was formed under
the direction of George Lincoln Rockwell, leader of the
ANP, Arlington, Virginia, and is composed of individuals who
are in sympathy with the purposes of the ANP but who are
reluctant to expose themselves publicly as ANP sympathizers.

The source advised that although FAN. NYC.f
b6
b7C

a member of the ANP. I PAN, NYC, having Been b7D

specifically designated as such by George Lincoln Rockwell.

- 7 «
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1. » APPENDIX

"NATIONAL GUARDIAN 11

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications," revised and published as of December 1,

196l, prepared a'nd released by the Committee on Un-
American 'Activities, United States House of Represent-
atives},? Washington, D.C-. , contains the following con-
cerning the "National Guardian"

:

"National Guardian

"L. 'established by the American Labor
Party in 1947 as a "progressive"
weekly * * *. Although it denies
having any affiliation with the
Communist Party, it has manifested
itself from the beginning as a virtual
official propaganda arm of Soylet Russia.’
(Committee on Un-American Activities,

, Report, Trial by Treason: The National
Committee to Secure Justice for the
ROSENBERGS and MORTON SOBELL, August 25,

1956, p. 12.)"
.

*
6?

1
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* APPENDIX

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

tt < 4. ^ IT^°n Novem^®r 1957# a source advised that theUnited White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention heldin Knoxville^ Tennessee, on November 10, 1957. An articlein the November 26, 1957# issue of the "Greenville Piedmont",
Greenville, South Carolina, reported that aKU Klux KLan spokesman of Greenville reported the recent

«
on

.t.

0
»
a new Political party to be known as the Unitedwhite Party . According to the article, the party was formedat a recently held meeting in Knoxville, Tennessee, at whichmany Klansmen were represented. The UWP was reported asoeing opposed to all "race mixing organizations and individuals",

, a<!
The Juiy,^8 , issue of "The Thunderbolt", self-described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ of the

Ssht
» ?

arty " (NSRP) reported that rank andfile states Righters" had merged with the uv/P under "the
of

,

the National States Rights Party" with nationaloffices at Post Office Box 26l, Jeffersonville, Indiana.

In November# 1958, a source advised that the NSRP

anti-Semites

°

f PSSt members of the Ku Klux KLan and notorious

Issue #19, dated June, i960, of "The Thunderbolt"announced the address of the headquarters of the NSRP had beenchanged from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to Post Office Box 783,Birmingham, Alabama. '

On June 17. 1Q60. a arniwtft b6
b7C
b7D

March, 1959# issue of the Anti-Defamation LeagueBulletin contained an article by Jerome Bakst entitled "Angry
h
of Hate". Regarding Edward R. Fields, the article*^seated. Fields, 26 years old and a Louisville chiropractor, is

^i

?

ure
£5? National States Rights Party and co-ordinatorof all its activities, contacts and liaison with leaders of other

- 9 -
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ii. APPENDIX

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTI

"hate groups . He apparently started jew-baiting in his teens,

aided Stoner in the Christian anti-Jewish Party, and got involved

in newspaper notoriety while attending chiropractory school in
Davenport, Iowa. There, early in 1954, according to newspaper
reports, he pasted anti-Jewish stickers on store windows during
Brotherhood Week".

A source advised in May. 1961. that

The Ku Klux Klan has been designated
by the Attorney General of the united
States pursuant to Executive Order
10450.

b6
b7C
b7D

- 10 -
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (157-537)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (157-555) (P)

DATE: 6/12/62

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NATIONAL PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: New York)

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eight copies

of a letterhead memorandum.

mhp flmrr>r»e mentioned in the enclosed memorandum
isl I

|

who requested that his identity be concealed and

wno rurnisned information to SA

The flniiw.e used to characterize the American

b6
b7
b7

]who requested that his identityNational Party is
he concealed.

The sources used to characterize the American Nazi

Party are I
land former PCI

b6
b7C
b7D

2-Bureau (157-537) (Ends. 8) (RM)

1-

Birmingham (INFO) (Ends. 2 ) .
(RM)

2-

Chicago (INFO) (Ends. 2) (RM)
1-Newark (INFO) (Enel. . 1) (RM)
1-Houston (INFO) (End. 1) (RM)
1-Miami (INFO) (Enel. 1) (RM)
1-Richmond (INFO) (Enel. 1) (RM)

, %

1-Washington Field (INFO) (Enel. 1) (RM)
'-New York (157-13) (American Nazi Party) (#412)
LrNew York (105-28550) (NSRP) (#412)
L-New York (157-195) (FAN) (#412)
1-New York (157-542 )J
1-New York (157-87)
1-New York (157-123;
1-New York ,(157-555.

JDBiarg
(17F

|
(#412)

“fa®

b6
b7C

su ^

ts-isfe
*TBI, NEW YORK

/

O

Q
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NY 157-555

The source used to characterize PAN is

The source used -ho nhn-ranfre-P-t gft T?ATJ TJVH la

b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

The sources used to characterize the NSRP are:

(Charlotte Office
b7D

Information copies of the enclosed ' memorandum have
been designated for those offices indicated because of
individuals or organizations mentioned in enclosed memorandum
which may be of interest to those offices.

The NYO will continue to follow the activities of
captioned organization in the NYC area.

2







"Why does the ELchman hanging produce hews? ELchcoann responsible for the "murder

of 6 million Jews? Hhere did all these Jews come from? Germany’s Jewish population

before War XI was a little over half a. million. After war X it was less than a
>

“ ' f

fd ;ii' , wod .vecras Td -nui

third, yet despite of Hitler’s Jewish excesses, the German Jewish population

contianued to increase? How come? One would think there would have .been an exodus

rather than an influx? 6,000.000. Why were not some of these Jens fighting

jfor the land that gave them birth.?That*s why they had to be put into concentration

f

camps. So good look to the Germans. Concentration camps are just the placesfor

cowards and traitors during war. ©id not we put Japanese, and Germans in concentrat-

ion camps during the last war, war II?

As I see,it, Jews of 191*0 would only fight for Soviet Russia. And Soviets do •

praise Jewish bravery. They, would sell their country lock stock and barrel to the

Soviets.

Germany, surrounded by enemies, at war, with a disloyal Jewish population
of a minion or* two, mostly Polish Jews. Concentration camps were plenty good

r"
'

’
,

*
for them* —~ '

BUT HOTT ABOUT JEWISH CRUEL?? AH) BARBARISM? The Eicbman Trial was vengeance

seeking, propaganda. He was kidnapped,thUs violating international law. How
about, the million refugees,on Israel’s border?0ne of the most heinous peace

time crimes -of the century. And the irony of it is that USA harbors these criminal

Jews,^nd pays the bill for tha refugecs.In this land of inhumanity is the seat

of Justice which condemned just another German soldier of war to death after 20

years.

Hot one word do we hear about Jewish Savagery in Franco Spain civil war.
Not a word about the Jewish Bolsheviks', who caused <the murder of 20 million

christians^f How, about Katyn Woods Massacre. The Million & j^tKSf^frthejGg^wh
$ray that disappeared in Russia after war 11.

n ^

' /05'-a£55H>
Read tha iron curtain press, to see it speaks the same ^anguag^fAf

j

* w » < -a

SEARCHES,,
, iwpEXED

Jews,

Nowhere in the wide world is so much written about NazjTatrociti^s^^n^^

—

in New York, catering to our big Jewish concentration, thus"wer£r»escnjt^jra^£|

to our Soviet enemies, propandizing their cause, nullifying our enormous
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lld*0 Broafway, New York BY
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TO: CHIEF CLERK
x

Date

-

Aliases

Address
J

Birth Date Birthplace Race Sexa Male
Fema lo

Exact Spelling I I Main Criminal Case Files Only

All References I I Criminal References Only ______
Main Subversive Case Files Only f~—_ I Main Subversive (If no Main, list all Subversive References)

Subversive References Only I Imch™ Criminal (If no Main, list all Criminal References)

Restrict to Locality of



ROBERT SMITH
Vice President
Programming

0
WOR

RADIO and TV
M40 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18

tONGACRE 4-8000

/

Federal Bureau of Investigation
20jL'*East 69th Street
New York, New York

To Whom It May Concern:

The enclosed letter and paper were received by
WOR in exactly the form you now see them*

f

I

j
%

t

Since the views expressed do not seem to be
completely rational, and since there is an
address as well as a publication that crosses
state boundaries , we thought that in the event
you were not already aware of this , we would-
bring it to your attention*

A DIVISION OF RKO GENERAL, INC.



201 East 69th Street
New York ,21, New York

June 15 > 1962

“TOceTTeMne^rrosraiim
WOR /

'

Radio and TV
1440 B/oadway
New Ydrk 18, New York

: / . ;
De'ar Mr. Smith:

X wish to acknowledge receipt of your
letter of June 13, 1962 and the enclosures attached
thereto . , .

’

Your Interest in furnishing this
1

information to us is indeed appreciated..

Very truly yours.

'YVkiS

H. G. POSTER
Special Agent in Charge-

~

-STARCHED. ........INEEXEtt. uA

1 yxvi
F“f.*NRV.Y0?K
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

REPORTING OFFICE

BIRMINGHAM
TITLE OF CASE

OFFICE OF ORIGIN

BIRMINGHAM

INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD . .

1/15/62 - 7/14/62
REPORT MADE BY

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
SA

CHARACTER OF CASE

RACIAL MATTERS

REFERENCE: Report of SA C. B. STANBERY, 1/19/62, at
Birmingham.

INFORMANTS

Identity of Source File Where Located

105-477- 1A-118

/
105-477- 1A-127

105-477-834 /

DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW

DISSEMINATION RECORD Or ATTACHED REPORT NOTATIONS?

AQENCY.

REQUEST PECO,.

HOWFWD. ...

8Y

U.t. COYUMMCMT MINTING Office 10-76324-1
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Copies Made:

5- Bureau (105-66233) (RM)
1- G-2, Third Army, Ft. McPherson, Ga. (RM)
1- OS I, Maxwell AFB, Alabama (RM)
2- Atlanta (105-763) (RM)
1- Baltimore (Info) (RM)
1- Charlotte (105-683) (Info) (RM)
1- Cincinnati (105-1139) (INFO) (RM)
1- Cleveland (Info)(RM)
1- Chicago (105-4630) (Info) (RM)
1- Detroit (100-26534) (Info) (RM)
1- Jacksonville (105-60) (Info) (RM)
1- Knoxville (105-202) (Info) (RM)
1- Little Rock (105-187) (Info) (RM)
1- Louisville (105-271) (Info) (RM)
1- Los Angeles (105-5724) (Info) (RM)
1- Miami (105-1438) (Info) (RM)
1- Memphis (105-320) (Info) (RM)
2- Mobile (105-339) (RM)
1- Milwaukee (105-946) Info) (RM)
2- New Orleans (105-889) IRM)
Q- New York (105-28550) (Info) (RM)
1- Oklahoma City (Info) (RM)
2- Philadelphia (105-3918) (RM)
1- Portland (Info) (RM)
2- Birmingham (105-477)

Sources used to characterize the NSRP are: b6
b?C

ing information in November 1957;
PS I, Charlotte Office, regard- b7D

.regarding information in November 1958;

agarding information in June, 1960;

regarding

Source used
NATIONALISTS

in characterization of FIGHTING
is

B

COVER PAGE
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Careful consideration has been given to each, source
> concealed and "T" symbols were utilized only in those ' instances
where the identities of the sources must be concealed.

The Special Agent who observed
|

n . Alabama on July 9, 1962 was SA[

BALTIMORE
CHARLOTTE
CINCINNATI
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
DETROIT
JACKSONVILLE
KNOXVILLE
LITTLE ROCK
LOUISVILLE
LOS ANGELES
MIAMI
MEMPHIS
MILWAUKEE
NEW YORK
OKLAHOMA CITY
PORTLAND

INFORMATION

Information copies of this report are being
furnished to the above offices due to past activity of
NSRI> in those territories or because there is information
of. interest to them .in instant report.

ATLANTA

AT ATLANTA, GEORGIA

Will follow and report activity of the NSRP,
at appropriate time.

COVER PAGE
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MOBILE

AT MOBILE, ALABAMA

Will follow NSRP activity and submit report
at appropriate time.

NEW ORLEANS

AT NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA

Will follow NSRP activity and submit report
at appropriate time.

PHILADELPHIA

AT PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

Will follow NSRP activity and submit report
at appropriate time.

BIRMINGHAM

AT BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA

Will follow and report activity of the NSRP
at appropriate time.

D*

L

COVER PAGE
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FD-204 (Rev. 3-3

Copy to:

Rtport of:

Date

Field Office File

Title:

Character:

Synopsis:

' ^

DETAILS:

o o
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1- .G-2, Third Army, Fort McPherson, Ga.
1- OS I,-, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama

I , I Office*

7/17762

(RM)
(RM)

BIRMINGHAM
b6
b7C

it BH 105—477 Bureau File it

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

105-66233

RACIAL MATTERS

The NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP) continues
’

to publish "The Thunderbolt", self-described as the b6
official "White Racial Organ" of this' organization^ b?c

of the" b7D

HSRP,[
to reside at

|_

lof "The Thunderbolt" , continues
]

Information set forth concerning NSRP activity in
Alabama, Arkansas, California, Georgia, New York.
affd Pennsylvania. AN INFORMANT HAS ADVISED THAT I

1HAS WARNED THAT HE WOtfLD SH66T
ANY FBI AGENT SURVEXLLIHGTinr" ;

"THE THUNDERBOLT" - Publication of the
NSRP

"The Thunderbolt" is self-described as
the "Official White Racial Organ of ‘ the NSRP".

A characterization of the NSRP is set
forth in the appendix to this report.

Issue No. 38 of "The Thunderbolt" for
January, 1962, on Page One carried an article which
reads as follows:

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and Its contents are not to be distrlbuted.outside your agency.
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"On tKIs page we photographically reproduce an
amazing article from the ’American Jewish Examiner.

'

Every major Jewish newspaper in Anierica carried
this Interview with this high ranking Jewish General
The daily press is carrying on a fake campaign
to make the American people think Communism has
turned against the Jews. At the same time Jewish
leaders are confidentially informing the average
little Jew that Russia is still under Communist
Jewish Domination.

"The average Jew lives in mortal fear that if the
American people ever found out that Communism was
Jewish, great programs would break out in every
American city against the Jews. Also if Atomic
warfare" breaks out the Jews are afraid they might
be blamed’ and punished by the American people.
Therefore, there is a great campaign in the daily
press with false reports on ’Anti-Semitism in
Russia* . It is true that Anti-Communist White
Russians are against the Communist Jews ruling
Russia. But J the Soviet Government is not
Anti-Semitic, because the Government itself is
run by'Je‘ws. Just keep in mind that the head of
the Soviet Bank is a Jew named Ashburg and
Khrushchev himself has a’ Jewish wife and his half
Jewish son married a Jew. Thus, Khrushchev’s
grandchildren are three-fourths Jewish. Please
study this Jewish General’s words carefully
and note where Jewish Generals are in command
of vast land areas of Russia. Everyone in
Russia is under the iron fist of the Red Army -

which is ruled by these vicious Jewish Generals."

Page One of this issue also carried an article
which apparently was the article mentioned above. This
article in part reads as follows:

"SOVIET JEWISH GENERAL
ASSERTS USSR IS ’ABOUT
TO LIQUIDATE’ BIGOTRY

"Soviet officials were doing their ’utmost’ to
liquidate popular anti-Semitism, he said: ’T was

2
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"a delegate at the last Communist Party Congress.
With me were' countless other Jews - generals,
physicians, scientists and engineers. A Jewish
general' is in command of the Far “Eastern Region,
other Jews command other military areas, ’divisions,
whole fronts. Can things like this happen in
the United States, England or France?*

"He declared that the fight in the Soviet Union
against anti-Semitism was considerably accelerated
after the fall of Lavrentia Ber'ia, Stalin’s secret
police chief, who was liquidated by Khrushchev,
'when I myself was promoted- from colonel to major
general. Other Jewscarry still higher rank
in the Soviet forces.'* He estimated that more
than 100 Jews hold the rank of general in the
Soviet Array."

Page One also carries an article captioned,
"KENNEDY ILLEGALLY IN OFFICE", which article is continued
on Page Three.

This article in part states:

"Kennedy stole the election. He took
Illinois by less than 10,000 votes (which was
delivered by the Jew Chicago political boss.,

Jake Arvey) . Texas barely went to Kennedy with
the help of the greatest vote stealer of all,
Vice President Lyndon Johnson). If Nixon took
both Texas' and Illinois as all mature observers
say he did 1

,
he would have had enough electorial

votes to be elected president. WE FEEL NIXON
ACTUALLY WAS ELECTED PRESIDENT, BUT FAILED
TO HAVE THE GUTS AND FORTITUDE TO DEMAND INVESTIGA-
TIONS INTO WIDE SPREAD VOTE STEALING IN ILLINOIS
AND TEXAS."

The above article also reflected:

"WE DON’T NEED TO IMPEACH WARREN, KENNEDY HAS
ALREADY SAID WARREN WOULD BE REPLACED BY THE JEW RIBBI-
C0FF, WHAT WE NEED TO DO IS TO IMPEACH THE TYRANT
KENNEDY. IF YOU AGREE WITH THIS,’ WRITE AND LET US

l

3
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"KNOW. THE N.S.R.P. IS NOW CONSIDERING A
NATION WIDE PETITION CAMPAIGN TO IMPEACH THE
NUMBER ONE SCOUNDREL OF THEM ALL. THE SO-CALLED
•PRESIDENT’ JOHN KENNEDY IS HOLDING OFFICE ILLEGALLY
DUE TO OBVIOUS VOTE STEALING IN TEXAS AND CHICAGO.
KENNEDY MUST GO, AND CONGRESS CAN RULE’ UNTIL AN
HONEST ELECTION CAN BE HELD AND A POPULAR CANDIDATE
ELECTED WHO CAN POLLAT LEAST HALF THE TOTAL VOTES
CAST’”

Pages Four and Five of Issue No. 38 carried
an editorial entitled ’’INSIDE U.S. COMMUNIST PARTY
MOSCOW DIRECTED TREASON” .

' '

"Pages Six and Seven of this issue also contained
an article entitled* "THE INTERNATIONAL JEW" by "Henry

'

Ford, Founder - First President of the Ford Motor Company".

Page Eight' of ‘Issue ‘No. 38 of "The Thunderbolt"
for January,*1962 carried an article captioned" "DELAWARE ON
GUARD"; This article reflected that. "State Chairman
John W. Marshall, Route 2," Middletown, Delaware, is
responsible' for this" ‘recent ‘publicity in" the fight, against
’Freedom Riders’ along Rt. 40 This is the kind of

'

minuteman action which is needed throughout the nation.”

Also noted on Page Eight of Issue No. 38 was
an article "ANTI- ’RIDER’ UNIT RT. 40 VIGIL", which
reflected the following:

"Since today's Route 40 Freedom Ride has been
called off, the. ’scouts’ of the National States
Rights Party won’t be on duty.

"John Warren Marshall, Middlwtown farmer who is
state chairman of the party which

"ACCORDING TO the letter, the ’scouts’ would
notify each restaurant of the approach of
the riders. It continues with:

4
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''Upon 'notification we suggest' that you post
a 'closed* sign on your door and let NO ONE in

until the integrators have left."

This article also reflected that a Mrs.
HELEN GIBASON of Collins Park, was the party's secretary-
treasurer .

Page Eight also carried ah announcement captioned
"MARYLAND" , which stated that Maryland membership' was
growing rapidly and that all' interested should write
"NSRP, P.O. Box 27, Damascus, Md."

Page Eight of Issue No. 38 also carried an'

article captioned "NEW YORK" which reflected that Mr.

WILLIAM H.’ HOFF, P.'O. Box 1243, Brooklyn 1, N.Y. would
assume the' position of New England organizer. This
article urged all members to give Mr. HOFF their complete

cooperation and indicated that he would be contacting the

members soon.

Page Eight of Issue No. 38, also carried an
article captioned "GEORGIA", which in part stated:

"Mr. Jerry Dutton, 410 E. Howard Ave.
,
Decatur,

Ga .

,

is shown here with his well trained police
dog. Negroes have a great fear of dogs and NSRP
Youth-Leader, Jerry Dutton is going to ‘start his
own K-9 Corps in the Atlanta area. Mr. Dutton has
led numerous picketings against school mixing
recently."

Issue No. 39 of "THE THUNDERBOLT", on Page
Three carried an article captioned, "CROMMELIN OPENS
DRIVE FOR' U.S. ’SENATE" ,

' which reflected that JOHN G.

CROMMELIN, Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy, (retired) as of
February 5, 1962 was a candidate for the U.S. Senate
with his campaign headquarters at "Harrogate Springs -

P.O. Box 441, Wetumpka, Ala."

Page Three of this issue also carried an
article which in part states:

5
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"The most important election being held today, so
far as the Racial Right Wing is concerned'— is
being held in Alabama for the seat of Sen. Lister
Hill, On this page, we re-produce Crommelin 'S

opening campaign' statement. Please study over this
document closely. Alabama is used to rough and
tumble political campaigns, but the fight Admiral
Crommelin is bringing to the people is one that is
almost beyond the imagination of most of you.
Admiral Crommelin stumps the state from one end to
the other in his sound truck . At every corner and
crossroad he is exposing the real enemy — the
Satanic JEWJ * Crommelin pulls no punches — in
every speech, he names the traitors in office --

he tells the people that it is the Jew who is behind
Communism and Race Mixing — that it is the Jew
who has bought control of our government in Washington.’*

Pages Six' and Seven of Issue No. 39 contain
ah article entitled, ’’THE INTERNATIONAL JEW", which
reflected that it had been written by HENRY FORD, Founder -

First President of the Ford Motor Company.

Issue No. 39 on Page Eight also carried an
editorial captioned "MONTGOMERY TO HEAR OREGON LEADER".
This editorial states:

"REV. BENJAMIN TO SPEAK IN MONTGOMERY.

"The Oregon State Chairman of the NSRP, Rev. Dale
J. Benjamin, will speak to the regular Monday
night meeting of the Montgomery NSRP Branch on
March 5 at ’Chester's Restaurant' on the Mobile
Highway. Rev. Benjamin is on a speaking tour of
the South with his inspiring message. We hope all
Montgomery members will turn out to hear this courageous
NSRP leader from Portland, Oregon. Bring your neighbors,
wives and children out to hear his message."

Issue No, 39 on Page Eight also carried a photo-
graph of a youth carrying a placard on which was printed,
"Impeach The Kennedy Tyrants!" Above the photograph was

6
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the statement "NSRP YOUTH DEMAND KENNEDY INSPEACHMENT
IN ATLANTA MARCH". Below the picture was

-
"JERRY DUTTON

KEEPS HIS MEN ON THE FRONT LINE".

Issue No. 40, of "THE THUNDERBOLT" for March,
'

1962' "devoted the entire first page and most of ’Page Seven
to an [article captioned "KENNEDY”MUST GO". This article'
carried a subcaption "NSRP Begins Impeachment Proceedings"-
and set out fifteen grounds on which the NSRP reportedly
was seeking the impeachment of President ‘KENNEDY. This
article reflected that the National Headquarters of the
NSRP was P.O. Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama.

Page Two of this issue was devoted to the
endorsement of JOHN G. CROMMELIN for the U.S. Senate
from Alabama and was captioned "CROMMELIN PLATFORM FOR
ALL AMERICANS".’ CROMMELIN’ s platform was set out and
reads in part as follows:

"WHEREAS, We White Christian Americans are
the greatest freedom-loving, the greatest anti-
communist people on earth but our Govern-
ment in Washington is controlled by the
’ communist-j ewish conspiracy’ and seventy-
eight (78) jews placed in key positions (few
were ever elected) — the strangest political
paradox in all history,

and,

"WHEREAS, The most serious threat to the
security of these United States is not the
EXTERNAL economic, military or psychologic-
al power of Russia but the even more deadly
INTERNAL menace of the world-wide ’communist-
j ewish conspirach’ with headquarters in
New York City and Washington, D.C. , that
controls not only our Federal Government and
the Communists in America but the communist
Russians as well,

and

7
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* * *

"WHEREAS, The Key to Survival is a thorough
understanding of the ’ communist-J ewish con-
spiracy ’ by White Christian Voters and timely
positive action by the Congress of the United
States, and especially the U. S. Senate, to
ATTACK', EXPOSE, STOP AND CLEAN OUT
the traitors and dupes who have all but taken
over our public communications and Federal
Government ,

.

and

* * *

"WHEREAS, As a result of my twelve long years
of continuous fire upon the ’real target’ the
’enemy within’, and five state-wide political
campaigns,' and the distribution of hundreds
of thousands of literary tracts, exposures and
brochures, EVERY WHITE CHRISTIAN VOTER IN
ALABAMA WITH ’BAT BRAINS’ now knows that
’COMMUNISH IS JEWISH FROM START* TO FINISH’ and
that’ today’s communists are simply another name
for so-called ’Bolsheviki of the late nineteenth
century and the satanic Pharisees who were
condemned by Our Lord Jesus Christ."

Page Three of this issue carried a heading
"JEWS SMEAR CROMMELIN AN® NSRP", under' which was set
out an article captioned' "Crommelin, Retired Admiral,
Running Again in Alabama," and a subcaption "Bigot,
Spewing Hate, Seeks Senate Seat". This article, in
part, reads as follows:

"Anti-Jewish and anti-Negro agitators are
concentrating their efforts in .Alabama this
month, where a retired Rear Admiral, John G.
Crommelin, is running for the United States Senate
nomination on a platform reminiscent of the hey-day
of the nazis.

8
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"Strongest support for .Croramelin comes from the
National States Rights 'Party, whose newspaper,
’The Thuriderbol.t, ’ identifies itself tiy a conspicuous
’lightning flash’ emblem on the masthead ,* similar
id that once made notorious just aftier the last war
when it was the insignia of the Columbians - a
group which tried to set' up a ’private police’ force
in Atlanta, Ga. , along racist lines."

Pages Four and Five of this issue also carried
ah article entitled "THE INTERNATIONAL JEW", which reportedly
had been written by Henry 'Ford, Founder - First President
of the Ford Motor Company.

Issue No. 41 of "THE THUNDERBOLT" for April,- 1962
on Page One carried an article' entitled’ "IMPEACH KENNEDY
CAMPAIGN GROWS". This article, in part, reads as follows:

"Why do we want to impeach President Kennedy?
In his two years of public office Kennedy has
helped the Communists more than any other president
and here are the main reasons why he should be
impeached:

(1) Has invited Communists to join our
NASA Space Projects.

(2) Has cut off all aid to the Prince
of Laos for not taking the Com-
munists into his Government.

(3) Has come out in favor of sending grain
to Communist China and North Korea.

(4) Supported the war against the
Anti-Communists in Katanga.

(5) Withheld promised air support for
the invasion of Communist Cuba.

(6) Punished General Walker and' Officers
for being against Communism.

(7) Freed two Communist spies, Col.
Rudolph Abel arid Willie Hirsch.

(8) Continues to send aid to Communist
Yugoslavia and Poland.

(9) Ordered the U.S. Post Office to
distribute Communist mail into the
U.S. free of charges.

9
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(10) Uses Federal Marshals to escort
CORE freedom Riders* through the South.

(11) Has filled the Government with extreme
Left-Wingers and Communist sympathizers.

This article further stated as follows:

"In view of these Kennedy antics we urge ALL patriots
to join those who have already started g;ettirig petitions
signed and give us 'the support we need to present
hundreds 'of thousands of these signed petitions to
Congress. When enough of these petitions have been
returned to the N.S.R.P. we wll send’ a delegation to
Washington ‘and DEMANfi' that Congress- start impeach-
ment proceedings immediately. ' If you have not received
your petition or want more copies send your request
to Dr. Edward R. Fields, Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama.
Do your part."

Page One of Issue No. 41 also carried an article
entitled "ADMIRAL CROMMELINS CAMPAIGN STEAMROLLS". This
article endorsed CROMMELIN and stated in part in regard
to this political race in which CROMMELIN was involved:

"Because of the great Christ Vs Anti-Christ aspect
of this unusual political race, America’s most
outstanding Christian ministers have traveled to
Alabama to rally White Christians behind Admiral
Cromraelin."

This article also stated in part as
follows

:

"From far & wide they have come to spend these
final critical three weeks beside the brave
Admiral who has dared name the real (Jewish) enemy.
These ministers now here in Alabama for Crommelin
are: ' Rev. Owen F. Polito of St. Petersburg,
Fla,, Rev. Wesley Swift of Los Angeles, Calif.,
Rev. Dale J, Benjamin of Portland, Oregon and
Rev. Gordon Winrod of Little Rock, Ark., Reverands
Polito, Benjamin and Winrod are ail NSRP members,
with Rev. Winrod being our new National Chaplain.

10 .
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"These ministers and Admiral Crommelin are
managing 5 sound trucks all over the state blasting
away the Christian message that Communism is Jewish
from start 'to finish arid that racial integration
of we white people is a Jewish directed scheme
to mongrelize the' White Race, so that the almighty
Jew can sit upon a throne to rule ’a world populated
by a mass of mullato like zombies. We urge you to
act now to get your friends and neighbors out to
vote for Admiral Crommelin."

NSRP ACTIVITY IN ALABAMA

Oh July 9. 1962. a Special Agent of the FBI
observed lat his ' residence , I ~~l

On February 23, 1962, Birmingham Confidential
Informant T-I made* available a "Personal Newsletter"
dated February, 1962, which reflected that it was published
by the "NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY, DR. EDWARD R. FIELDS,
INFORMATION DIRECTOR, P. 0. BOX 783, Birmingham, Alabama."

This newsletter was sighed by DR. EDWARD R.
FIELDS and in part reads as follows:

"The Jewish dominated air waves, newspapers and
magazines have begun a hysterical campaign against
’Right-Wing Extremists’.

* * * *

"Almost every Jewish publication and every major
Jewish organization has issued public statements
that what they fear most is that these so called
mild anti-communist organizations may become ’anti-
semitic’. IN OTHER WORDS THEY FEAR THAT A LITTLE
ENLIGHTENMENT ON THE PART OF THE PEOPLE MAY LEAD
TO A TOTAL EXPOSE OF THE PLOT OF THE JEWS and turn the
present Anti-Communist program of today into a giant
mass drive to rid America of the Jewish problem.

b6
b7C
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"The National States Rights Party is today the
largest ' organized Anti-Jewish organization in'
America. (We are also the least' smeared - the'
Jews don* t want the” people to ‘even know we exist.)
Let’s mince no words about it, THE NSRP IS AN
ANTI-JEWISH ORGANIZATION. Keep in mind the
difference between the words anti-Semitic and
anti-Jewish. The Arab peopleis are the only true
Semites on earth - the term anti-Semitic is to
confuse the people and is a smear word. We are
for the Arab' in his fight to liberate the Holy
Land from the’ Zionist Jew - we are therefore pro-
Semitic.* Biit, we are Anti-Jewish as we oppose
what the Jew as a RACE is trying to do to our Race,
Nation and Faith. The Jew opposes and fights every-
thing that we stand for. We, therefore, oppose
arid ‘fight absolutely EVERYTHING that the Jew stands
for,

"It is because we Lov£ our Children, we Love our
Country, we Love the Good Things, and the highest
standard of living in the world that God granted
this nation. We want to see America advance to
being the greatest Nation the world has ever seen;
We want to see great cities, modern homes for all,
illiteracy and disease wiped out. We want all the
land developed for both farming and industry.
America has just begun to tap its natural resources.
We want to save this great nation from bankruptcy
through foreign aid and wasteful spending. If we
are to show the world the way to peace and
civilization, we must be a solvent model for the
world to look to. Summit meetings and the co-
existence alongside Communism just places us on the
same level with Communism. The United Nations not
only places us on the same level with Communism,
but with the cannibal in Africa. We believe
America should be free from international entanglements
and free to deal with friendly foreign nations
from a diplomatic level for which the position of
Ambassador was first created.

12
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"On Every one of these points we run Headlong into
Jewish opposition. America cannot He saved' until
we are first free of Jewish domination, America
is the land of the White American, not the Asiatic
Jew.

"The Jew in America has reached his* peak, he now
faces the beginning of his downfall . He is now
so high, that he has a long way to fall, but by an
all out effort oh our part we will hasten the
eventual day" when America will be free' from the
Jew arid we can once again rejoice with our families
and friends, that we have regained our freedoms and
can" work to fulfill the destiny our forefathers’
began when this free Republic was first founded.

, J
3

On April 1, "1962, BH T-2 made available a
one" page leaflet captioned "IMPEACH KENNEDY" which also
carried a caption "A PETITION TO IMPEACH PRESIDENT JOHN F.
KENNEDY", and reads as follows:

"WHEREAS; The U.S. Constitution gives we, as
citizens, the right to begin impeachment proceedings,
we do hereby request that the U.S. House of Represen-
tatives compel Johri F. Kennedy to stand trial before
the U. S. Senate on the following charges:

1) Has invited the Communists to join our NASA
Space projects.

2) Has cut off all aid to the Prince of Laos for
not taking the Communists into his Government.

3) Has come out in favor of sending grain to
Communist China and North Korea.

4) Supported the war against the Anti-Communists
in Katanga.

5) Withheld promised air support for the invasion
of Communist Cuba.

6) Punished General Walker and other officers for
being against Communism.

13
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7) Freed two Communist spies, Col. Rudolph Abel
and Willie Hirsch.

8) Continues to send aid to Communist Yugoslavia
and Poland.

9) Ordered the U. S. Post Office to distribute
Communist mail into U.S. Free of charge.

10) Uses Federal Marshalls to escort CORE freedom
Riders' through the South.

11) Has filled the Government with extreme Left-
Wingers and Communist sympathizers.

For these and other acts giving aid and comfort to
the enemies of the United States of America we
the undersigned respectfully 'petition the Congress
of the United States to begin impeachment proceedings."

This blank petition carried space for twelve
signatures plus space for the complete address of the signers.
The petition also stated that more copies of the petition
form' could be obtained upon request and the petition also
solicited donations to help take care of the handling and'
postage. The petition further requested that the petitions
after' being signed be returned to "NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS
PARTY, DR. EDWARD R. FIELDS, INFORMATION DIRECTOR, P. 0.
BOX 783, BIRMINGHAM, Alabama."

Issue No. 41 of "THE THUNDERBOLT" on Page Two
carried an article captioned "MONTGOMERY MEETINGS PACKED",
This article states:

"The "National States Rights Party holds meetings
every Monday night at ’Chester's Restaurant*, 3500
Mobile Hwy., in Montgomery. Recently the Harmony
Boys Quartet of Montgomery joined the NSRP. They
began singing at these regular NSRP meetings and
attendance immediately jumped. The meeting hall is

14
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’’now packed ©very Monday night. After
the speakings, the' Harmony Boys entertain as late
as the people wish, many times folks stay till' after
midnight to listen to the wonderful music these hew
members- provide'. All this, ‘plus the workd’s best
food being served at ’Chester's'* are two reasons the
NSRP' Has become so

r

strong in Montgomery. This
serves as 'a model for other Branches of the NSRP
to follow, music and refreshments will keep members
and their friends attending meetings regularly.

"The Harmony Boys Quartet ar©’ James Crhft, G. E.

’tied* CannOn, tee McHee and Dennis Pouncey. These
men are becoming one of the nations finest enter-
tainers in the Gbspel field. They are also heard
over W.B.A.M. a 50,000 Watt radio station in
Montgomery every Sunday afternoon at 12:30 . This
group was officially organized two months ago and
in .this short length of time have traveled extensively
and have recently recorded their first High Fidelity
L.P. record. It consists of twelve of their most
requested hits. This record can be obtained by
writing ‘the Harmony Boys, P. 0. Box 8007, Montgomery,
10, Ala. The price - is $4. The NAACP supports
their negro artists, so let us White people support
this group of fine Christian young men.

"The Montgomery NSRP Branch has grown so fast that
they have given ’The Thunderbolt ’ a standing order
for 1,000 copies of every issue of this newspaper
for mass distribution over the city of Montgomery
every month from now on. Other NSRP Branches will
have" to work hard td catch up with this outstanding
group in Montgomery."

Page One of Issue No. 41 of "THE THUNDERBOLT"
for April, 1962, carries a photograph of a man standing
beside a car, on top of which was a sign reading "Elect
John G. CROMMELIN U.S. Senator". Also, "Clean the traitors
out". Under the photograph appears "JAMES WARNER DRIVES
N.S.R.P. CAR TO HELP ELECT CROMMELIN."

15
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Page Seven of this issue further stated that
JAMES K. WARNER was the hew Associate Editor of "THE
THUNDERBOLT" and that Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS was the Editor,
Of "THE THUNDERBOLT".

Issue No. 41 of "THE THUNDERBOLT" on Page Eight
vCarried an article captioned "JAMES K. WARNER ’THUNDERBOLT’
ASSOCIATE EDITOR". This article reads in part as follows:

"The Editor and Staff of THE THUNDERBOLT,
official organ of the National States Rights
Party are proud to announce the addition to
James K. Warner to the staff of ’The Thunderbolt’
newspaper. Mr, Warner will serve henceforth in
the position of Associate Editor. He will work
closely with Dr. Edward R. Fieids in Publishing
this patriotic ' newspaper for you our fellow members
and supporters.

* * *

"Mr, Warner was born and raised in Wilkes-
Barre, Penn. He served in the Naval Reserves
from which he was Honorably Discharged. He finished
High School, entered the U. S. Air Force and later
was Honorably Discharged.

* * *

"He was Pennsylvania Organizer for the National
States Rights Party from 1960 to 1961 and organized
a picketing of Sammy Davis, Jr., in New Jersey,
When racial agitation was started by Freedom
Riders on Route 40 in Maryland, Mr. Warner rushed
to the scene with a crew of men and much literature
to form the core of White resistance."

NSRP ACTIVITY IN ARKANSAS

Issue No. 39 of "THE THUNDERBOLT" for February,
1962, on Page One carried an article captioned "NSRP
CHAPLAIN NAMED", and a photograph was also set out, under
which was the name REV, GORDON WINROD.

16
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The above article, in part, states:

"The National Chairman of the National States'
Rights Party, the Honorable Ned Dupes takes great
pride in announcing the appointment of Rev.' Gordon
Winrod of Little Rock, Arkansas to the position of
Official Party National Chaplain. In this positipn,
Rev. Winrod will open and close all NSRP National
Conventions and counsel the Party on all religious
questions,

"Rev. Winrod attended Missouri Synod Lutheran
Schools for 'most all of his formal education. He
attended St. John's Lutheran College in Winfield]!
Kansas. He is a graduate of Concordia Theological
Seminary (Missouri Synod Lutheran) , the class of
1955. Rev. Winrod is an ordained minister of the
Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod.

"Rev. Gordon Winrod has served as pastor of three.
Lutheran Churches in San Antonio, Texas, Houston,
Texas and in Little Rock, Arkansas. He now has founded'
an Independent Lutheran Church in Little Rock, Arkansas,
where he was forced by Church eccelsiastical officials
into 1 leaving the First Lutheran Church, Little Rock,
Ark. , because he openly preached against the Jews as
Christ did, as John and Peter did, as Luke did, as
Paul did, as the Popes did, and as. Luther himself did,
and as' his father, Dr. Gerald B. Winrod did.

"Rev. Winrod is 35 years old, married and has
6 children, and expceting another child any day."

On Page Seven of Issue No. 41 of "THE THUNDERBOLT",
appears 'an article captioned "MRS . BISHOP RAPS REFUSAL
TO ’DEBATE’" . This article reflected that Mrs. E. L.
BISHOP of Little Rock, Arkansas was National Vice-Chairman
of the States Rights Party.

17
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NSRP ACTIVITY IN GEORGIA

Issue No. 41 of "THE THUNDERBOLT" for April,
1962 bn Page' Two sets out an article entitled’ "GEORGIA
UNIT STARTS ORGANIZATIONAL DRIVE". Under this caption

’

the
w
photograph of a man is also set out, and the following

is set forth below the photograph: "REV. HENRY WHITE WILL
HOLD MASS PUBLIC RALLIES THIS SUMMER IN GEORGIA*.'

The above article states:
* n *

"On March 3, the Dalton, Ga., Unit of the National
States Rights Party held a meeting for the election
of local officers. Rev. Henry G. White, the NSRP
state chairman for Georgia, was honored by local
members by being elected also to be Chairman of the
local Dalton Unit, Mrs. Roxie Crisp was elected
local Secretary and Treasurer.

4 s
' "Rev. White was born and raised in Dalton, Ga.,

and is well known for his active participation in
local Fraturnal and Civic groups. *He has been a
Baptist Minister for over 30 years and resides at
807 Luckie St., in Dalton. Mr. White informs the
public that much progress is being .made in the
general advancement of the Party in Dalton and
surrounding areas, membership is increasing rapidly;

"Plans are underway for some very interesting programs
in the near future, and plans are being made for
some very able speakers to address open air NSRP
political rallies this summer. The main, objectives
of the organization are to uphold the principles of
true Patriotism and Christianity. Anyone desiring
further information concerning the organization or
desiring membership in the National States Rights
Party, please contact: Rev. Henty G. White, P.0.
Box 604, Dalton, Georgia, Phone —Broadway 7971.

NSRP ACTIVITY IN ILLINOIS
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Issue No. 41 of “THE THUNDERBOLT" for April,
1962 oh Page 2, states "SOKOLSKY SUED BY CHICAGO N.S.R.P.
CHIEF", and indicates the article was written by’ "MAX '

NELSEN, Chairman of NSRP of 111., Box 1785, Chicago 90,
111,"

NSRP ACTIVITY IN LOUISIANA

Page Three of Issue Nor*41-of "THE THUNDERBOLT"
carried an article captioned "PEREZ SAYS JEWS BEHIND
LOUIS IANNA CHURCH ACTION- DR. FIELDS ^ SPEAKS. ^INJNEW ORLEANS."

A sub-caption further stated "New Orleans Unit Hears
Dr. Fields".

Two photographs were also set out under the
above caption. Under one photograph appears "Dr. Fields
Escorted To Speakers Platform by NSRP Honor Guardi Leader
Leonard Butler on Right." Under the other photograph appears
"Dr. Fields Speaking Louisiana Chairman Henessey (Right)
Randy Trudeau, Secy, (Left)."

The above article a.lso reflected :

"Oh March 5,. Dr. Edward R. Fields spoke to a NSRP
Unit filled with* enthusiasm over the recent election,

i., of a Segregationist as Mayor;. Our Newt Orleans h'

I‘an Unit played a decisive part in this campaign, dis-
tributing thousands of leaflets exposing the evil
Morrison machine."

NSRP ACTIVITY IN NEW YORK

On January ^9 ,

i?Vic
1962, Detective

Bureau of Special Services. New York City Police Depart-
ment, advised SAI I that there has been no
activity by I

I loi xne
National States Rights Pauty since October, 1961, when

ber from participated in picketing
outside St. Nicholas Arena, NYC, on October 28, 1961 when
the annual dinner of "The Worker", an east coast communist
newspaper was held.

NSRP mem-

b6
b7C
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Detective stated that his department
would be well aware of any NSRP activity in the New
York City area and repeated that there has Keen none.
Detective I Istated that he is convinced that
the "NSRP 'in NYC consists I l and
they actually engage in ho activity as the NSRP but
oh occasion appear on picket lines which are under the '

sponsorship of the Fighting American Nationalists (FAN)

.

b6
b7C

fln-.Taniiarv •>*>..

GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL’S
American Nazi Party, advised SA[
NSRP activity in NYp to speak of

b6
b7C

since [

that there is no

JnSRP in NYC, possessing neither the
"brains or ability” to be an effective leader.

]

stated that there is no large membership
of the NSRP in the NYC area, and to his knowledge

.

I

]and frequently supports the
] b6
b7C

picket lines of other racist groups but never appears to
have any other NSRP members picketing with him.

On January 24, 1962, BH T-3 advised
that the Ttew Vnyfc Chanta-r n~P the NSRP led by |_

which does not have
notoriety of other groups operating in the New York
area. The source advised that the only time he has been
aware of

| I
joins in the picket

line of some other organization with which he . 1

~

agrees in policy.

b6
b7C
b7D
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APPENDIX

FIGHTING AMERICAN NATIONLISTS

On February 23, 1961, GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL,
leader of the ANP, advised' Special Agents of the Federal
Bureau' of Investigation that the FIGHTING AMERICAN NATIONALISTS
(FANY was l~ l as an anti-'' £!

communist organization. ROCKWELL said FAN was organized
in September, 19607 and If"is a separate and distinct
group from ANP, but members of FAN are "’frustrated
Nazis" who do not like to wear the swastika or be
associated with the principles of ADOLF HITLER.

ROCKWELL stated individuals have expressed an in-
terest in the FAN and since FAN is in consort with and
guided by the ANP, these individuals soon realize the use
of the swastika is the best method in getting recognition
in their fight against communism. Soon these individuals
join the ANP, ROCKWELL said.

ROCKWELL continued that there are three members
of the FAN in [ b6

b7C

A source advised on February 17. 1961, that in
talking to | I

ANP,
I Istated there is no legal connection between FAN
and ANP, but FAN was organized under the guidance of
ROCKWELL and it is used as a front group dominated by
the principles and objectives of the ANP and looks
to GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL as its leader.
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NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

^
' "

'Ori November 26, “1957, a source' a'dvised that the
United*'White ' Par'lly (UWP)'~was‘ organized at a donvention

’

Held^in Knoxville
j
Tennessee, on'November 10/ *1957.’ '

"Ah
article in the" November 26, 1957, issue of the "Greenville
Piedmont", a newspaper 'of Greenville, South Carolina,
reported that a "Ku Klux ‘Klah spokesman’ of Greenville
reported the* recent formation of a new' political party
to* be known as the United White Party". ‘ According to the
article, the' party was formed at a recently held meeting
in Knoxville, Tennessee, at which many Klansmen were
represented. The UWP was reported as being opposed to
all "race mixing organizations and individuals."

The July, 1958, issue of "The Thunderbolt",
self-described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ
of the National States Rights Party" (NSRP) reported that
rank and file "States Righters" had merged with the UWP
under "the banner of the National States Rights Party",
with national offices at Post Office Box 261 Jefferson-
ville, Indiana.

In Novmeber, 1958, a source advised that the
NSRP is composed of past members of the Ku Klux Klan and
notorious anti-Semites.

Issue #19, dated June, 1960, "The Thunderbolt"
announced the address of the headquarters of the NSRP had
been changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to Post Office
Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama.

On June 17. 1960. a source advised that

b6
b7C
b7D

The March, 1959 issue of the Anti-Defamation
League Bulleting contained an article by JEROME BAKST entitled
"Angry Young Men of Hate". Regarding EDWARD R. FIELDS,
the article stated, "FIELDS, 26 year old and a Louisville
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"chiropractor, 'is a -key figure in the National ‘States
Rights Party and co-ordinator of all its activities,'
contacts and liaison with leaders of other hate groups.
He apparently started Jew-baiting in his teens, aided
STONER in the Christian anti-Jewish Party, and got
involved in newspaper notoriety while attending'
chiropractory school in Davenport, Iowa: There, early
in 1954, according to newspaper reports, he pasted
anti-Jewish stickers on store windows during Brotherhood
Week."

A source advised in Mav. 1961. b6
b7C
b7D

The KU KLUX KLAN has been designated by the
Attorney General of the United States pursuant
to Executive Order 10450.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

300 American Life Building
Birmingham. 3 , . .Alabama
July 17, 1962

Title: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Reference: Report of Special Agent b6
| |

dated b7c
July 17, 1962, at Birmingham

,

Alabama.

All sources (except any listed below) used in
referenced communication have furnished reliable information
in the past.

\

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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In Reply, Please Refer to '

File No*

o
,v.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUStICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

300 American Life Building
Birmingham 3* Alabama

August 3* 1962

RE: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

Birmingham Confidential Informant T-l, who has
furnished reliable information in the nast. advised on

b7D

T-l stated he understands that f ]

[ Jof THE
THUNDERBOLT, official newspaper of this group, said recently
that the present circulation of this newspaper is approxi-
mately 50,000. T I was heard to say that he received
250 new subscriptions in July, 1962, and that he is having 5

15,000 additional copies of the June issue printed, in order
to partially meet the demand for this particular issue,
which set forth information that President JOHN F. KENNEDY
had been married and divorced previous.'.to his present
marriage . > -

b6
b7C

Informant advised that|
|
formed

Klansman at Birmingham, Alabama, has spoken recently on two
occasions at the Montgomery Chapter of the :NSRP. T-l said
at the first meeting there were about 150 present and at the
second meeting approximately 300 were in attendance..

bt
b7C
b7D

This memorandum is loaned to you by the
FBI and neither it nor its contents are
to be distributed outside the agency to
which loaned.

/Pf'cZ$SS#-<ZX.O



NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

Oh November 26, 1957, source advised that the
United White Party' (UWP) was organized at a convention
held in Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 10, 1957* An
article in the November 26, 1957 » issue of the "Greenville
Piedmont", a newspaper of Greenville, South Carolina,
reported that a "Ku Klux Klan spokesman of Greenville
reported the, recent formation of a new political party
to be known as the United White Party". According to the
article, the party was formed at a recently held meeting
in Knoxville , Tennessee, at which many Klansmen were
represented. The UWP was reported as being opposed to
all "race mixing organizations and individuals "

.

The. July, 1958, issue of "The Thunderbolt",
self-described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ
of the National States Rights Party" (NSRP) '.reported that
rank and file "States Righters" had merged with the UWP
under "the banner of the National States Rights Party",-
with national offices at Post Office Box 26l, Jeffersonville,
Indiana.

In November, 1958, a source advised that the
NSRP is composed of .past members of the Ku Klux Klan and
notorious anti-Semites

.

Issue' #L9, dated June,, i960, "The Thunderbolt"
announced the address of the headquarters of the NSRP had

b
been changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to Post Office b
Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama.

The March, 1959, issue of the Anti-Defamation
League Bulletin contained, an article by JEROME BAKST entitled
"Angry Young; Men of Hate " . Regarding EDWARD R. FIELDS, the
article stated, "FIELDS, 26 year old and a Louisville



"chiropractor, is a< key figure in the National State's

Rights Party and co-ordinator of all its activities

>

contacts, and liaison with leaders of other' hate groups.
He apparently started Jew-halting in his teens, aided
STONER in the Christian anti-Jewish Party, and ;got

involved in newspaper notoriety while attending
chiropractory school in Davenport, Iowa. There, early
in 195^* according- to newspaper reports, he pasted
anti-Jewish stickers oh store windows during Brotherhood
Week."

A floiirae advised in May. 106l.

The KU KLUX KLAN has been designated- by the
Attorney- General of the United States pursuant
to Executive Order 10450.
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Date: 8/3/62

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plain text or code

)

AIR MAIL - RM
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-66233)

FROM: SAC, BIRMINGHAM (105-477) (P)

RE: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RM
(BH 00)

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 8 copies of a
letterhead memorandum concerning the NSRP National Convention
to be held at Montgomery, Ala., 9/2/62. Two copies of this
memorandum are being enclosed for offices receiving copies of
this communication.

Bureau (Enc. 8) - AM RM
Atlanta (Enc. 2)(105T763) - AM RM
Baltimore (Enc. 2).-AMRM
Charlotte (Enc. 2) (105-683) - AM RM
Cincinnati (Enc,. 2) (105-1139) - AM RM
Cleveland (Enc. 2) - AM RM
Chicago (Enc. 2)1105-4630) - AM RM
Detroit (Enc. 2 ) (100-26534) -

Jacksonville (Enc. -2)(T05-o0)
Knoxville .(Enc

.

, 2) (I05r202) -

Little Rock (Enc. 2) (105-187)
Louisville (Enc. 2)(l05-27l)
Los Angeles (Enc. 2) (105-5724) - AM RM
Miami (Enc. 2) (105-1438) - AM RM /
Memphis (Enc. 2) (105-320) - AM RM
Mobile (Enc. 2) (105-339) - AM RM
Milwaukee (Enc. 2) (105-946) - AM RM *

New Orleans (Enc. 2)(l05-889) - AM RM
New York (Enc. 2 ) (105-28550) - AM RM.

Oklahoma City (Enc . 2 ) - AM RM
Philadelphia (Enc. 2)(105-391§) - AM RM
Portland (Enc. 2) -AM RM

AM RM
- AM RM
AM&M,
- AM RM
- AM RM

hy\X^-

(105-477)
C

sfARfcHFn /?

SFRIAI CM cn

a
^ FBI— NEW YORI<frW

Approved: Sent .M Per
Special Agent in Chargi
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BH 105-477

T-l is panel source.*

ONI, OSI, CIC, Birmingham, were furnished copies of
this letterhead memorandum.

Each office will -promptly determine whether any
informant' of its division plans to attend this convention.
If so, recommendations as to attendance of such informants
should be immediately submitted to Bureau, Mobile, and
Birmingham

.

Mobile will give consideration to feasibility of
MISUR and, if feasible, request 'Bureau authority for same.
Mobile will also arrange suitable coverage of convention by
means of informants and/or discreet spot surveillances.

.SEP THAT
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-- 5010-104-0*

-UNITED STATES GOVERlC^NT

Memorandum
TO SAC, 5EV; YORK ( 105-28^0 J

from : sa

date: 8/1/62

subject: HAT IOHA'L STATES' RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL HATTERS
(00 i. Birmingham) -

• On 7/28/62

J

I furnished HYO with the April, 1962 issue of
—

™3fce Thunderbolt1
* official or^an of captioned party.

*
|

lafivised tha't ho had received this pub-
lication through _ the mails unsolicited.

Y
r *

The above -mentioned April, 1962 issue of
"The ThunderboltM is. being' entered in the. 1A Section
pf instant file.

bo
b7C

z_z?£££Z£-r
.ft,- : * -• --JnWyKH)

i

rj>\pvy ®r



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

o o
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

New York, New York
August 13, 1962

Re: American National Party
Racial Matters

On August 1, 1962, a source who has furnished reliable
information in the past, furnished the following information:

The American National Party continues

The American National Party which was formed originally
on November 24. 1961. is presently composed of I

all former members of the American
Nazi party ^anp;, who left the ANP because of policy disagreements
with George Lincoln Rockwell, ANP leader.

The membership of the American National Party has
gradually declined since its formation and is in danger of
complete dissolution because of the lack of interest displayed
by its present members-. There has been no real activity by
members of the American National, Party because

| j
wishes to

continue the picketing activity of the American National Party
against Communist Party (CP) meetings whereas Burros and Grandinetti
feel that picketing with only three persons is" ineffective.

| |
feel that the main activity

of captioned party should be placed on the recruitment of
additional members so that with the increased membership the
American National Party will become an effective instrument for
demonstrations against the CP and CP front organizations.

The American National Party has been unsuccessful in
obtaining a headquarters as it had intended to establish in the
"Italian Harlem Section" of New York City because it lacks
sufficient funds to rent a suitable headquarters and because it
has so few members.

This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the—
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigati onLand.~4iI.l5
your agency; it and its contents are not to be afs^r^^Si^
outside your agency.

13trk

/0 cZfd'J'O - Jt<&3

b7D

b6
b7C

bo
b7C

h6
b7C



Re: American National Party

seems to have lost all enthusiasm in
connection with activity with captioned group and has Reportedly
been in contact with I "lof the National € Jtes

Rights Party (NSRP), in Birmingham, AlabamaJ_ |h£. asked
| to join the NSRP and has guaranteed I l a s^e^oy salary ix

he comes South and works for the NSRP. I |
will attend the

NSRP convention scheduled to be held sometime in September, 19&2,

in Florida and intends fcn discuss with I the possibility of

joining the NSRP. I

~| also has a strong
dislike for living in the New York City area and would like her
husband to take up residence in the South.

The most recent activity of the American National Party
is publication of a pamphlet entitled "Kill!" edited by Dan
Burros, previously mentioned.

I

~
realizes this pamphlet is extremely inflammatory

and possibly a violation of law because it tends to arouse the

"white man" to possible violence against his "enemies. In
view of this, captioned party will not accept any subscriptions
to this pamphlet but will distribute it carefully. The main
purpose behind the pamphlet is to secure publicity and notoriety
for captioned group and members of the group feel that this
pamphlet may accomplish this end.

Several hundred copies of the pamphlet "Kill!" were
reportedly shipped abroad to the British National Party, Hilltop,
..Manchester- Road, Thornton Heath, Surrey, England, and to the
National Socialist Movement, 42 Tudor Avenue, Broad Lane,
Coventry, England, both described as strong nationalistic groups.

There are no immediate plans for any further activity
by the American National Party in the New York City area.

Characterization of the American National Party,
American Nazi Party and National States Rights Party are contained
in the Appendix hereto and sources mentioned therein have
furnished reliable information in the past.

2
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APPENDIX

American National Party
1 .

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

,

On November 26, 1957 # a source advised that the
United White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention "<''d
in Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 10, 1957. An articjs
in the November 26, 1957# issue of the "Greenville Piedmont,"
a newspaper of Greenville, South Carolina, reported that a
"Ku Klux Klan spokesman of Greenville reported the recent
formation of a new political party to be known as the United
White Party." According to the article, the party was formed
at a recently held meeting in Knoxville, Tennessee, at which
many Klansmen were represented. The UWP was reported as
being

;
opposed to all "race mixing organizations and individuals."

The July, 1958, issue of "The Thunderbolt1

, self-
described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ of the
National States Rights Party " (NSRP) reported that rank and
file "States Righters" had merged with the UWP under "the
banner of the National States Rights Party" with national
offices at Post Office Box 26l, Jeffersonville, Indiana.

In November, 1958, a source advised that the NSRP
is composed of past members of the Ku Klux Klan and notorious
anti-Semites

.

Issur #19# dated June, I960, of "The Thunderbolt"
announced the address of the headquarters of tte NSRP had been
changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to Post Office Box 783#
Birmingham, Alabama.

On June 17. I960, a source advised that

The March, 1959# issue of the Anti-Defamation League
Bulletin contained an article by Jerome Bakst entitled "Angry
Young Men of Hate." Regarding Edward R. Fields, the article
stated, "Fields, 26 years old and a Louisville chiropractor, is
a key figure in the National States Rights Party and co-ordinator
of all its activities, contacts and liaison with leaders of other

b6
b7C
b7D

- 5 -
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APPENDIX
*

American National Party
2 .

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

"hate groups. He apparently started Jew-baiting in his teens,
aided Stoner in the Christian anti-Jewish Party, and got involved
in newspaper notoriety while attending chiropractory sv.hool in
Davenport, Iowa. There, early in 1954, according to newspaper
reports, he pasted anti-Jewish stickers oh store windows during
Brotherhood Week."

A source advised in May. 1961,
b6
b7C
b7D

The Ku Klux Klan has been designated
by the Attorney General of the United
States pursuant to Executive Order
10450.

'

*

- 6 -
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

MEMORANDUM

DIRECTOR, FBI (157-537) DATE: 8/13/62

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (157-555) (P*)

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NATIONAL PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: NEW YORK)

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eight copies
of a letterhead memorandum and one copy of "Kill!" pamphlet
referred to in the enclosed memorandum.

The source mentioned 3n the enclosed memorandum is

|

who
requested that his Identity be concealed.

The enclosed pamphlet entitled "Kill!" was furnished
~|to SA

| |
on 8/1/62.

The source used to characterize the American National
Party is "[mentioned above

.

Party are
1 to characterize the American Nazi
and former PCI I

1 -

1 -

Bureau (157-537) (Ends. 9) (RM)
Washington Field (Enel. 1) (Info) (RM)
Birmingham (Enel, l) (NSRP) (RM)
Richmond (157-93) (ANP) (Info) (Enel.
New York (157-13) (ANP) (412)

. 1) (RM)

New York
New York
New York
New York
New York

105-28550]

157-542)

f

[157-87) (

[157-123) _
[157-555)

[nsrp:

(412)
(412)

JDB: lhb
( 11 )

1(412)

SEARCHED..

SERIAUZEp

FH - NfcT,V N

/oj'-
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NY 157-537

The sources used to characterize the NSRP aret

Charlotte Office
ho
b7C
b7D

Information copies of the enclosed memorandum have

been designated far those offices indicated because of

individuals or organizations mentioned therein •which may be of

interest to those offices.

NYO will continue to follow activities of captioned
organization in the NYC area.

- 2 -
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NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
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On November 26, 1957, a source advised that the
United White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention
held in Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 10, 1957. An
article in the November 26, 1957, issue of the "Greenville
Piedmont," a newspaper of Greenville, South Carolina,
reported that a VKu Klux Klan spokesman of Greenville
reported the recent formation of a new political party
to be known as the United White Party." According to the
article, the party was formed at a recently held meeting
in Knoxville, Tennessee, at which many Klansmen were
represented;. The UWP was reported as being opposed to
all "race mixing organizations and individuals."

The July, 1958, issue of "The Thunderbolt,"
of the National States Rights Party" (NSRP) reported that
rank and file "States Righters"' had merged with the UWP
under "the banner of the National States Rights Party,"
with national offices at Post Office Box 261, Jeffersonville,
Indiana.

In November, 1958, a source advised that the
NSRP is composed of past members of the Ku Klux Klan and
notorious anti-Semites.

Issue No. 19, dated June, 1960, "The Thunderbolt,"
announced the address of the headquarters of the NSRP had
been changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to Post Office
Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama,

On June 17, 1960, a source advised that
b6
b7C
k) 7 D

The March, 1959, issue of the Anti-Defamation
League Bulletin contained an article by JEROME BAKST entitled
"Angry Young Men of Hate." Regarding EDWARD R. FIELDS, the
article stated, "FIELDS, 26 year old and a Louisville
"chiropractor, is a key figure in the National States
Rights Party and co-ordinator of all its activities,
contacts and liaison with leaders of other hate groups,
He apparently started Jewr-baiting in his teens, aided
STONER in the Christian anti-Jewish Party, and got
involved in newspaper notoriety while attending

hoa /.—
Llized

Lglz:
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chiropractory school in Davenport, Iowa. There, early
in 1954, according to newspaper reports, he pasted
anti-Jewish stickers on store windows during Brotherhood
Week."

A source advised in Mav. 1961. \ b6
b7C
b7D

The KU KLUX KLAN has been designated by
the Attorney General of tlje United .States
pursuant to Executive Order 10450.
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In, Reply, Please Refer to

File No,

o o
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

300 American Life Building
Birmingham 3, Alabama

August 15, 1962

RE: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
NATIONAL CONVENTION TO BE HELD IN
MONTGOMERY-

, ALABAMA
SEPTEMBER 1-3, 1962

"The Thunderbolt," self-described as the Official
White Racial organ of the National States Rights Party,
in its Issue No, 44, dated August j 1962, on Page 3, parried
a masthead captioned, "Montgomery to be Host to National
States Rights Party- Labor Day Convention. ,f

The following article appeared under the above-
mentioned masthead.

"NSRP CONVENTION MOVED TO MONTGOMERY ALABAMA

"The annual NSRP Convention has been changed
from St. Petersburg to Montgpjnery, Alabama, Since
our announcement in the last issue of the Thunder-
bolt many patriots have written us about attending
the convention and many indicated that St. Petersburg
would be too long a trip frppi where they were located.

"Montgomery, Alabama is known as the Capitpl of
the Confederacy and is one of the main tourist centers
of the South, as well as a solid segregationist city.
Being more centrally located most patriots in the
South can reach Montgomery ip one day by car and those
from the North and West can plan their vacations so
as tp allow enough time for the trip,

"The NSRP has received commitments from people
as far away as New York, Massachusetts, Arkansas,
Ohio, California and Texas to attend the convention,
as well as many from the closer Southern States. In
view of those members and supporters from far away
coming to the convention, every patriot within 1 day

S^aroncd
Serialized
Indexed
Filed

L
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driving distance of Montgomery should make it a
definite point to attend. Right wing patriots
from other organizations are invited to attend
as well as we feel that this convention will give
patriots a chance to gather together and help unify
them under one banner.

"Those arriving in Montgomery for the conven-
tion should go directly to CHESTERS RESTAURANT,
3500 Mobile Highway, Montgomery and register to
attend the convention. Registration will start
on Saturday September 1st at 12 noon and continue
till 10 p.m. registration will, continue during
the convention for those who arrive late, Sunday
the 2nd the day before Labor Day.

"The First session of this one day conven-
tion will start at 12 noon Sept. 2nd and continue
till 5 p.m. at which time a 1 hour intermission
will take place to give patriots time to eat
supper and the second session will start at 6 p.m.
and continue late into the night.

"As patriots register at Chesters Restaurant
they will be given the directions to the Conven-
tion Hall and information on overnight accomodations
at local Hotels and Motels. Patriots can also eat
good Southern food at Chesters restaurant and hear
the States Rights Quartet sing while eating.
Chesters Restaurant has eating accomodations for
over 400 people.”

Page three also carried another Article
which stated that Montgomery, Alabama, is to be the site of
the National States Rights Party Convention for 1962. This
article in part reads as follows:

"All patriots are requested to stay at
the "Whitley Hotel." Reservations can be made
by writing "The Thunderbolt," Dr. Edward R.
Fields and staff will be registered at the
Whitley. All should contact Dr. Fields on
arrival

.
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"Nationally known speakers are to address
the convention.

"Write now if you plan to attend. A con-
vention brochure is to be issued detailing
sessions of the convention and speakers.

"Date: Sept.

2

"Time: 12:00 on till-

"Registration: All day .{Saturday, Sept.
1st at "Chesters Restaurant" 3500 Mobile Rd.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions, of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI
and is loaned to your agency; it and. its contents are not
to be distributed outside you** agency,.
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Transmit the following ip

AIRTEL

F B I

Date; August 15, 1962

>
(Type In.plain text or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priorityor Method of Mailing)

I

I

-I

I

i-

%

To: Director, FBI (105^6233)

‘
' NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PAINTY
RACIAL MATTERS
00: BIRMINGHAM

SAC, Birmingham (105-477) P

Re Birmingham airtel to Bureau dated E/3/62,

Enclosed herewith for fhe Bureau are eight copies of a
letterhead memorandum concerning the Rational Spates Rights Party
(NSRP) National Convention to be held at Montgomery, Alabama, during
the first part of September, 196J£. One cppy of this msworandum is

3 -Bureau (Enclosures 8) (AM) (RM)
.1-Atlanta (Enel, 1) (105-763) (Infer.) (AM) (BJJ)
1-Baltimore (Enel . i) (Infpr . ) (AM) (RM)
1-Charlotte (Encl.l) (105-683) (infor

. (AM) (RM)
1-Cincinnati (Enel. 1) (105-1139) (Infor ,) (AM) (RM)

,

1-Cleveland (Enel . 1) (Infer'. ) (AM) (RM)
1-Chicago (EncJL,}) (Infor.) (10544630) (AM) (RM)
lrDetroit (Encl.l) (Infor.) (100426534) (AM) (RM)
1-Jacksonville (Encl.l) (105-60) (Infor.) (Att) (RM)
1-Knoxville (Enci.l) (105-202) (Inform) (AM) (RM)
1-Little Rock (Encl.l) (105^187) (Infer.) (AM) (RM)
1-Louisville (Encl.l) (105-271) (Infor;) (AM) (RM)
1-Los Angeles (Encl.l)(lQ5-5724) (infer:,) (AM) (RM)

Vl-Miami (Enel . 1) ( 10 5-1438) ( Infor . ) (AM) (RMl
lr-Memphis (Encl.l) (105-320) (Infpr.) (AM
1-Mobile (Encl.l) (105-339), ( Infor . ) (AM) (R
1-Milwaukee (Epcl. l)/( 105-946) (Info?.) (A
1-New Orleans (Encl/1) (105^889) (Infor .)

(

(P-New York(Encl,l)¥( 105-28550) (Infor.) (A
1-Oklahoma City(Encl.l) (Infor.) CA|1> (RM)
1-Philadelphia (Encl.l) (105-3918) (Infor .)

1

-

Portland (Enci.l) (Infor .) (AM) (RM)
2

-

Birmingham (105-477)
MMEjrte
(26)(26 .

K-

b6
b7C

4 Approved:

Special Agent' in Charge

Sent .M Per



BH 105-477

also being furnished for offices receiving popies of this communica-
tion in view of their interest in inetfint organization and since
they were previously furnished copies of referenced communication.

The information furnished in referenced communication
was obtained from a confidential source of the Birmingham Office
concerning tpe forthcoming National Convention of the NSRP. infor-
mation included in the enclosed letterhead memorandum is being
furnished to the Bureau end interested offices j^t this time due
to the fact that the information appears in "The Thunderbolt," a
publication of the NSRP,

ONI, OSI, CIC, Birmingham, Alabama, are being furnished
copies of this letterhead memorandum.

-2 -
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AIRTEL

Date: 8/15/62

AIR MAIL

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-66233)

FROM: AC, MOBILE ( 105-339 )^P)

RE: ' NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RM
(00: BIRMINGHAM)

Re Birmingham airtel to Bureau 8/3/62 and Mobile
airtel to Bureau 8/9/62.

On 8/10/62, Assistant Chief Of Police EDWARD P.

3 - Bureau (RM)
2 - Atlanta (105-763) (RM)
2 - Baltimore (RM)
2 - Birmingham (105-477) (RM)
2 - Charlotte (.105-683 )(RM)
2 - Cincinnati (105-1139 )(RM)
2 - Cleveland (RM)
2 - Chicago (105-4630) (RM)
2 - Detroit (100-26534) (RM)
2 - Jacksonville (105-60)(RM)
2 - Knoxville (105-202) (RM)
2 - Little Rock (105-187) (RM)
2 - Louisville ( 105-271 )(RM)
2 - Los Angeles (105-5724) (RM)
2 - Miami (105 -1438 )(HM)
2 - Memphis (105-320 )(RM)
2 - Milwaukee (I05-94o) (RM)
2 - New Orleans (105-889)(RM)
(2)- New York ( 105-28550 )(RM)
2 - Oklahoma City (RM)
2 - Philadelphia ( 105-3918 )(RM)
2 - Portland (RM)
2 - Tampa (RM)
2 - Mobile
WED: jes
('(9)/

4

b6
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MO 105-339

BROWN, NA, Montgomery, Alabama Police Dept., advised that
he had ascertained on that date that the Montgomery City
Auditorium had been rented for 9/2/62 by the National
States Rights Party, for a national Convention.

Mobile will have a minimum of three informants
attending the convention on 9/2/62, but at this point
none of Mobile^ informants -are particularly close to

^ DO
b7C

|
Accordingly,

it is still desired that all offices who can send informants
to this convention should make appropriate arrangements and
secure Bureau authority. Offices are also requested to
advise the Bureau, Birmingham, and Mobile of any estimate
of the number of persons who may attend this convention from
the individual field office territories.

Prompt replies to this request will enable the
Mobile Office to make additional appropriate plans for
handling this situation.

advised on that severals

] attended the
meeting of the Montgomery Chapter of the National States
Rights Party at Montgomery on the night of[
attending this meeting were JESSE B. STONER,

3! Also

anu
|

identified as

lEMORY BURKE of Montgomery, Ala.,
or vicinity, one being

Ts, therefore, readily
a substantial

To
still maintainsapparent that this organization

potential for violence, it being recalled that
[

STONER ,\ H and BURKE all have a history of violent
racial activities.

b6
h7C
b7D

2
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Optional Form No. 10
5010-104-01

United States Government
MEMORANDUM

- N

/

TO: SAC, Tampa DATE: 8/20/62

SAC, Birmingham (105-477) (P)

SUBJECT: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS
(00:BIRMINGHAM) ,

The following data is being furnished for the-
information and appropriate action of offices receiving
copies, since there is information of interest to all
offices included. V

The August, 1962, Issue No. 44, of "The Thunderbolt,"
published by the National States Rights Party,, on Page 1,
carried a photograph of and article concerning Rev. QREN F.
POTITO, described as the National Organizer of NSRP. This
article states that POTITO had been holding a series of NSRP
meetings in Alabama and Florida, mainly ' concentrating his
efforts in Florida. The article stated that on June 18,
(1962), Rev. POTITO spoke at Chester* s Restaurant In Montgomery,
Alabama, and that since that time he has conducted meetings
in Tampa and St. Petersburg, Florida, as well as in Miami,
Florida.^

The above article also contained a statement to
the effect that any Florida members of the NSRP who would
like to have Rev. POTITO hold meetings in' their areas should
pontact Rev. POTITO by writing P. 0. Box 10924. St. Petersburg
33* Florida.

2-Tampa (RM)
1-Chicago (105-:4630) (RM)
1-Denver (RM)
1-Los Angeles (105-5J24) (RM)
1-Little Rock (IO5-I87 ) (RM)

)
1-Miami (105-1438) (RM)

1-

Mobile (105-339) (RM)
£l>New York (105-28550 ) (RM)

2-

Birraingham
MME:la
(11 )

\
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BH 105-477

PaS® 1 of above Issue also carried an article
captioned Petition for Ten Million Names Being Circulated."
This article stated that NSRP National Organizer Rev. OREN
P. POTITO had announced that some 30,000 Christian Americans
had signed petitions to restore prayer in the public schools.
It also stated that in recent weeks, many Americans had seen
twelve members of the NSRP Youth Movement on the streets of
St. Petersburg taking signatures and passing out "Thunderbolts."
The article stated that immediately after the Supreme Court
ruling banning prayers in the public schools. Rev. POTITO

NSRP National Christian Congressional Committee,
with its main purpose being to secure some ten million names
for prayer in the schools and to "curb the power' of the Supreme
Court. The article urged party members to write "The National
Christian Congressional Committee, P., 0> Box 10924, St.

33, Florida," for free tape recordings of Rev.
POTITO’ s radio broadcast.

\
Page 3 also carried an article concerning Rev,

POTITO. This article stated that the NSRP is now on radio
in Florida. It stated the NSRP Hour program is' now being
broadcast over radio station WZST in Tampa, Florida, and
jthat Rev . OREN POTITO, National Organizer of ' the NSRP, was
chiefly responsible for this program being on the air. It
was stated that the NSRP program was on, the air from 9.: 30
to 10:00 A.M. every Saturday morning aricl on three times
a week for 15 minutes, exact time not shown;

Page 2 of the above issue sets out ah article
reflecting that the NSRP was proud to announce that ’the
Hpn. JESSE L. JAMES, III, the grandson of the original
JESSIE JAMES, had Joined the NSRP. The article stated
that Mr. JAMES was an authority on Civil War history and
that he was dedicated to carrying on the fight for the
White Race" that his famous grandfather started. It was

stated that Mr. JAMES was an active NSRP member and was
helping us organize in Colorado."

.. , „ - PaSe 3 of the above issue carried an article cap-
tioned ’N. Y. ‘Storm’". This article stated that the New
York NSRP publishes the "STORM."

2

1
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BH 105-477

.. u ox. m
116 above article further stated that copies of

the Storm can be obtained by writing "‘The Storm* $ NSRP,New York Branchy P. 0. Box 1243, Brooklyn 1, New YorkV"
The article stated that Mr. WILLIAM HOPP is the New YorkS^te Director, and DOMINIC RUSSO is the Editor, and urged
™SRP™mbers and supporters in New York State to contact
MT. HOPP and get information on how. to organize units.

0
Page 3 also carried a photograph, under- -which

appeared the notation "JIM THORNTON Studies Notes." Besidethe photograph appeared an article which reflected that the
n T7<.

orn
2'
a NSRP had been holding meetings arid' debates and that

California state Organizer JAMES P.. THORNTON held an outdoor
meeting in Anaheim, California. This article also- carried,
information to the effect that all NSRR members should note
that the new address of the NSRP of California is "NSRP of
California, P. 0. Box 46l, Santa Ana, California.,"’

„ a
Page 3 of Iasue Number 44 also carried a -photographunder which appeared "Mrs. E. L. BISHOP Arkansas- Leader.*
photogr>aPh appeared an article stating that the

NSR
Zu

0f Arkansas can now run candidates for public office
on the same status as either the Democratic or Republican
parties of that state, due to' a ruling of the State Attorney
General. This article also stated that Mrs. E. L. BISHOP;Arkansas State Chairman, and Vice Chairman of the National
NSRP was chiefly- responsible for that victory. This article
continued by stating that the NSRP of Arkansas issued a monthlynews letter which can be obtained, by writing* "Arkansas NSRPNews Letter, p. 0. Box 2565, Little Rock, Arkansas."

. . , „
Also appearing on Page 3 was an article reflecting

that Rev. GORDON WINROD, described as the NSRP Chaplain,
new has a permanent church building, office, and parsoriage.The article indicated that Rev. WINROD published a monthly

and stated that he had been making great gainsfor the NSRP find speaking all over the nation and had announced
Plans to start broadcasting over the radio in the near future.This article informed readers that 11 Patriots 11 can get a samplecopy of the Winrod Letter" by writing P. 0. Box' 1322; Little)Rock, Arkansas.

3



Pages. 4 and 5- of Issue Number 44 were, devoted mainly
to information concerning the formation of a new* NSRP. School
of Racial Studies and Leadership Training' program., it was
stated that EMORY BRUKE would be in charge * of this prograq,
•and that the new. education center' in Montgomery, Alabama ,-

;

would be the headquarters of the NSRP- Youth Movement. -It
was. also rioted that ^National Chairman NED DUPES, ;stated he
had issued EMORY BURKE a membership card, marked with the
Serial Number 1

.

Page 5‘ also contains- several photographs of BURKE
and a photograph of Dr. EDWARD R„' FIELDS and MAX NELSON
were‘shown on- this page,
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Copies Made

:

5 - Bureau (105-66233) (RM)
1 - G-2, Third Array, Ft. McPherson, Ga. (RM)
1 - OSI, Maxwell AFB, Alabama (RM)
1 - Albuquerque (lnfo.)(RM)
2 - Atlanta (105-763) (RM)
1 - Baltimore (info.HRM)
1 - Charlotte (105-683) (Info. ) (RM)
1 - Cincinnati (105-1139) (Info. )(RM)
1 - Cleveland (Info.)(RM)
1 - Chicago (105-4630) (Info. ) (RM)
1 - Denver (lnfo.)(RM)
1 - Detroit (100-26534) (Info. )(RM)
1 - Jacksonville (105-60) (Info. ) (RM)
1 - Knoxville (105-202) (Info. ) (RM) .

1 - Little Rock (105-187) (Info. )(RM)
1 - Louisville (105-271) (Info.) (RM).
1 - Los Angeles .(105-5724) (Info. ) (RM)
1 - Miami (105-1438) (Info. ) (RM) . . .

1 - Memphis (105-320) (RM)
2 - Mobile (105-339) (RM)
1 - Milwaukee (105-946) (Info. ) (RM)
2 - New Orleans (IO5-889) (RM) . .

CD- New York (105-28550) (Info. ) (RM)
1 - Oklahoma City (info.HRM)
2 - Philadelphia (105-3918) (RM)
1 - Portland (lnfo.)(RM)
1 - Tampa (lnfo.)(RM)
2 - Birmingham (105-477)

Sources U3ed to characterize the NSRP are:

| |
Charlotte Office,

regarding information in November 1957;

regarding information in November 1958;

regarding information in June, i960 ;

B
COVER PAGE
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LEADS:

ALBUQUERQUE
’

BALTIMORE )

CHARLOTTE
)

CINCINNATI i

CHICAGO )

CLEVELAND i

DENVER i

DETROIT i

JACKSONVILLE i

KNOXVILLE
)

LITTLE ROCK
)

LOUISVILLE
LOS ANGELES )
MIAMI
MEMPHIS
MILWAUKEE

. /

NEW YORK )
OKLAHOMA CITY '

PORTLAND )

TAMPA )

INFORMATION

Information copies of this report are being furnished
to the above offices due to the past activity of NSRP, in those
territories or because there is information of interest to them
in instant report.

C
COVER PAGE
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ATLANTA:

AT ATLANTA, GA .

:

Will follow and report activity Qf the NSRP at
appropriate time

.

MOBILE:

AT MOBILE, ALA ,

:

Will follow NSRP activity and submit report fit

appropriate time

.

NEW ORLEANS :
-

AT NEW ORLEANS , LA ,

:

Will follow NSRP activity and submit report at
appropriate time

.

PHILADELPHIA :

AT PHILADELPHIA, PA .

:

Will follow NSRP).activity and submit report at
appropriate time.

BIRMINGHAM :

AT BIRMINGHAM, ALA . :

Will follow and report activity of the NSRP
at appropriate time.

ADMINISTRATIVE :

A report is being submitted at this time due to the
amount of information to be reported even thpugh a report is not
due as yet.

D
COVER .PAGE

V
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Careful consideration hae been given to each source
concealed and "T" symbols were utilized only. in those instances
where the identities of the sources must be concealed,?

E*
COVER PAGE



*/**“wtf-2C4 (Rev, O' *-59; o o
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 - G-2, Third Arpiy, Fort McPherson, Ga. f.RN)
Copy toi i _ OSI, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama (RM)

Report oil SA
|

Da,w September 5, 1962

Field Office File it B£J 105-477

Title: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

om«> Birmingham

Bureau File ii 105“66233

b6
b7C

Chafaden RACIAL MATTERS

Synopiit: ^ NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP) continues
.

to publish "The Thunderbolt," self-described as the
official "White Racial' Organ 1

* of this organization

.

lof the
I of "The Thunderbolt ,

" continues- toNSRP and
reside alT[

Information set forth concerning NSRP activity in
Alabama,, Arkansas, California, Colorado Florida,
Georgia, Louisiana, New Mexico, New York, Ohio,
Pennsylvania . and Wisconsin AN INFORMANT HAS
ADVISED THAT V

HAS
wirtotottw^mnrmwTwwnrnnmmiusim
him: ; : : :

b6
b7C
b7D

P

DETAILS: '
" 1

1
1

"THE THUNDERBOLT" - Publication of the
.... NSRP

"The Thunderbolt" is self-described as
the "Official White Racial Organ of the NSRP.'1

A characterization of the NSRP is set forth
in the appendix to this report

.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It Is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed* outside your agency.
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Issue No. 42 of "The Thunderbolt" for May*
1962, carried a photograph of a. man under which was
printed the name "Rev. OREN F. P0TIT0." An article
set below this photograph stated :

"Honorable NED DUPES, National Chairman
of National States Rights Party takes great pride
in announcing the appointment of Rev. OREN P.
POTITO as National Organizer. Rev. POTITO was
the recent campaign manager for Admiral JOHN G.
CROMMELIN in Alabama. Rev, POTITO brought and
worked full time here in Alabama broadcasting to
the people.

"Rev. OREN P. POTITO was born in Boston,
Mass. He presently pastors a church in St.
Petersburg, Pla. Rev. POTITO is also an
electronics engineer and radio operator. He has
earned a degree in Business Administration and
has studied law. Presently he is South Eastern
Director of the Church of Jesus Christ Christian.
Rev. POTITO received his Doctor of Divinity Degree
at the Califoraia Headquarters of the Church,
(Dr. WESLEY SWIFT is its founder.) Rev. POTITO
serves as Minister to three congregations, in
Tampa, St. Petersburg, and Jacksonville, Pla.
Rev. POTITO sends out some 70 taped talks per
week to Churches in his District, of which he
i3 Director, comprising 14 Southern States.
Rev. OREN P. POTITO is National Member of the
Angol-Saxon Federation of America with branches
in most all free nations of the world. He is a
member of the American Archeological Asso., and
President of the Paul Revere Foundation and Paul
Revere Society. Also, he is the Commander of
the U. S. Rangers. One of the major points in
Rev. POTITO 1 s religious endeavors is in educating
the American people to the fact that the Jews are
positively NOT God's 'chosen people. ' ..."

2
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Page 1 of Issue No. 42 carried a headline
"KENNEDY'S Divorce Exposed!" and an article which in
part reads as follows:

"Now, for the first time, "The
Thunderbolt" publishes on this page the
exclusive story of the official family tree
report on DURIE MALCOLM (KENNEDY'S first wife).

"This document on Mrs. KENNEDY'S
family tree is quoted from the 'BLAUVELT FAMILY
GENEALOGY' and is on official record in the
Library of Congress. Mrs. KENNEDY has in the
past been married to Mr. FIRMIN DESLOGE, IV,
and Mr. F. JOHN BERSBACH. Now the great
question is, WHY HAS THIS VITAL INFORMATION
BEEN SURPRESSED BY EVERY SINGLE NEWSPAPER,
MAGAZINE, WIRE SERVICE AND T.V. NETWORK IN
AMERICA? This information is knovn to these
'news' media, but they are 3upressing the
story on purpose. There is a gigantic plot
to propogandize the American people into
forfeiting all political leadership to the
Kennedy family. BOBBY (SOX) KENNEDY is now
being built up to take his brothers place in
the White House, after two terms ?or J.F.K.
We now have little brother TEDDY coming along
into the U. S. Senate to be the third heir in
line for the throne. THE CONTROLLED PRESS
KNOWS THAT THE DIVORCE SCANDAL STORY OF J.F.K. 'S

FIRST WIFE WOULD COMPLETELY KILL THE CATHOLIC
VOTE AND MUCH OF HIS PROTESTANT SUPPORT. THIS
WOULD, BE THE DEATH BLOW TO THE KENNEDY FAMILY
PLOT TO RULE AMERICA AS A DYNESTY, MANIPULATED
BY THE MINORITY BLOC VOTE MACHINE. . . .

"

Page 1 of Issue No. 42 also set out a statement
which was captioned "Genealogy on KENNEDY '3 First Wife."
The following statement was set out below this caption:

3
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"BLAUVELT FAMILY GENEALOGY.

"Compiled between ‘1926 and 1956 , pub.

1957 by The Association of BLAUVELT Descendants;
Sponsored by the BLAUVELT — DEMAREST Foundation,
Inc.,’ and individual subscribers; Library of
Congress Catalog. Card, No., 56-10936., p. 884,
Eleventh Generation (12,427):

"
' DURIE (Kerr,) MALCOLM, (mother)

ISABEL 0. COOPER, (no.) .11, 3034). We have no
birth date. She was bom KERR, but took the
name of her stepfather. She first married
FIRMIN DESLOGE IV. They were divorced. DURIE
then married F. JOHN BERSBACH. They were
divorced and she married third, JOHN F. KENNEDY,
son of JOSEPH P. KENNEDY, one time Ambassador
to England. '

"

Pages 4 and 5 of Issue No. 42 contained an
article entitled "THE INTERNATIONAL JEW" by "HENRY
FORD of the Ford, Motor Company."

. Page 1 of Issue No. 43 of. "The Thunderbolt'.' for
July, 1962, bore the headline "PRESIDENT KENNEDY'S DIVORCE
EXPOSED. " A photograph of KENNEDY and his wife was also
set out on Page 1 and the question "Are they legally
married?" was printed immediately below the photograph

.

Page 1 of Issue No. 43 also carried an article
which reads in part1 as follows

:

"Issue #42 of "The Thunderbolt" was the
first newspaper in America to break the KENNEDY
divorce story into print. Since that time four
other newspapers have had the courage to print
it. "The Thunderbolt" let the KENNEDY skeleton
out of the closet and the dust hasn't, settled yet.
We have received long distance phone calls from
all over America for more information. Daily
newspapers have contacted us, as well a3 three
calls from U.P.I, Much more is known now and the

4
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"story is still breaking fast. Here are the latest
.news items:

"i) JOHN F". KENNEDY reportedly' married
DURIE MALCOLM -in Oyster Bay; Mass . , in March of
1940.

"2) After their divorce she married
Mr. THOMAS SHEVLIN. She has been living in
Palm Beach and Long Island. (The property
they now live on in Palm Beach is owned by
JOSEPH P. KENNEDY. - the Presidents father.)

"3) She refuses to discuss the divorce
with reporters. .No one is allowed to bring the
question up at KENNEDY'S press conferences.

"4) Compilers of the Blauvelt Genealogy
refuse to talk.

"5) On Monday, May 21st (after The
Thunderbolt 1 exclusive hit the streets) BOBBY
KENNEDY sent Justice Department agents ..to the
Library of Congress where tjiey removed the' now
famous 'Blauvelt Genealogy.

i
(Photostat .appears

on this page, made before ' the .KENNEDY, family
began burning books and destroying documents , t

"

Page 3 of Issue No. 43 sets out phonographs of
SAMUEL. I. NEWHOUSE, LEWIS ROSENSTIEL, and HARRY S.

WEINBERG and also sets out articles written concerning;
each of them. Under the photograph of NEWHOUSE is printed
"PRESS BARON OP NEW ORLEANS" and the article printed
concerning him states:

"Qn June 4th Freedom of the Press died,
in New Orleans. At that time one SAMUEL I. NEWHOUSE,
a Zionist Jew from New York City purchased both the
cities morning and evening newspapers. He paid 42
million for the Times-Picayune and States -Item. This
was the largest cash purchase in the history of

5
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"Journalism. Make close note of the growing list
of newspapers on this page which have fallen into
the octopus tentacles of the Newhouse family. It
is the Newhouse habit to take over both morning
and evening newspapers in a city. In Portland,.
Oregon, he had both the 'Oregonian' and the
' Oregon Journal .

' In Springfield he pioved into
'The Union 1 and 'The News,' In Syracuse, N.Y.,
he took over the ' Post-Standars ' and 'Herald
Journal, ' not stopping there he took over the
cities main T.V.' Station, W.E.Y.R.-T.V. in
Syracuse . In Birmingham, Ala . , he bought out
the 'Birmingham News ' and has indirect influence
over the 'Post-Hearld' as they must use his
building and presses. He also took over the most
powerful Birmingham T.V. station W,A.P.I;-T.V.
In Syracuse, N.Y. , he is involved in Anti-Trust,
suit for trying to take over all the. news media
of that city. When one man moves in and buys
up all your newspapers and T.V. stations, you
are living under the most tyrannical and
despotic situation. ..."

Over the photograph of ROSENSTIEL ,is printed
"LIQUOR BARON'. " The editorial is captioned "LEWIS-
ROSENSTIEL Is Distiller King." The editorial was
apparently written by "ALLAN KELLER, World-rTelegram
Staff Writer, " and the first paragraph of this
editorial reads as follows:

"None of the famous whiskies that bear
his label has aged as well as LEWIS ROSENSTIEL,
the grand old man of American distilling, who will
celebrate his 70th birthday tonight at the Century
Club in Purchase, N.Y. . .

.

"

Over the photograph of WEINBERG is printed
"TRANSIT BARON, 1 and the article printed concerning him
in part. reads as follows:

6
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"HARRY WEINBERG, the out-of-towner who
recently won control of the Fifth Ave. Coach Line
and its subsidiaries after a long stock fight, is
one of the most controversial figures to hit New.

York ih years . , .
.

"

At the bottom of Page 3 is a separate paragraph
which is quoted as follows:

"JEWISH MONOPOLY OVER AMERICAN BUSINESS
MUST BE BROKEN. ONLY THE NATIONAL STATES, RIGHTS
PARTY BEING ELECTED TO GOVERNMENTAL POWER CAN
BREAK THIS SINISTER AND ALIEN FORCE WHICH IS
DAILY DEVOURING FREE ENTERPRIZE IN THIS UNITED
STATES

~

Pages 4 and 5 of Issue No. 43, carried an article
entitled "The International Jew" by ."HENRY FORD."

Page 4 of Issqe No. 43 also set out an article
entitle^ "Help Needed to Publish FORD Book," which reads
as follows:

"It is going to take over two years
for us bo run the entire series as originally
published in ! The Dearbokn Independent, 1

official organ of the' Ford Motor Co., We
would like to publish this material in book
form. It would be a 1,000 page book, hard
cover with gold lettering. Our printer
can do the job for $4,500, If you are
interested in investing in this worthy
undertaking please write this office.
Publication of this material in book
form would have world wide effects.

"Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS
Editor."

Page 8 of Issue No. 43 carried an article captioned
"Atlantar-Gone With the Wind." This article states:

7
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"Atlanta-Going-Going-Gone J

"The pro-Comravinist N.A.A.C.P. holds
Its national convention in Atlanta, Ga., this
year. The sell out mayor will open the convention
by welcoming the scummy mob to the city. In preparing
this city for the New York race mixers, the cities
theatres, hotels, restaurants , etc., have been

. thrown open to the enemies of the White South.
Atlanta has sunk as low as New York City. Atlanta
is a disgrace to the South. The White people are
moving out into, the suburbs as quickly as possible.
All of Georgia is looking toward the election, of
former Gov; MARVIN GRIFFIN to the Govemship and
fighting Segregationist LESTER MADDOX' as ,Lt. Gov.
this Sept,. While it may be too late to save Atlanta*
they can surely Isolate the city from the rest of
the state, and preserve White traditions in the
surrounding areas. Let this be a warning to
other cities to what can happen when Negroes and
Jews form a political block in any city."

Iasue No. 44 of "The Thunderbolt" for August,
1962, on Page 1 sets out an article entitled "Kennedy's
First Wife Flys, to Switzerland. V

The above article reads in part as. follows

:

"President KENNEDY'S first wife,- DURIE
MALCOLM, has decided to take a vacation: in Switzerland
from the many requests for interviews about her former
marriage to President JOHN F. KENNEDY. The two were
married when J.F.K. was in his twenties; It was a
rough and rocky road which ended in divorce. KENNEDY
waited until hie was in his mid-thirties before he
married his present wife. The reason for all the
mystery Is that KENNEDY knows that if all this ever
gets out to the general Catholic community, he and his
entire family are dead politically for all time to
come. Once Catholics know that- he is NOT the good
Catholic he pretends to be, and that he pulled the wool
over the eyes of his church, the entire Catholic community
will yote for anyone who runs against him.

8
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"Here is the latest news on the KENNEDY
divorce story which continues to break into more details
almost dajly;

"WALTER WINCHELL in his. July 25 column announces
that 'The woman involved admits once dating the man (JFK) ;

arid he admits that too. 1 But; they still will not admit
or deny the divorce story.

''Again commenting on The Blauvelt Genealogy
document of the first marriage of - DURIE .MALCOLM to JOHN F.
KENNEDY, WALTER WINCHELL stated on Aug. 1, 'Seven months
ago we were told that if anyone- "dared" to even hint at
it, "they would be dealt with" t naturally, this sort of
threat is enough to send a newspaperman' chasing it down.
The story was that JFK was married before he wed JACKIE;
that PAPA JOE and friends had all records destroyed, •briat

it no longer can be located in the Library of Congress,
where ip once appeared, etc,,.. A Washington columnist
alleged* that; somebody was paid $10,000 to remove it frpm.
the records , '

"

Page -5rof issue No iu.44')cai?pies3^'main:i heading PBURKE
IS BACK, " and a sub-heading "Policy Statements by EMORY BURKE.

"

Page 5 contains several photographs of EMORY BURKE and also
contains a photograph of BURKE with "MAX NELSON” and a
photograph of BURKE with Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS. BURKE'S
"Policy Statements" as set out on Page .5 were captioned as
follows:

"We Musi? Have the Youth"
"Americanism”
"Jew and Negro Problems"
,"Mongrelization "

"Whiteman's Movement"
"The Negro"
"Slumbbrina Giant
"Race Foundation"
"Our National Will and Destiny"
"Intermarriage"
"Race Facias"

9
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NSRP ACTIVITY IN ALABAMA

On August 28. 1Q62. Birmingham confidential Informant
T-l advised that

I

Issue No. 44 pf "The Thunderbolt" for August,
1962, reflects ' that Dp. EDWARD R. FIELDS continues to serve „

as Editor of "The Thunderbolt," P.0. Box 783, Birmingham,
Alabama.

Page 3 of Issue No. 44 of ^'The Thunderbolt" carries
a headline "Montgomery to be Host to NSRP Labor Day Convention,

Page 3 carried an article which reflected that the
annual NSRP convention had been changed from St. Petersburg,
Florida, to Montgomery, Alabama. The article stated that,
those arriving in Montgomery for the convention should go- to
Chesters Restaurant, .3500 Mobile Highway, Montgomery, and
register to attend the convention. It wap stated, that
registration would start on Saturday, September 1 (1962)
at 12:00 Noon and continue until 10:00 p.m. , with .registration
continuing during thp convention for those who arrive late.

Page 3 pf41ssue’.^No i*^44 of ^Th'e Tftdriderbdlt ?UPoritaine^
another article concerning the NSRP Convention for 1962 to
be held in Montgomery, Alabama, and this article in part
reads as follows: •

"All patriots are requested to stay at the
•Whitley Hotel..* Reservations can, be made' by- writing
•The Thunderbolt.* Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS and staff
will -be registered at the Whitley. All should contact
Dr. FIELDS on arrival.

’’Nationally known speakers are to address
the convention.

"Write now if you plan to attend. A convention
brochure is to be issued detailing sessions of the conven-
tion and speakers. /

b6
b7C
b7D
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"Date: Sept, 2

"Time: 12:00 on til -

"Registration: All day Saturday, September 1st •

at 'Chesters Restaurants ' 3500 Mobile Road.

"

Page 4 of Issue .No, 44 of UThe, Thunderbolt" reflects
that EMORY BURKE had Joined the NSRP and that 'National ..

Chairman NED DUPES had stated that ,he
- had issued EMORY BURKE

a membership card with the serial number one.; .An article
printed on ' Page. 4 reflected that the v,issuance;,-.of fsuch a
card to EMORY BUR^ represented theip feeling Vtha'B ,EMORY '

'

BURKE was the number one member of the NSPR; V Theparticle
further stated. that EMORY had given up. his. present .position ; .

.

to become a fulltime worker in *he NSRP- and, that. he*, would •

be President of the NSRP School of Racial;;Studiesand
, .

Leadership Training. It was stated that BURKE- would also -direct
the new Speakers Bureau of the NSRP, „.

-
.

'
; *

Page 4 also, set: forth a photograph of ; a. building
purporting to be the new Education Center- of the- NSRP- -in

Montgomery, Alabama, and above the- photograph. of this,
building was the caption "NSRP School of Racial Studies and
Leadership Training," Below the photograph -of ithe Education'
Center appeared an article which pointed put. that a NSRP
school was to. open and that for this purpose the NSRP had
acquired a building on, the outskirts of Montgomery, .Alabama.; •

T^e above-mentioned article -pointed out /that ‘this building
would provide living quarters for "the students, office, and
Classroom, * and that EMORY BURKE would .be the President of the.
Training School. The article also stated that- it. was hoped
that the first classes would be started, in September;

On July 29, 1962, BH T-l, advised that there, will be
a National Convention of the "NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

I Informant statedl b6
b7C
b7D
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T-l stated he understands that]
L"The^hunderbolt,

"

official newspaper of this group, said recently that the .

present circulation of this newspaper is approximately 50/000.
|was heard to say that he received 250 new subscriptions

in July, 1962, and that he is having 15/000 additional copies
of the June issue printed in order to partially meet the ; demand
for this particular issue, which set forth information that
President JOHN F. KENNEDY had been married and diyorced preylous
to his present marriage.

NSRP ACTIVITY IN ARKANSAS
.

Page 8 of issue No* 42 of "The .Thunderbolt" carried
an article captioned "NSRP Membership. Campaign -Grows in
Arkansas." This article reads as fpllows:

''NSRP general counsel Atty. J. B. STONER is
organizing NSRP units in Arkansas and Tennessee.. New
officers in Arkansas are Mr, E. L. BISUQP, State
Chairman; EMMETT MILLER, Vice Chairman; and Mrs; BARDIN,
Secretary. New Units were organized in West Memphis,
Ark. and Memphis, Tennessee under the leadership of
FRANK WHISMAN and EMMETT MILLER.

'.'Mrs, BISHOP, who is editor of the "NSRP
Arkansas Newsletter" (P.0. Box 2565, Little Rock, Ark • )

,

recently led a delegation- of NSRP representatives to -

thp National .Indignation Convention .which was held in
Dallas, Texas. The response to the 'Impeach KENNEDY
Petitions 1 was enthusiastic as all those attending the
Convention were banded their petitions."

Page 3 of Issue No. 44 of "The Thunderbolt" set
forth'..ani;article captioned "Arkansas NSRP Now Has Permanent
Status on Ballot .

" This arti cle stated that in i960 the
NSRP of Arkansas had to get thousands of names to sign petitions
in order to get on the ballot in that state and they did so.
The article stated that Mrs. E. L. BISHOP, Arkansas State
Chairman and Vice Chairman of the NSRP, was chiefly responsible

V

b6
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for this victory and that she had waged a constant fight to
get the NSRP a permanent place on the ballot in Arkansas.
This article urged all members arid supporters in Arkansas-
to contact Mrs, BISHOP to be3.cl build the NSRP. The article
further stated that the NSRP of Arkansas issuedVa monthly ,

newsletter which could be obtained by writing "Arkansas
N.S.R.P, Newsletter, P.0. Box 2565, Little Rock, Arkansas."

NSRP -ACTIVITY IN CALIFORNIA

Issue No. 44- of "The Thunderbolt.1

! on Page 3 carried
a photograph of an individual under which wad the notation

.

"JIM THORNTON Studies Notes .

" Page 3 also carried an article
captioned "THORNTON Wins Debate for California NSRP .

" This
article, stated that California State Organizer JAMES P.
THORNTON held an outdoor meeting in Anaheim, California ,

oh July 21 . The article stated that this meeting was to
have been held in the Keystone Savings and Loan Building
in Anaheim on July 21 , but that when time came' for the
meeting those arriving found the hall locked up. It was
stated that NSRP members then switched the meeting to a
nearby park arid Mr. THORNTON spoke to a large crowd in-
the park.. This article stated that all NSRP members shpul'd
note that, the new address of the NSRP of California is
"NSRP of California, P. 0. .Box 641, Sarjta Ana> Calif.

NSRP ACTIVITY IN. COLORADO
,

Page 2 of Issue No. 44 of "The Thunderbolt carried
an article captioned "JESSE JAMES Joins NSRP. " This Article'
stated that the NSRP was proud to announce that tjtie Hon. JESSE, L.
JAMES, III, the grandson of the original JESSE JAMES, had joined
the NSRP. The article stated that Mr. JESSE L, JAMES, III,
was dedicated to carrying on the fight for the white race that
his famous grandfather started and- that Mr, JAMES is an active
NSRP member and was helping the NSRP to organize in Colorado.

NSRP ACTIVITY IN FLORIDA

Issue No. 44 of "The Thunderbolt" on Page 1, carried
an article reflecting that NSRP. National Organizer Rev. OREN
POTITO had been holding a, series of NSRP meetings in Alabama
and Florida. The article, stated that on June 18 (1962), Rev.
POTITO spoke at Chesters Restaurant in Montgomery, Alabama, on

i3
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the organization of the NSRP on a national scale. The article
stated that since that time he had conducted successful meetings
in Tampa and St. Petersburg, Florida, as well as meetings in
Miami, The article stated that Florida members of the NSRP
who would like to have Rev. POTITO hold meetings in their
areas should contact him by writing '.'P.O. Box 10924, St.
Petersburg 33, Fla."

Page 1 of Issue No. 44 also carried an article
captioned "Petition for Ten Million Names Being Circulated."
This article stated that NSRP National Organizer Rev. OREN
F. POTITO had announced that some 30,000 Christian Americans
had signed petitions to restore prayer in thepublic schools
and that their campaign was quickly spreading. This article
stated that in recent weeks many Americans had seen twelve
members of the NSRP Youth Movement on the streets of St;
Petersburg taking signatures and passing out "Thunderbolts .

"

The above article also stated that after the
Supreme Court ruling banning prayer in the public schools.
Rev. POTITO immediately set up the "NSRP National Christian,
Congressional Committee, " with its main- purpose* being to
secure ten million names for prayer in the schools and to
curb the power of the Supreme Court. This article urged
party members to write "The National Christian Congressional
Committee, P.O. Box 10924, St. Petersburg 33* Florida, for
a free tape recording of Rev. POTITO' s radio broadcasts
exposing the Supreme, Court ' s ruling and the red influence
behind it."

NSRP ACTIVITY IN ILLINOIS

Issue No; 42 of "The Thunderbolt" for May, 1962,
on Page 8 sets forth information that the Illinois Branch
of NSRP Intended to hold a meeting on Saturday, June. 16, 1962,
at the La Salle Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, The meeting,
according to this announcement, was scheduled to commence
in Parlor F. of the mezzanine. La Salle Hotel at 8:30 p.m,
and an admission charge of $1.00 plus exhibition of member-
ship card would be expected, of those attending. Personal
guests, the announcement stated, were welcome, MAX NELSEN, III,
was identified as host for the meeting and as Chairman of the
Illinois NSRP.

14
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OnJ
T-2 advised

|

Birmingham confidential informant

According to T-2, approximately 55 persons attended
this meeting among’ whom was a representative number of
members of the American Nazi Party in. Chicago; Illinois.

T-2 also stated thatf I
began the meeting with

a 45 minute introductory talk in which he explained that
the Institute for Biopolitics is an organization established
to help prevent racial suicide by the white race and to help
the white race to continue to exist without being "swallowed
up" by the black masses.

|
|stated that his purpose

for calling this meeting was to explain this fact and to
acquaint the people with the situation today.

On
|

Birmingham confidential informant
T-3 advised inat only two individuals served as speakers during
the course of the meeting on I I Source identified
these speakers as I

of the NSRP and GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL, National Commander
of the American Nazi Party.

T-3 also stated that in his opening remarks
made reference to the critical racial situation that faces
the white man today. T I pointed out that the saturation •

point in man 1 s continual crisis of evolution had been reached
and that the white man must surpass this crisis to go to his
doom. Qhe task of the white man is not to preserve or increase
life but to "cull it." The white race. I I stated, which
can and will change the shape of mankind, has become a dominant
force in the world. Race nationalism is oh the rise throughout
the world. Source stated T I offered as an example, the
Black Muslims which he described as a race nationalist move-
ment. He also cited as a second example the existence of
Asiatic race .nationalism in Communist China today whereby all
outsiders are referred to as barbarians;

15
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T-3 stated that |
among other things remarked

that he has never been a member of the original National

Socialist German Workers Party, nor is he now a member of

the American Nazi Party. He noted he is well aware of the

racial problems facing the white man today and that he has

studied "this man- HITLER. " I
Istated that he, as a

race nationalist, recognizes ADOLPH HITLER as a race

nationalist, but stated HITLER was placed in an unfortunate
position because he became involved in nGei*man chauvinism

I

~|theorized, source stated, that if ADOLPH HITLER had
been born in Chicago or Detroit he would be a participating
member of organizations such as the Institute for Biopolitics,

the National States Rights Party, and the American Nazi
Party. However, remarked that what.' is today is today

and that is what is important . The past- should be of no

concern to us. W© recognize traditions, we recognize errors,

we recognize our mistakes.

introduced GEORGE

b6
b7C

T-3 further advised that| ..

LINCOLN ROCKWELL as the National Leader or the American Nazi

Party. T-3 stated that ROCKWELL spoke at great length- concerning

his belief and opinions and charged "that Jews are destroying

our youth and our art. T-3 stated that ROCKWELL, among many
other things * remarked that he was of the belief that there

are people all over the country* who receive courage from
knowing there is someone who hates "the Jew and is not

afraid to say so .

"

b6
b7C

NSRP ACTIVITY IN LOUISIANA

Issue No. 43 of "The Thunderbolt" on Page 7 sets out

an article captioned "NSRP Wins in Louisiana .
" The article

stated that New Orleans members 1 of NSRP had shown the people
of Louisiana what could be done to beat the Negro bloc vote.

It was stated that NSRP members actively campaigned against
the race mixers in recent elections and by alerting the
people helped put good white men in public office. The
article continued by stating it was the job of the NSRP in

New Orleans to check the records -of each candidate, to alert

the people as to whom to vote for. It was stated t&©t
"Information Director of New Orleans,- Mr.. RANDALL- TRUDEAU,
has been doing a good job of alerting the people;"

16
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The above article urged- al3, members in the New Orleam
area to contact "Mr. TRUDEAU (5926 Patton St.., New Orleans 15* /
La., call T.W. 9-r6880)" in order to find out- what could be done
to help the NSRP- in New Orleans. The article ‘urged; members inf
Louisiana to write Mr.. TRUDEAU so he could place their names

jp

on his list to receive copies of the ''NSRP Louisiana Bulletin?"
It was seated that the New Orleans NSRP held regular meetings'*
the last Monday of each month. f

f

NSRP ACTIVITY -IN NEW MEXICO

Issue 42 of "The Thunderbolt" on Page 3 carried an
article captioned "New Mexico Minister Makes Stand." This
article reflected that the Rev. DAVID. K. STACEY, a Koreap
veteran, was showing White Patriots that individual action
could be the key to success in exposing the "Cojiununist-Jews.

"

The article stated that STACEY preached in non-denominational
churches in Western and Southwestern states, and that while
exposing Communism as being a creation of the Jews, he also
calls for repatriation of Negroes to Africa.

The above article -stated that STACEY has his head-,
quarters at 608 West Animas Street, Farmington, 'New Mexico,
and that he is getting the message of the NSRP over to the-

people ,of New Mexico by distributing "Thunderbolts" and
displaying anti-Jewish signs on his automobile.

NSRP ACTIVITY IN NEW. YORK

Issue No,. 44 of "The Thunderbolt*' on Page 3
carried an article captioned "N.Y. 'Storm."'

This article stated that the New York NSRP published
the "Storm," described as a news bulletin and cpuld be obtained
by writing

"

'The Storm, ' c/o N.’S.R.P. , New* York Branch, P.0.
Box 1243, Brooklyn 71, Neyj .York. " This article stated that
Mr. WILLIAM HOFF was the New York State Director .and that
DOMINIC RUSSO was the Editor.; The article urged NSRP members
ahd 'supporters in New York State to contact Mr, HOFF in order
to get information on how to organize units' in their area.

17
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NSRF ACTIVITY IN OHIO

Issue No. 42 of "The Thunderbolt" on Page 3 carried an
article captioned "NSRP on. the March ip Ohio." This article
stated that members of the NSRP of Ohio had successfully
picketed the City Hall in Dayton (Ohio) on. April. 19* It was
stated that IRVING THACKER and other members took part ip the
picketing. THACKER was described in this article as the NSRP
Chairman of Ohio, The article stated that some of the picket
signs read: "Forced Integration is White Slavery" and "We
Want Representation not Communism.

"

The article further urged NSRP* members in Ohio to
contact their state headquarters: "NSRP* P. 0. Box 42 ^

Walnut St. Station, Dayton 2, Ohio."

Page 3 of Issue No. 42 also carried photographs
purportedly of IRVING THACKER and others participating in the
above-mentioned picketing on April 19 in Dayton, Ohio.

Issue No., 43 of "The Thunderbolt" on Page 7 carried
an article captioned "Ohio N.S.R.P. Meeting Big Success." This
article stated that Mr. NED DUPES, National Chairman of the
National States Rights Party, had been the featured speaker of
the Ohio statewide meeting of the NSRP which had been held on
Saturday, June 23 in Dayton, Ohio.

This article stated that members apd supporters
from Cleveland, Cincinnati, and all parts of Ohio had attended
the meeting r It was stated that Mr. IRVING THACKER, described
as Ohio State Chairman, was to be congratulated for his
successful work in making the meeting a real show of NSRP
unity and strength. The article urged Ohio members to write
Mr. THACKER in order to get on the mailing list to receive
the '-'NSRP Ohio State Bulletin" by writing to "NSRP, P. 0. Box 42,
Walnut St. Station, Dayton 2, Ohio."

1

NSRP ACTIVITY IN WISCONSIN

Issue No. 42 of "The Thunderbolt" on Page 3 set forth
information reflecting that. Rev. GORDON WINROD,, Chaplin of the
NSRP, spoke in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, ,on Thursday night. May 3,

18
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1962. It was stated that the NSRP officers' in ^isconsln were to be
congratulated for holding the successful 'meeting jfor.:Rev. WINROD.
It was also stated that the, NSRP officers: ;in Wisconsin were doing
a fine job and that their- add,ress was, "Na^onhl' State^vRight

s’

Party, Wisconsin Branch, P.O. ,^ox. 2493 , Milwaukee l4 , Wisconsin .

"
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APPENDIX

AMERICAN NAZI PARTY, ALSO KNOWN AS
WORLD UNION OF FREE ENTERPRISE NATIONAL SOCIALISTS

A source, advised on .that GEORGE
LINCOLN ROCKWELL, of Arlington, Virginia, had held an
organizational meeting of th? World Union of Free Enterprise
National Socialists (WUFENS)

ROCKWELL, on March 26, 1959* furnished to Special
Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, a copy of
the program of the WUFENS stating that he expects to become
President of the United States through the organization's
platform. The main tenets of the WUFENS* as; reflected- in-
the program* call for the migration, of Negroes to Africa and
the trial and execution of all Jews guilty of communist and
Zionist treason.

b6
b7C
b7D

b7D

A second source advised on August 8, 1961, that
the main activity of the organization, is furtherance of
these objectives, has consisted of picketings with anti-
Jewist and anti-Negro placards and talks by ROCKWELL
attacking Jews as traitors to the United States. The
headquarters of the American Nazi Party is. located at
928 North Randolph Street, Arlington, Virginia,
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On November 26, 1957 * a source advised that the
United White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention held
in Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 10, 1957* An article,
in the November 26, 1957* issued pf the "Greenville Piedmont,"
a newspaper of Greenville, South Carolina, reported that a
"Ku Klux Klan spokesman of Greenville reported "the recent
formation of a new political party to be known as the United
White Party." According to the article, the party was formed
at a recently held meeting in Knoxville, Teipiessee, at which
many Klansmen were represented. The UWP was reported as being
opposed to all "race mixing organizations and individuals."

The July, 1958* issue of "The Thunderbolt,

"

self-described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ
of the National States Rights Party" (NSRP) reported that
rank and file "States Rlghters" had merged with the•'UWP
under "the banner of the National States Rights Party," with
national offices at Post Office Box 26l, Jeffersonville,
Indiana

.

In November, 1958* a source advised that the NSRP
is composed of past members of the Ku Klux Klan and notorious
anti-Semites.

Issue No. 19, dated June, i960, "The Thunderbolt"
announced the address of the headquarters * of the NSRP had
been changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to Post Office
Box 783* Birmingham, Alabama.

On .Tune 17. IQfiO- a armnntt ariTHsari
bo
b7C
b7D

The MSrch, 1959* issue of the Anti-Defamation League
Bulletin contained an article by JEROME BAKST -entitled
"Angry Young Men of Hate." Regarding EDWARD R. FIELDS, the
article stated, "FIELDS, 26 year old and a Louisville
chiropractor, is a key figure in the National States Rights
Party and co-ordinator of all its activities, contacts, and
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"liaison with leaders of other hate groups . . He apparently
started Jew-baiting in his -teens, aided STONER, in the Christian
anti-Jewish Party, and got involved in.newspaper notoriety while
attending chiropractory school in Davenport Iowa , There, early
in 195^, according to newPpaperreports,he pasted-anti-Jewish
stickers on storp windows during, Brotherhood' Week. "

A source advised in May. 1961.
b6
b7C
b7D

The KU KLUX. KLAN Has been designated, by the
Attorney general pf the United States, pursuant
to Executive Order 10450.

'

V
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In Reply, Please Refer to

FUeNo.

0 6
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

v 300 American Life Building
Birmingham 3 ?

Alabama
September 5> 1962

Title:.

Character

:

•Reference

:

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

RACIAL MATTERS;

Report of Special, Agent
dated

September 5, 19 ?>2 , at
Birmingham, Alabama

.

hi

hi

All sources (exept- any listed below) used, in
referenced communication have furnished reliable information
in the past.- .

*

'

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. ’It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.
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DIRECTOR, FBI (105-66233)

/
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Re Birmingham airtel, 8/3/62.
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was contacted by SAI
iforotation

Detective
Services, NICPP. advised SAl

.Special
Inn R/Vll/Zp

For the information of Mobil

<

t'Vr Kir \ I

wans utian gammm to attend
and Cisouaafed

I

i and will probably will not

3 * mmm (1 .05*66233 ) (Rtf

)
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attest' the National Conves^Bn.
;

33jg 8Y0 la not aware of any other gersoa frost

the MYC area utoo plans to attend Lifts National Convention.



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED, STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU- OF INVESTIGATION

Mobile-

, .Alabama
October 2, 1962

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY ,

RACIAL MATTERS , -
.

4
. .

National Convention of1 National
StateaRights Party at
Montgomery, Alabama,
September' 1, 2y 1962

-The, August 1962,^ edition- 6.5 "The; Thunderbolt% , „

officihl jpub.iipation of, captioned organisation,, .carries an
article. oii» page three announcing that the annual 'National

" States Rights ' Pabty -Conyention would be held; l£t Montgomery,
Al|lbama, ,on Septembe'r 2, ,19.62, and that registration for the

.. convent,ibn would* -be at Chester’s Restaurant, 3500 Mobile
Highway, Montgomery, Alabama, on September 1, '19.62.

1

. The September 1962,- issue of "The Thunclepbp.lt

"

- 'carries, .an article and- a series; of phdtographs bearing, the
cdptiony "National States Rights Party Convention "is. Huge

. Success" . . Photographed and' identified; oil these pages are
the following persons

:

'

JAMES Ko. WARNER
-

' „/ ji -

Attorney J„ B..’ STONER
"

’

.

-

Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS
"

' *

-- ¥

Reverend OREN’ E. POTITO ».

.. {Reverend CONRAD LYNCH

ROBERT A . BOWLING
’ '

'
.

" j,/

/zp _FtLtD—

-

C CT C 1?.2

FEi—NSW Y02X.

/OS'* *



‘NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

- AL BUEHRIG

_

* ^ROBERT DePUGH

ADMIRAL JOHN CROMMELIN .

"

EMORY BURKE
v

j—
- -~

„ it

- Reverend' "HAROLD CANON (identified by 'MO.T-l, who has
furnished reliable information, in the- past, as
Reyerend HAROLD CANNON) .

- * ^
’

WALLY BUTTERWORTH
_ I • /

The article on ;Page 7 of the September 1962, issue,
of "The Thunderbolt" states in pertinent parkas, follows t

'

"On Saturday night Sept o 1 delegates' from,all over
‘

•the 'U* S'. started ’arriving at Chester Vs Restaurant for the
1pre-convention’ get together in Montgomery/ AlaV, Patriots
from sprite 28 states were getting their, chance^'ijo^nieet their
fellow White brothers from all over America-,

r 'Deleg&tps were
greeted by the loyal members of the, Montgomery; Unit~headed
by Chester Robinson- and Lamar •Doughtery-e ^ile- Mr ,-. Doughtery
was busy registering those arriving, Stat.fj ^ri|i3^an• 'Vick.
Ashurst was working out the -final details on iheVconvention
hall. -

"Later that evening patriots from several states were,
called upon to say a few words about what they;were doing in
their areas, and Chesters Restaurant was filled/to capacity.
Guests were entertained by the Harmony Boys Quartet, headed
by

i
loyal member G« E. ’Red? CannOn'.

. / ,"Vf *

"The next morning as delegates entered the conr
vention hall they immediately saw the ’gigantic* Thunderbolt
Flag, which covered the stage. Stretched from ^al'cony to
balcony across the hall was 'a- huge banner .saying ’ Jesus
Christ Our Leader * and the speakers rostrum was bedecked with
the Confederate Flag.

2
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if

?

, - "At about 1 p,m. Dr. Edward R, Fields Introduced _

:Mr. Ned Dupes the National Chairman who grpe'ted the delegates
arid, made a, speeoh on the plans of the NSRE/fdr the coming _

year. Following Mr. Dupes 1 was our Vice Chairman Mrs, E» Li
.

Bishop who spoke on*the role of women in. the/NSRp,

"Mr. William Hoff of: New York (NewrYork state -

Direotor)*'P!l^lwsp^n,aWs?^®?^ght' that^is^belng carried,
on In the North, and web followed by the •’Thunderbolt * a

Associate Editor, James\^arner> who spoke: ?pn; right wing
unity, ^and read a letter addressed to thev oonyentl.on by
John Patler, who had Just been released frojitf Jail after

sr»0 convention In New Jersey# ,./
’ -

"Head of the 'Minutemen* organization Robert DePugh
gave a lorig'speech on subversion in government and how to
overcome the'^nemy if the .U.S. should be Invaded . He was

’ followed by Mr., Wally Butterworth of Vox;/Poxf'radio fame who
./ tc?Id the' delegates of Jewish s'tb.ve^sidh-.^^oontrol. ’of. our

•
" mass communications- media,, and how"' we '^ah^c^^come this by \
• use- of the; phonograph . He" ended his, SReeeb^by' calling for

more unity on t.he right and announced that' the' NSRP 'would'

.
now be handling his recordings on Jewish

"NIGHT SESSION

J ZT. "Admiral John, G, -Crommelin >wa's/tl5evfirst speaker
^ of the e.veriing session, arid as -he ‘entef^S^he'tell 'Dixie*

/was played and delegates rose; to, '-their fe'ot^and gave him -

.
a .thunderous? round of applause . .

Amid the;;applause could
be heard ' shouts of. lGod! Bless Admiral CrpmeTin?’ and *We
need, more- men Tike Admiral. Crommeiin, * ^^/A^miral theri

- proceeded to give the delegates- a talk on'-^s, personal
experiences in uncovering treason at national,? state and,

‘/local levels,. His un-compromising ;stand; :

,0n baj’6r issues
' was affirmed by the round after .ro^nd of: ripplause he -

received. ;
1 /

, _ _ ^

'

_ , . .
"Next on the agenda, was our New^Ns(tI'o.nal/ Co-Ordinator .

_ Robert Bowlirig who told' of the merger of his/National White -

Americans Party with the National Stat.es :Rights Party, arid

./ let it be kriowri that he was sure that the-Naflpnal States

3
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Rights Pary would be victorious in the coming years. He

also .gave a brief summary of whit the Georgia NSRP was

going to. win this fight.

"Emory Burke was the next speaker and he let the

.people know that as long as we haye the, will to’ fight in

our hearts our spirit will not be broken; and, we will gain
ultimate victory. This was. the first major; speech -Mr.

Burke had made in 17 years, and the delegates knew they had

heard one of America 1 s best orators when "he* finished
speaking. Mr. Burke was followed by Richard Bowling who
has been leading the White resistance'; to race mixing in

Albany, Georgia; who told of the battle they are 'waging

there .
>

"The last speaker of the. evening was the Rev

.

Oren Potito; flSRP' National Organizer
?
'w^iorspolca of the

gains he has' made for ..the NSRP in, the last, three months

.

His recent radio schedule 'was of much' interest to .those

attending and many were disappointed that he did npt speak,

longer

;

"Other speakers of the day Were-ReV'., Conrad.
, J(

‘

Lynch, Mr-. Oliver Kendrick, and,Jerry Lhitton. of At lanfa; Ga.

{
• A characterization 'of the National 'States Rights,

Pai»ty\is contained ih the appendix
'

. Qn August 27,. 1962; M0‘ T-l furnished’ a. four page

leaflet purporting to set forth the. schedule for the National

States' .Rights .Party Convention, September. 2, Montgomery , ,
'

Municipal Auditorium, which furnished the' following information-

pertaining to speakers at the convention

'

..

"
GUEST SPEAKERS

>

• "ROBERT DE PUGH !

’

. "Mr. DePugh is the famed leader of .America ‘ s'

‘Mfnnte, Men 1 organization. They are -armed and training to

resist any possible future Communist invasion, or Internal
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take over of the U,S, Government, These courageous patriots

have formed Civilian Guerrilla combat' pnits, ready to -take

to, the .hills, vallles and forests of,America 4nd continue
the. struggle for freedom - -even uf' 'the regular

Pi
U,,S ,, ,Afmed

Forces should be defeated, Dont\'miss'
r
Mr, DePugh's

oburageous talk. It will be oneAyou will .long remembpr.

"ADMIRAL 'JOHN Q.OROMMELIN

"Alabama’s own Admiral ^ommeltn, the man responsible
'for awakening the people of this state* No other man has

done as much to take our message dlpeotly to tfte people.as
Has this courageous- leader,. $11 vfh'o ‘read our newspaper are-

familiar with his stand-. For mos^ pf -ybu, this wlll^ba
your- first opportunity vo'-hedr* ap'd- me'.et this hero of the

-Pacific campaign of W,W\ II and now America’s greatest
authority on the Communist Conspiracy: against America,

"WALLY BUTTERWORTH

• ,(of Ib^ f^ed coast pjsograinj, ’Vox
Po^c,'

1 For .many years all <$f you il’eteHedVand^ enjoyed this,

/nationally known radio announoe^s\|>i?ogi^p^..* * Now he Has
*bpcqme>orie of the most outstandipgLleadersr.ln the right-,

'$ing movement , He has led. the expose, of. the secret' jCosher-^

•markings on .many, foods; (symbols' are; ’U’

)

and; How w©
••'af.e

:
taxed by Rkbbis’ 'evei*Sr‘ time' ^g>e|^

J;
4€Kese fpods. jh?,

Butterworth has quickly become- a I«S6ter,,-
>
.-wto9Sp warm ,a,nd *

.’familiar voice you will; all want; to. :hear agaip, '

V
*
l

"asajsarter
. ,

? "Perhaps our Yfightingest f speaker. He is well
Ikjriown for his ‘Hell, Fire & Brin}spone :r oratory on race .and

Whiteman's heritages . This Patriot .aroused the" people- of

'Clinton, TennV, to resist^he invasion .of racp-mixerp. You*

Will long remember the oratory of this great speaker,.
;

-

"NATIONAL STATES Eights PARTY SLATE OF SPEAKERS’:
• •

• Tl ”
,

'

"j
:

'

,

- - "NED DUPES % -

- 5 V
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"NATIONAL CHAIRMAN OF, NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

"Mr. Dupes is one of the Founders of the N.S.R.P.
He' is a- fayoi?ite -after-dinner Speaker .wherever he goes. If

^
you>. have; not heard him- before] you will have a treat in

* store .

’

> \

^ "emqryWjrke ’

,
'jCalied^AlSfccA'S GREATEST ORATOR’, Emory Burke,

made his ‘’.'come-back* oryly last month, and Has addressed
, 'large crowds in Montgom^y> Ala., Albany, Gh., Atlanta, .Ga,>
and' Little Rock, ^Ark." -The ne.w enthusiasm be has instilled'
in ,members ahd supporters is* truly fantastic. The National

' .States Rights. Party MoVement' has mage huge progress in the.

very .short. time Mr,. Burke has been working -full time to
build this Third Party

A

"REV. OREN. F. POTITO _

"
. ,

| u
-

|

;
-

"NATIONAL^.ORGANIZER OF NSRP, will give an inspiring
talk and report" on organizational plans for the coming year'.

!Reyv Potit.pjhas taken the’ NSRP- to the- air waves arid launched
the. National Christian iCdngressional Committee which is
rapidly collecting .iO^Mlllion names to curb the power of
the Supreme Court a'nd restore Christian Prayer in the schools.

"ROBERT A\ BOWLING
f itTilrrTiTT friTTriTr 11

—

TT—{
lTfn r lT—T II—Tr I .

'".New NATIONAL COORDINATOR of all NSRP' Units from
.coast to coast. He will. explain his action program of
coordinating the activities of our different; Units' across the
land. V- -

'REV . 'GORDON*. WINROD

"The son of the late Gerald Winrod, founder of
‘The Defender * Magazine, will %ive his usual stiring address
on*’ the Anti-Christ enemy which J^e are fighting.. Rev. Winrod
is NSRP NATIONAL CHAPLAIN, and; will officiate the opening
and closing of this Convention.

6
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"MRS. El L. BISHQE«*
|

I

M il

af
"Our NATIONAlWicE CHAIRMAN, and the leading lady

~

of the NSRP. Mrs. BISHOP will speak on the woman’s role in
building the Third Party \Ln America. Mrs. Bishop herself,
is the outstanding example of just how great a part our
women folk can play in this vital struggle to save America
and the White Race; \

"DR. EDWARD R. FIELDS
* -

rrt1fri n

"Editor of ’THE THUNDERBOLT’ will report on the
progress of our newspaper ghid make a sensational announcement
on a tremendous .advancementVto be made by NSRP in the
publishing field. Dr. Fielafe. will also give a report .on. the
organizational growth that .must be met on a quota basis
during the coming year. This must be our greatest 'year yet j.

and every member will be. expected to do more than his part .

"

MO T-l advised, on September 3 , 1962, that at the
conclusion of the speech by JERRY DUTTON, of Atlanta, Georgia,
a white man later identified as a member of the American
Nazi. Party tried to enter the convention -hall and Dr. EDWARD
R'. FIELDS instructed a policeman on duty at the hall to keep -

the Nazi Party member out .of the convention, informant stated
there was no disorder inside the convention hail over this
matter.

Pertaining to this incident,, there appears an
.article on page one of the -Montgomery Advertiser, a daily
^-newspsper published at Montgomery j Alabama, in the edition* -

ori -September 3> 1962. This article, written ty BOB DUKE},

/spates, that LAWRENCE GARY SMITH, of Arlington, Virginia, -was
‘arrested on September 2, 1962, in connection with ;d disturbance
at the annual convention of the -NATIONAL STATES -RIGHTS PARTY •*.'

at Montgomery. The article states that SMITH Identified -
*'

himself as a member of the American -Nazi Party. It. states,
that SMITH was arrested when Dr. EDWARD* R. FIELDS alleged

,

that SMITH struck him in the chest outside City Hall where
the convention was being held after FIELDS had asked SMITH, "«

and ;a companion, ROBERT' A. LLOYD> of Arlington, Virginia, ’to.,

stop distributing pro-Nazi literature at the convention site".

7
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MO T-l stated that one of the longest speeches at the
convention was that by Mr. ROBERT De PUGH, identified as
National Commander of the "Minutemen" organization. MO T-l
stated* that De PUGH*s speech was not well received by many of
the NSRP members, because: de PUGH indicated that he did not.
feel that the fight- against Communism could be won on a'

political basis,. He felt rather that Communism would take over
the United- States and, that "we patriots" would have to. fight
the Communist from the underground,. Accordirig to MO T-l,
DE PUGH- pictured the United Nations as being completely
controlled by the- Communist and pictured the .United States
Government as. being Communist infiltrated and unable to cope
with the situation.' MO T-l stated1 that although the context
of DE PUGH? s statement in this regard; was not well understood
at the time, -he made some remark that- it might be necessary
for the people of the United States to revolt, in- order to save
the country from the Qommunist. DE PUGH called. /or the
extension of what he. called "American' Freedom Rallies" arid
indicated that there was an organization sponsoring- 'these
rallies* and that it is headquartered: at P,.0. Box 1195, Kansas
City, Missouri.

* '

"

, ,
*

An article in the September 3, 1962,- issue of the
Montgomery Advertiser, Page 2} carrying the caption' "Rights. ,

Party Speakers Warn of Red Advances", is written by JANE
’

MARXER. This article describes the address of ROBERT DE PUGH
arid quotes him In part as follows %

"I think that the American people will,, if
necessary, revolt."

This article states that DE BUGH called for the
Complete annihilation of Commuriist and socialist conspiracy.
'It states that DE PUGH complained that the United .Nations
is .dominated and. controlled by coalition of nations that
are either Communist, Communist Satellites, Communist
sympathizers,. pro-Commuhist, neutral, or relatively new,
nations that are completely unfamiliar with the American
wajr- of life. The article also quotes DE PUGH as stating
"what we have to find is a battle cry to bring in the
maximum number of people and keep them long enough so that
they will be informed,."

8
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- MO T-2, who has furnished reliable information in v

the. past, advised on September 7, 1962, that Mr . ROBERT
DE PUGH’s speech proved to be quite unpopular with the vast
majority of the people present at the NSRP convention.
MO T-2 stated that DE PUGH spoke for about two hours and
that he was neither anti-Semitic nor anti-Negro, but stated
that Americans should be preparing for guerrilla warfare to
fight against the Communist in the .event they conquer the
United States in the war which he felt was certain to come.

MO T-l confirmed that the speech by WALLY
BUTTERWORTH was directed to the topic of -the alleged control
of .the press-, radio, and- television by the Jews . BUTTERWORTH
stated that, these mass communications media are "mesmerizing"
our children and denying the truth to the public. He
advocated the wide-spread use of long-playing phonograph
records which he sells, to circulate the truth about the
Jewish Communist enemy. BUTTERWORTH also spoke against the
Federal Reserve System, as being a Jewish device to control
the world. MO T-l stated also that. 'BUTTERWORTH -claimed that
the Jews were the. real power behind MARTIN’ LUTHER KING, JR.,
principal Negro leader in the United States

.

The article in the September 3> 19^2, issue of the
Montgomery Advertiser, mentioned above- states that pne- of the'
speakers was -ASA CARTER, former candidate for Lieutenant 1

Governor in Alabama. This article states that CARTER was
introduced "Mr. White Supremacy Himself" and in ihis speech
stressed that the Communist were supporting integration
of the races, This article states that CARTER gave what' he
called statistics pertaining to comparative crime rates of
Negroes and white people in. Washington, D.C which
indicated much greater criminal activity .on the part of
Negroes i He indicated his opinion that no Negro has a right;,
tojvote because Negroes are hot sufficiently4 responsible
to^,-possess this 1 privilege. This article states that CARTER
advocated certain changes in the educational program in
schools. He complained that his child’s fourth grade history-
book, includes four chapters devoted to Negroes but makes, nor
inept-ion of JOE WHEELER "arid other great Alabamians". CARTER

9
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advocated approaching the PTA, the BAR. and the UDC to "get
hiatory back in our schools".

.r"

MO T-3, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised on September 4, 1962, that ASA CARTER
in his speech at the convention on September 2, 1962,
suggested a boycott of the Ford Foundation, Kraft Foods
and Phillip Morris cigarettes because these organizations
were headed by "integrationists"

.

MO T-l stated that Admiral JOHN CROMMELIN, a
retired United States Navy Admiral residing at Montgomery
and Wetumpka, Alabama, made the opening address in the
evening session of the convention on September 2, 1962.
MO T-l stated that CROMMELIN* s speech was principally
directed against Jews. He indicated that he is an expert
In classifying Jews and outlined certain types of Jews and
degrees of Jewishness in people. He spoke of Marano Jews,
Jewlattos and Jew Spouses, and defined each. MO T-l
confirmed that as stated in "The Thunderbolt", the September
1962 issue, CROMMELIN spoke on his personal experiences at
the Pentagon Building in Washington, D.C., where he claimed
to have discovered subversive and treasonous, activity.

r-'

r
MO T-3 advised on September 4, 1962, that WILLIAM

H. HOFF, of Brooklyn, New York, made a short speech describing
his experiences in picketing a Negro rally in New Yprk State-.

This informant stated that HOFF was dressed in the uniform

-

' of^Jblue work clothes, black tie and combat boots. He walked
In a stiff military manner and stood at attention in the
convention hall for over an hour . He indicated that he, had
eight associates who assisted him in picketing the Negro
rally and stated that one of the group was arrested by a

: police.

The September 3# 1962, issue of the Montgomery
Advertiser indicates in the above-described article that
HOFF was described as State Director and New England
organizer for the NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY.

MO T-3 advised on September 4, 1962, that another
speaker was JAMES K. WARNER, who assisted Dr. FIELDS in
publishing "The Thunderbolt". Informant stated that WARNER

- 10
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related stories about NSRP members being arrested in
Albany, Georgia, and in Albany, New York, and read a
letter from one who was jailed, stating that he had fasted*
during his stay in jail.

MO T-l advised that the letter was from JOHN
PATLER.

* * MO T-3 advised on September 4, .1962, that two of
.the speakers, a Mr. KENDRICK of Alabama and a Mr. PRIMTREE -

frohi Milwaukee, Wisconsin, spoke against the fluoridation '

of
t
water. (MO T-l and MO T-2 further identified KENDRICK

as Mr. OLIVER KENDRICK. MO T-l and the September 3, 1962
issue of the Montgomery Advertiser in the above described,
article, identified KENDRICK as vice chairman of the State

. of Alabama, National States Rights Party, residing at
Sylacauga, Alabama.)

* MO T-3 on September 4, 1962, and the September 3,

1962, issue of the Montgomery Advertiser both Indicated that
another speaker was WILLIS CARDO, of Washington, D.C.,
representing the "Liberty Lobby".

MO T-3 advised on September 4, 1962, that anti-
Semitic speeches were made also by Mr. ROBERT A. BOWLING,
of Atlanta, Georgia, his brother, RICHARD BOWLING, of
Atlanta, Georgia, EMORY BURKE, of Montgomery, Alabama, and
the Reverend OREN P. POTITO, of St. Petersburg, Florida.

MO T-4, who has furnished reliable information,
in- the past, advised on September 6, 1962, that Reverend

- POTITO was the final speaker at the convention on September
2, 1962. This informant stated that POTITO* s remarks were
anti-Jew and anti-Negro. He stated that Christ is the
true leader of the National States Rights Party and quoted
from, the Bible in an effort to justify his remarks.

MO T-2 advised that the following persons also
made short but not especially noteworthy speeches at this
conventions

- 11
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Mr. NED DUPES, introduced as the National
Chairman of the National States Rights Party

Mrs. E. L, BISHOP, from Little Rock, Arkansas,
introduced as a National Vice-Chairman of the NSRP
and Chairman fbr the State of Arkansas

Reverend GORDON WINROD, NSRP Chaplain (Reverend
WINROD was introduced but had nothing to say to
the . convention

)

Reverend CONRAD LYNCH of San Bernardino,
California

Mr. ROBERT LLOYD, from Virginia, who later proved
to be a member o£ the American Nazi Party, headed
by LINCOLN ROCKWELL in Arlington, Virginia

MO T-4 advised on September 4, 1962, that a pre-
convention gathering was held at Chester’s Restaurant in
Montgomery, Alabama, on September 1, 1962 . This- informant
indicated that several of the persons who made speeches at
the convention on Sunday, September 2, 1962, also made brief •

addresses at the pre-convention gathering. Reverend CONRAD
LYNCH, ROBERT BOWLING, JERRY DUTTON, ROBERT LIOYD of
Richmond, Virginia, RICHARD BOWLING, NED DUPES, Dr. EDWARD
R« FIELDS and EMORY BURKE were among those In that
classification* MO T-3 stated that in addition the following
persons were introduced at this pre-convention gathering:

JAMES A. 'WEIS of Columbus, Ohio f -

L. B. PARRISH of Detroit, Michigan

VIOLET LLOYD
t4

STEVE GOODYEAR of Los Angeles, California

DR. HARVEY. DAVIDSON of La Crosse, Wisconsin

BOB TASH

J. P. KIMBRELL of West Point, Tennessee

- 12 -
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MO T-3 stated that at this pre-convention gathering
ROBERT BOWLING was introduced ,as being associated With the
National White America-Association of Albany, Georgia, and
with a “National Youth Organization" which ha.s not yet been
named. It was indicated that he had joined both of these
organizations with the National States Rights Party.

MO T-3 stated that Reverend OREN 33. POTITO , described
as a National organizer for the NatiohaP3'S^^l

§
e^£ghts Party,

was also introduced as head of the "NationallChristian
Congressional .Committee", Post Office Box 10924, St. Petersburg,
Florida . \

MO T-3 stated also, on September 4,^. 1^62, that an
unidentified speaker at the pre-convention gathering at *

Chaster *s Restaurant- made remarks in private conversations
pertaining to the good work done by the, Ku: Klux Klan. He
indicated that the Klan would march "ten thousand strong" at
Albany, Georgia^ on Labor Dayi

MO T-~3 stated also that it was indicated that
of Little Rockj Arkansas,, had

““]NSRP. The reason for
his. ^resignation appeared to be that EMORY BURKE was an
atheist and could not be affiliated .with an.

organization which was led by an atheist

.

b6
b7C
b7D

MO T-l advised that the number of persons who
attended the convention on. September 2, 19.62, varied from
approximately 100 to .approximateiy 200, with many of these
persons leaving the conventiori for periods of time and.! coming
back later.

MO T^3 estimated the number of persons attending'

the convention at 150.

With respect to the attempted distribution of
literature by members of the American Nazi Party at the

. .

convention, MO T-2 stated on September 7 > 1962, that Mr. NED,

DUPES and EMORY BURKE were friendly to the American Nazi
Party members and they conferred with Captain CARL ALLEN,

13
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of the American Nazi Party, who accompanied,
with a view to securing the release of [

Iwho was still
in jail as of late evening of September 2, 1962

<

b6
b7C

MO T-2 advised also on September 7 » 1962 , that
displayed at the convention were two pieces of literature
purporting to be published by the Defensive Legion of
Registered Americans Inc., showing an Atlanta Office in the
Walter R. Brown Building, Atlanta 3, Georgia. This
informant stated that officers of the Defensive Legion of
Registered Americans were named as Mr. JAMES R. VENABLE and
Mr. HERBERT W. BUTTERWORTH. The informant stated that this
HERBERT Wi BUTTERWORTH is identical with the person
described above in this memorandum as WALLY, and WALLACE
BUTTERWORTH., MQ T-2 stated also on September 7 , 1962, that
additional anti-Semitic literature was available at the
convention, purporting to be published by the Adult
Education Forum, Post Office Box. 44i, Wetumpka, Alabama.
He stated also there was a blank petition calling for ten
million names for prayer, a petition to Congress asking that
prayer be restored in the schools and. also asking that the.

power of the Supreme Court be curbed. This petition purports
to originate with the National Christian Congressional
Committee, Post Office Box 1092.4, St. Petersburg 33 » Florida.

MO T-l furnished on September 3* 1962, a leaflet
Which was distributed at the convention purporting to be
published by FRANK P. WALLS, independent; candidate for
governor of Alabama in the November 1962 election. This,

leaflet indicates that WALLS is' campaigning on a platform
of "Christianity, free enterprise, segregation, and states 1
rights."

MO T-3 on September 4, 1962, Identified the
following additional, persons as ^having been present at the
NSRB convention at Montgomery:

b6
b7C
b7D
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1 APPENDIX

NATIONAL SPATES RIGHTS PARGET (NSRP)

On Noyember 26, 1957? a source, advised that the
United White Party (UV|P) was organized at a convention held
in Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 10, 1957- An article
in the November 26, 1957? issue of the "Greenville Rfedmont",
a newspaper of Greenville, South Carolina, reported that a
"Ku Klux Klan spokesman of Greenville reported, the recent
formation of a new political party to be known as the United
White Party". According to the article, the party was formed
at a recently held meeting in Knoxville, Tennessee, at which
many Klansmen were represented. The UWP was reported as being
opposed to all "race mixing organizations and individuals".

The July 1958, issue of "The Thunderbolt ", Self-
described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ of the
National States Rights Party" (NSRP) reported that rank and
file "States Righters" had merged with the, UWP under "the
banner of the National States Rights Party" with national
offices at Post Office Box 26l, Jeffersonville, Indiana.

In November 1958, a source advised that the NSRP
is composed of past members of the Ku Klux Klan and notorious
anti-Semites

.

Issue #3.9, dated June i960, of "The Thunderbolt"
announced the address of the headquarters of the NSRP had been
changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to Post Office Box 783,
Birmingham, Alabama.

On June 17, i960, a source advised bo
b7C
b7D

The March 1959? issue of the Anti-Defamation League
Bulletin contained an article by JEROME BAKST entitled "Angry
Young Men of Hate". Regarding EDWARD R. FIELDS, the article*
stated "FIELDS, 26 years old and a Louisville chiropractor,
is a key figure, in the National States Rights Party and co-
ordinator of all its activities, contacts and liaison with
leaders of other hate groups. He apparently started Je.w-
baiting in his teens, aided STONER in the Christian Anti-
Jewish Party, and got involved in newspaper notoriety while
attending chiropractory school in Davenport, Iowa. There,

APPENDIX
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early In 195’4, according to newspaper reports, he pasted anti-
Jewish stickers on store windows during Brotherhood Week.

"

^Fhe; Kh Klux Klan has been designated hy the
General of the United States pursuant to

;„«t±ve Order 10450.

APPENDIX
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Re Charlotte airtel to Bureau 9/21/62 and Mobile
airtel to Bureau 9/12/62.

Enclosed to the Bureau and offices receiving
copies of this airtel are copies of letterhead memorandum
pertaining to the convention of the National States Rights
Party at Montgomery, Alabama, on September 1 and 2, 1962.

Information copies are furnished to all offices
from whose territories persons attended the convention,
where matters were mentioned at the convention indicating
activity in those office territories.
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MO 105-339

*

Copies are being furnished by separate letter
local offices of Armed Service Intelligence Agencies.

fco
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INFORMANTS

IDENTITY
OF
INFORMANT

AGENT CONTACTING LOCATION
ORIGINAL
RECORD

OF

the NSRPs
Following are the sources used to characterize

It is observed that both MO T-2 and MO T-3
identified a person attending the convention as a deputy
sheriff at Montgomery, Alabama. Investigation has ascertained
that this individual is I

|

3
wno wears
ty Sheriffs

of the Montgomery County Sheriffs Department. Investigation
has indicated also thatl |is not in any way connected
with the Montgomery County Sheriff’s Department.
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In Reply,, Please Refer to

File No.

o o
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Miami, Florida
September 14, 1962

RE; NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

*

A source who has furnished reliable information
in the past, advised as follows on September 8, 1962:

The National States Rightsdparty (NSRP) is

planning to hold two meetings in Miami, Florida, one

on September 10, 1962, and one on' September 11,, 1962.

People from out of the state of Florida iwre expected to
attend these meetings. The individuals lh. Miami who are

telephone
I FloridaT

I telephoned

9, 1962,
the following:

"Dr.

When this number was dialed on September 8 and
a recording made by, a female voice, announced

WESLE JSSSSJ^ !?
eak

SeptemberTb~at"'Sr0rit the First Christian
Church, East Room\ 230 Northeast 4th Street;
Tuesday, September ;li, 1962* at 8 PM at the
Harvey Seeds American Legion Post 29,
Biscayne Boulevard arid Northeast 66th Street.
Subscribe to and support the American view.
Post Office Box 734, Miami 33, Florida."

b6
b7C
b7D

(
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RE: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

On September 9, 1962 , the same source advised

On September 9, 1962, Detective
|

~l Miami Police Department, advised
that he was aware of the plans of the NSRP and that members
from his department would be at the scene of both meetings
primarily to obtain license numbers

.

On September 9, 1962.
|~ Intelligence

Corps Group, Miami, and Sergeant ] |
Intelligence

Division, Department of Public Safety, were advised of the
proposed meetings- -ofwthe NSRP in Miami, u •.> l

TX fr * '# 4A, V'- -
1

On September 10, 1962, Ser'geantl |Miami
Shores Police Department, advised that a check of their
records reflect that| jadvised
the Miami Shores Police Department I I

I f—she asked that the Polite Department cnecic ner
home from fime to time and furnished a forwarding address
as follows: I

2

tr

tr
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RE: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

Sergeant I I stated that during the next
three days his department would make a record of the

license numbers of all automobiles parked at the

residence of

On September 10, 1962,. tiig same confidential
source advised as follows:

At 8 PM on September 10, 1962,1
| reportedly

a "hater” of Jews, Negroes and Catholics, spoke to a

mixed group of approximately 75 persons at the Junior
Order of United American Mechanics Hall, 1501 Northwest
28th Street, Miami, Florida. The speech lasted approxi-
mately 90 minutes and

| |

made numerous anti-
semitic remarks' during his speech and stated "the Jews
and NAgroes must be stopped." He referred to situations
in California throughout his speech and at times was
very critical of U. S. Chief Justice EARL WARREN, and
indicated Chief Justice WARREN was sympathetic to the

communist cause. At the conclusion of
|

speech,

a petition was circulated demanding that Chiet justice

WARREN be impeached. It was noted by the source that most
of the individuals present signed the petition.

It was also noted that I Jwas in charge
qf the meeting and at the close of the meeting he was
assisted byl

-^
lin taking up a collection.

On September 11. 1962. the confidential source

advised

- 3 -
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RE: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

Detective advised on September 10,
1962, feat officers from his department were not permitted
to attend the meeting on September 9, 1962, however, they
were in the area of
obtained the following 1962 Florida licenses:

and

b6
blC

Tag Number Registered Owner Make .Auto

b 6

b7C
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RE: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

On September 12 , 1962, the same confidential source
advised that a mixed group of 50 to 60 persons attended the
September 11 meeting at the Harvey Seeds Leefron Post 29.

I was introduced by
' |NSRP<i According to the source, state-

ments oy
|

not as anti-semitic as madeYthie previous
night. It was noted as people entered the meetihg, they
were handed copies of the August issue of the "Thunderbolt"
along with an application to join the NSRP. \

The "Miami Herald," a local Miami, Florida,
newspaper reported on September 12, 1962, an article by
Herald Staff Writer DICK KNIGHT; This article is quoted
as follows:

- 6 -
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RE: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

"IMPEACH JFK, HE URGES

"Right Wingers Rally Here

"It was something like an old time revival

meeting but the message from the preacher was

’the white Christians must stand together to end

the conspiracy that controls the country .

*

"More than 50 of Miami's far right-wing

assembled at the Harvey Seeds Post of the American

Legion Tuesday to hear the Rev. Dr. Wesley Swift.

"Dr. Swift, a sort of non-militant George

Lincoln Rockwell, hails from California and claims

to have access to some top U. S. security files.

He said he has the facts to prove that:

"The NAACP, American Civil Liberties Union,

United Nations, U. S. banking -- including the

Rockefellers — the New York Times, President

Kennedy and the Federal Reserve System' are controlled

by ’Jewish Communists who want to cpntrol the world.'

"He kept the audience -- which ranged from fuzzy

cheeked’ youths to white haired old ladies with long

hat pins -- applauding with* calls "for impeachment

of President Kennedy and the Supreme Court.

"Receiving special attention during the talk

was a group of 10 Cubans who represented the*

Christian Nationalist Movement of Cuba. They have

been helping to pass out petitions calling; for

Congressional repeal of the Supreme Court decision

banning official prayers in schools.

7
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RE: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

"Dr. Swift said the decision on prayers
'helped the Communists »

'

"For almost two hours , he hammered home
his theme that ’survival of the white race' is

the most important thing today.

"As people entered the meeting, they were
handed free copies of 'the Thunderbolt,' a sheet
published by the National States Rights Party."

On September 12, 1962, Detective
advised that two officers from his department attended the
meeting at the American Legion Hall on the evening of
September 11, 1962. He stated that the car license numbers
were noted on all vehicles in the area and many were the ;

same as obtained the previous evening. noted that
all the vehicles were from the Miami area and some belonged
to the members of the American Legion who did not attend
the meeting but were .using the facilities of the American
Legion bar.

|advised that Officer I entered
the meeting hall at 8:30 PM where I

described as a white male.

I

I
pounds, and furnished his address as

I tola Officer

Officer I I noted that the main address was
and from beginning to end

- 8 -
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RE; NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

talked against the Negroes and in particular against the
Jewish people, the Jewish people being the ones "in back
of the communist conspiracy heading the U. S. Government,
big business, banks. Supreme Court, in which they were
forming a conspiracy to overthrow our Government in favor
of world communism."

On September 14. 1962. the confidential source be
b7C
b7D

told the source that they had a successful meeting in
Jacksonville, Florida, where attendance was better than in
Miami. He also indicated that many of the individuals
attending the Jacksonville meeting were former or present
Ku Klux Klan members.

Attached hereto is a characterization of the
National States Rights Partyi Sources therein have furnished
reliable information in the past.

PROPERTY OF THE FBI - This memorandum is loaned
to you by the FBI, and neither it nor its contents are to
be distributed outside the agency to which loaned.

- 9* -
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APPENDIX

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

On November 26, 1957, a source advised that' the
United White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention held
in Knoxville, Tennessee, • on November 10, 1957. An article *

In the November 26, 1957, issue of the "Greenville Piedmont,"
a newspaper of Greenville, South Carolina, reported that a
"Ku Klux Klan spokesman of Greenville reported the recent
formation of a new political party to be known as the United
White Party," According to the article, the party was formed
at a recently held meeting in Knoxville, Tennessee, at which
many Klansmen were represented. The UWP was reported as being
opposed to all "race mixing organizations and individuals."

The July, 1958, issue of "The Thunderbolt,"
self-described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ
of the National States Rights Party" (NSRP) reported that
rank and file "States Righters" had merged with the UWP
under "the banner of the National States Rights Party,"
with national offices at Post Office Box 261, Jeffersonville,
Indiana

.

In November, 1958, a source advised that the NSRP
is composed of past members of the Ku Klux Klan and notorious
anti-Semites.

Issue No. 19, dated June, 1960, "The Thunderbolt"
announced the address of the headquarters of the NSRP had
been changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to Post Office
Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama.

On June 17, 1960, a source advised that b6
b7C
b7D



League Bulletin contained an article by JEROME BAKST
entitled "Angry Young Men of Hate.'j Regarding- EDWARD R. FIELDS,
the article stated, "FIELDS, 26 yeans old and a Louisville *-

chiropractor, is a key figure in the National States Rights
Party and co-ordinator of all its activities, contacts and
liaison with leaders of other hate groups. Be apparently
started Jew-baiting in his teens, aided STONER in the
Christian anti-Jewish Party, and got involved in newspaper
notoriety while attending chirppractory school in Davenport*
Iowa. There, early in 1954, according to newspaper reports,
he pasted anti-Jewish stickers on store windows during
Brotherhood Week;"

b7E

The KU KLUX KLAN has been designated by the
Attorney General of the United States pursuant
to Executive Order 10450

i



FD^ 6f(Hoy? 13-56)

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

F B I

Date: 9/14/62

PLAIN TEXT
(Type in plain text or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

T°: ^DJRgCTOR, FBI (105-66233)

FROM: SAC, MIAMI (157-601) (P)

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

RACIAL "MATTERS

(00: BIRMINGHAM)

Re Tampa teletype to Miami, 9/7/62i

Enclosed for the Bureau are 8 copies of a

letterhead memorandum, dated and captionfed as above, at Miam .

Information copies are being furnished to listed

Offices in view of the past NSRP activity in those

territories and in view of the possibility
| f

may be going to other cities throughput the U. S., xn an

effort to expand the membership of the NSRP*

3 - Bureau (Enc-8) (RM)(AM)

2 - Birmingham (Enc,-2) (AM) (RM) (105-477)

1 - Albuquerque (Info) (Encrl) (®M)

2 - Atlanta (105-763) (Enc-2) (AM)- (RM)

1 - Baltimore (Info) (Enc-1) (RM)

1 - Charlotte (105-683) (Info) (Enc-rl) (RM)

1 - Cincinnati (105-1139) (Info) (Enc^-l) (BM^—

1 - Cleveland (Info) (Enc-1) (RM) /
i - Chicago (105-4630) (Info) (Encrl) (W

1 - Denver (Info) (Enc-1) (RM)
f

_

1 - Detroit (100-26534) (Info) (Enc-1)

2 - Jacksonville (105-60) (Enc-2) (AM) !ched..^7VjndexedA.„

1 - Knoxville (105-202) (Infc)^nc-l)
|

t i ii iTTTTT*

i

~ r i i
~^ (COPIES CONTINUED PAGE 2)

Nuf y. 2 - Miami
/lmi LCP:jlt

Approved}^
* Special Agent in Charge
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MM 157-601

COPIES. CONTINUED:

- tittle Rock (105-187) (Info)' (Enc-1) (RM)
»• Louisville (105-271) (Info) (Enc-1) (RM)
- Los Angeles (105-5724) (Enc-2) (AM) (RM)
- Memphis (105-320) (Info) (Enc-1) (RM)
- Mobile (105-339) (Enc-2) (AM) (RM)
- Milwaukee (105-946) (Info) (Enc-1) (RM)
r New Orleans (105-889) (Enc-2) (AM) (RM)
L New York (105-28550) (Info.) (End-l^RM)
- Oklahoma City (Info) (Enc-1) (RM)‘
- Philadelphia (105^39.18) (Enc-2) (AM) (RM)
- Portland (Info) (Enc-1) (RM) T

v *

- Tajnpa (Encr2) (AM) (RM)

.
The source utilized in fhe- memorandum

*s
|

who is
worKing cioseiy witn the Miami PD and has furnished them
all the information he has developed:

Sources used to characterize the NSRP are:

|
Charlotte Office,

regarding intormatiori in November]; 1957;

November,

June, I960;

regarding information in

regarding information in

2



MM 157-601

Miami will follow and report any success
the NSRP has in forming a Miami group.

AN INFORMANT HAS ADVISED THAT

HAS WARNED THAT HE WOULD SHOOT ANY FBI AGENT
SURVEILLING HIM
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
- MEMORANDUM '

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT?

SAC, BIRMINGHAM, (105-477) date? OCT *4 J962

SAC^TAJBPjA (157-45) (P)

National States Rights Party
RM
(OOrBH)

Enclosed for the following listed, offices, are the indi-
cated number of photographs of. 'the NSRP Convention, Montgomery,
Ala.. 9/1-2762. 1 I

b6
b7C
b7D

photographs are shown outside the Bureau care should be
ess not to reveal

. , l

OFFICE

l
If the

akeh so
as the source,

PHOTOGRAPHS
35

AT
CX
CV
DE
JK
KC
KX
LR
ME

MO
NY
.RH *

Some' of the photographs are of unknown persons and
the offices’re'ceiving sene should consider attempting to identify
these persons by contact with established sources.

.2 ^ Birmingham(Enel. 34)
-2 - Atlanta (Enel. 7)
2 - Cincinnati (Enel. 1)
2 - Cleveland (Enel. '2)
.2 Detroit' (Enel. 1)
2 - Jacksonville ' (EnclT 2)

1- Knoxv!i$e*^Enc2?
1
S)

1) ‘

'2 -,]Little Rock (Enel. .3)
- 2 * ~ ,Memphis OEfacl. 2)
?
V

1
l9) A,//

V I SEARCHEO

SERIALIZED-.

b7D



Optional Form l$Oo 10

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

HEM-ORA N ID U M

TOt

FROM

SUBJECT

SAC, Albuquerque DATE? 10-5-62

SAC, Birmingham (105*477) (P)

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL NATTERS

#

^ *

(OOi .Birmingham)

s
’

"The Thunderbolt" is published by captioned
organization and is self-described as the ‘official "White
Racial Organ" of this organization. It is.published monthly,
and each issue contains pictures and/or information of
interest to numerous FBI Offices.

,

in order to avoid needless correspondence
and unnecessary dissemination of information contained in
"The Thunderbolt," ail offices receiving copies of this
letter are requested to notify Birmingham if ’.they regularly
receive this publication. If notified to that effect,
Birmingham, will discontinue the inclusion 'of data from- this
publication to that office by a separate .letter- since such
action will serve no useful purpose.

'

2 - Albuquerque (RM),
2 - Atlanta (105t763) (RM>

'

*2——Bait-imore--(-RM)™

|fg.

2 .- .Charlotte .(rm)?\ / ,

.
2 - ^ .Chicago <f;RMV *

2 - Louisville (105-271) (RM)
2 - Los Angeles (105-5724) (RM)
"2T^Miai{aM05^l438) (rmY

y

2‘ -' Denver (
2 - Detroit (RM) (100-26530)
2 - Jacksonville

.
(105-60) (RM)

2 - Knoxville (105-202) (RM)
2 - Little Rock (105-187) (RM)

2 - Birmingham
MME: jns
(50)

. City (RMJ „

2 - 4 Philadelphia. (105-3918) (RM)
2 -. Portland (RM)
2 - Tampa ;(l57r45)(RM)



10/10/62SAC, BIKHKOIIAll (105-4X7)

sac, ES3 yoric (105-23550)

1W2IQ111& G2ATC3 J1I£3!3 PJffiaS
RACIAL IMSBECna
(oo*Dir»nii:GHA:i)

Eeurlct to Altiiquopiqua*

IjyO dtps not rccoiVG topics of '*57110- *2h\mdcrlJ0lt’
r

oil a ^c^ulaf1 fcpaiu*

2.-- Birirln^han (105-477)

,

X* K2 (105-23550)
UDBlnca
<3) /'

it

i *

L
"

<4 ~

c
it

r .



appbbIs nsrx.T to
twm®< STATES ATTORNEY

, ANDTIEYKR to
xxrftAps an6“*number

JPH:ems

"pn&ES Jliates department of justice

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY
Eastern District of New York

Federal. Building

BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.

December 20, 1962

The Hon." John F. Malone
Assistant Director in Charge
Federal Bureau of Investigation '

t

201 E. 69th Street .

New York, N. Y. , W

Dear Mr. Malone: • Jfu

I Enclose photostat copy of a brochure

,

TJf
which appears to have been prepared by I \Wr

|
National States Rights Party, P. 0. Box 7^3j /\A

Birmingham, Alabama, a copy of which was presented /
to this office via our receptionist by a person /
giving her name and address as^

^ ^ v
/

|
said she "needed the 'help of the

United States Attorney. in preventing the persecu-
tion of a great and very brave man, \namely Major
General Edwin A. Walker."

This material is forwarded to you for what-
ever investigation you believe is warranted.

Sincerely yours.

qseph p; hoey
h/ted States Attorn

Enclosure

/£ 'X



00

£01 East 6<Dth Street
Ecw Yctf: 21* Hew Yerl:

ii

Ecec^or £3, 15-2

Hr. Jpeoph P« Itocy, Eeguire
United States Attorney
Eastern District of r?rf Yori:
Eedoral Building
Erdchlyn, 1* Eew Yor«s:

Dear Vj?a Ecey?

This will ac!a;ewlccSpa receipt of Jrpor letter
of Decanter 20, 1532 and'enclosure Which vour office
.received flrera 4?ra~ I

|

*

Year interest In romarding this- infornation
to as is sincerely appreciated.

Very truly yours,

1 - USA, EDNY (mi)
. „

i - Birninshan (105-477) (mi) (End. 2) / L /
/l - BY (105-23550) JCrni 2.‘ HALCB
miEtncg Assistant director in Charge

,r -

EEGICKTEO IIAIL

yk~$ Jl C/

f
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*

0

NY 105-28550 •

. Attached hereto la a copy' pi' UH Attorney JOSEPH P,

2f
‘ 12/20/62 and a three page fOraa letter captions

d

pLJffiR-PRAI.ED^ und§r the signatttre ofT
National States “Eights Party/ Birmingham. Ala

,

MM 4*t<4 M <w»_ _ .. „ ’
" J . A . . t ' k ' m 1

,

'GEI

_ , _ .1 ---— r •y-'- «- f >»* **j •<** ifbu^tiwu. iua . ¥&' are
forwarding this to you for your information since you are origin
in the National. States Rights Party matter.

'

b6
b7C

*

t

t ^

* *
“ n

1

i

JS"

*

‘ W

‘3

1

U-

-2t>

* -
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (157-537) DATE: 12/19/62

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (157-555)

SUBJECT: AMERICAN NATIONAL PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS
(00: NEW YORK)

Re Richmond letter to NY 10/12/62.

On 12/5/62,

been in rece
Jof the America^ mzx parry lANP), advised that he had
) t-* * **». _ _ Int contact with GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELli

Iwritten ROflKwrcr.T.
^W1

5-Bureau (157-537) (RM)
(1-105-104038) (np)
(1-157-304) (fan)
(1-105-70374) (Aib)

1-Birmingham (info) (RM
3-Richmond (rm)

(1-157-336)
i 1-157-QR HAMP ^

,

CuTXES-CONTINUED
CTew xork (157-555)

;JDB: jth

•
jj'J

(2‘l)



•TV r. o o

NYv:157-555

COPIES CONTINUED

3-Washington Field (RM)
(1-157-1) (ANP)
(1-157t78)(FAN^

1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
lr-New York
ArNew York

157-87)
[105-32&
157-123
157-195
|157-514)(HP)(#412
'l05-a8^QHMSRP^

b6
b7C

b7D

/

/

la



'# K * o o

NY 157-555

further* stated that even

related that ’living

rrom sui-caoie ana mat ne was not eager to return to living
in such a manner..! 1further advised that he sees no

With regard to the other organizations in the NYC
area. | I stated that he knows little or nothing about the
activities of the Fighting American Nationalists fFAN^ except
that he has met two FAN members,! 1

1 stated that neither! 1

Wisn GEORGE LINCOLN ROCKWELL, leader of the ANP.

[stated that for all intents'- and purposes.
tne American National party is "dead and out of business 1

!. .

He stated that this organization was originallv made un of

b6
b7
b7

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b 7 D

b o

b7C
b7D

-2-

O

Q





Council for Financial Aid to Education, Ino*

Six East Forty-fifth Street New York 17, N. Y.

December 11, 1962

We enclose a newspaper which was
addressed to Box 36, Times Square
Station, New York 36, which is our
address for an advertising campaign
- public service - which we run on

the radio and TV in behalf of higher

education in, the United States

SEARCHED
^ ^ /(? - \

SERIALIZED^d&ED^,*^— 4
1 2 1962 I J , 1

hS'-MS&o -S
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OPTIONAL fOKM NO. 10

<5010-104 0
VERIUnited states government

Memorandum

<3T

to : SAC, NETT YORK (10£-28#0) date: 1/2/63

FROM : Sk

bo
b7C

subject: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RM

i

by a note' dated'12/U/62, and mailed’ to the

NYO, furnished lssue\No. U6, October, 1962, of “The Thunderbolt*”
That issue is being made a part of the exhibit section of the file*

\ b 6

(also furnished severl throwaways published by b7

"The Truth Seeker*” A review of that file, NY l57r&j reveals that those
throwaways, are already part of the exhibit" section* They therefore have
not been retained for the NYO files*

also furnished a pamphlet entitled "The Function
Of The tjdUhdil FoE EducjTELon. inc«” which is published by the Council

j

6 E* li£th St., NYC* and the above items
had been mailed from NYC to the above organization* The pamphlet is not
being retained for the files*
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S* XV
FD-863 aW.y-M) •

FEDERAL BUREAU

0
OF INVESTIGATION

• - -

t- *

REPORTING OFFICE OFFICE OF ORIGIN DATE . / INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

BIRMINGHAM BIRMINGHAM 3/4/63 8/31/62 - 2/28/63
TITLE OF CASE -

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

REPORT MADE BY

SA
CHARACTER OF CASE

RACIAL MATTERS

TYPED BY

.Ins
h6
b7<

REFERENCE Report of SA|
9/5/62, at Birmingham,

dated

- P -

LEADS :

ALBUQUERQUE )

BALTIMORE
;

CHARLOTTE ;

CINCINNATI
)

CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
DENVER
DETROIT
LOS ANGELES

'

MEMPHIS
MILWAUKEE }
NEW YORK ^ }

OKLAHOMA CITY )
OMAHA
PORTLAND

;

SAN DIEGO
SAN FRANCISCO }

ST. LOUIS )

INFORMATION

Information copies of this report are being furnished
to the above offices due to the past activity of the NSRP in
those territories or because there is information of interest
to them in instant report^.



COPIES MADE:

5 - Bureau (105-66233) (RM)
1 - G-2, Third Army, Ft. McPherson, Ga. (RM)
1 - OSI, Maxwell APB, Alabama (RM)
1 - Albuquerque (Info.)(RM)
2 - Atlanta (105-763) (RM)
1 - Baltimore (info.KRM)
1 - Charlotte (105-683) (Info, )

(

rm)
1 - Cincinnati (105-1139) (Info. ) (RM)
1 - Cleveland (lnfo.)(RM)
1 - Chicago (105-4630) (Info. )(RM)
1 - Denver (lnfo.)(RM)
1 - Detroit (100-26534) (Info. ) (RM)
2 - Jacksonville (105-60 ) (rm)
2 - Knoxville (105-202) (RM)
2 - Little Rock (105-187) (RM)
2 - Louisville (105-271) (RM)
1 - Los Angeles (105^5724) (Info. ) (RM)
2 - Miami (105-1438) (RM)
1 - Memphis (105-320) (RM)
2 - Mobile (105-339) (RM)
1 - Milwaukee (105-946) (Ipfo. ) (RM)
2 - New Orleans (105-889) (RM)
Q> - New York (105-28550) (Info. ) (RM)
1 - Oklahoma City (lnfo.)(RM)
1 - Omaha (info.) (RM)
2 , Philadelphia (105-3918) (RM)
1 - Portland (lnfo.)(RM)
1 - San Diego (lnfo.)(RM)
1 - San Francisco (Info.HRM)
1 - St. Louis (lnfo.)(RM)
2 - Tampa (157-453) (RM)

'

2 - Birmingham (105-477)

LEADS (Continued) :

ATLANTA

:

AT ATLANTA. GA .

:

Will follow and report activity of the NSRP at
appropriate time.

B
COVER PAGE
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EH 105-477

JACKSONVILLE :

AT JACKSONVILLE, FLA , :

Will follow and report activity of the NSRP at
appropriate time.

KNOXVILLE:

AT KNOXVILLE, TENN . :

V/ill follow and report activity of the NSRP at
appropriate time.

LITTLE ROCK :

AT LITTLE ROCK, ARK .

:

Will follow and report activity of the NSRP at
appropriate time.

LOUISVILLE :

AT LOUISVILLE ,, KY. :

Will follow and report activity of the NSRP at
appropriate time.

MIAMI:

AT MIAMI, FLA .

:

Will follow and report activity of the NSRP at
appropriate time.

MOBILE:

AT MOBILE, ALA .

:

Will follow and report activity of the NSRP at
appropriate time

.

C
COVER PAGE
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BH 105-477

NEW ORLEANS :

AT NEW ORLEANS, LA ,

?

Will follow NSRP activity and .subjhlt report at
appropriate time.

PHILADELPHIA;

AT PHILADELPHIA. PA. :

Will follow NSRP activity and submit report at
appropriate time,

TAMPA :

AT TAMPA , FLA .

:

Will follow NSRP activity and. submit report at
appropriate time

,

BIRMINGHAM :

AT BIRMINGHAM, ALA .

:

Will follow and report: aptjLvity of the NSRP
at appropriatetime.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

The Special Agent who observed I

at his residence on 2/27/6^. as set out in Instant report,
was SA

Careful consideration has been given to each source
concealed and "T" symbols vyere utilized pnly in thpse instances
where the identities of the sources must l?e concealed.

b6
b7C

Sources used to characterize the NSRP are:

D
COVER PAGE
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|
Charlotte Office,

regarding information in November, 1957 >

regarding information in November, 1958

regarding information in June, I960;

~~
1 regarding 1
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 - G-2, Third Army, Fort McPherson, Ga. (RM)
Copy toi i - OSI, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama (RM)

Report of:

Do*, March 4, 1953

Flold Office File JJH 105-477

Title:

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

Officer Birmingham

Bureau File 105-66233

h6
b7C

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Synopsis: The NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP) continues
to publish "The Thunderbolt," self-described as the
official "White Racial Organ" of this organization .

NSRP and F
1

"The Thunderbolt," continues to
reside at
Information set forth concerning nskt acuivi'cy m
Alabama, California, Florida, Georgia, Missouri,
Nebraska, Ohio, and Tennessee. AN INFORMANT HAS
ADVISED THAT I I

JKT
WAKNED THAT HE WOULD SHOUT AN¥ FBI AGENT
StJRVEILLING HIM.

!

b6
b7C
b7D

- p -

DETAILS : /

"THE THUNDERBOLT" - Publication of the
NSRP

"The Thunderbolt" is self-described as
the- "Official White Racial Organ of the NSRP.

"

A characterization of the NSRP is set forth
in the appendix to this report.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI* It Is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to
your agency; it and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency*
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BH 105-477

Issue No. 45 of "The Thunderbolt" for September,
1962, on Page 1, carried a headline captioned "WILL CUBAN
INVASION COME BEFORE NOVEMBER ELECTION?" The article
appearing under this headline carried a sub-caption
"Timing May be Calculated to Knock Republicans Out of
House Elections." This article stated that "The Thunderbolt' 1

was the first newspaper in America to exclusively announce
the strong indications of the forthcoming invasion of
Cuba, it was stated that it had been leaked from
unimpeachable sources in the halls of Congress that the
date had been set for an all out knock out blow against
the Cuban dictator, FIDEL CASTRO.

The above article continued, in part, as follows:

"The Achilles heel of the' KENNEDY
administration is this armed communist base only
90 miles from our shores. The public knows that
KENNEDY sabotaged the last Invasion by with-
holding air cover at the last moment. Also,
it is a recognized fact that this communist
base right off our coast is one of the primary
reasons for the growth of the right wing movement
in America. Communist Cuba has brought this
menace right to our doorsteps and our startled
people are rapidly awakening.

"Unless something is done within the
immediate future, KENNEDY is going to lose
control in this Falls election. This is the
biggest campaign issue to date.

"THE THUNDERBOLT HAS THE NEWS FROM
UNIMPEACHABLE SOURCES RIGHT IN THE HALLS OF
CONGRESS THAT KENNEDY HAS JUST ABOUT DECIDED
TO INVADE CUBA AND CUT THE GROUND OUT FROM
UNDER THE REPUBLICAN CHARGES AGAINST HIS
ADMINISTRATION AND STOP THE GROWTH OF THE
RIGHT WING."

2
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Page 2 of Issue No, 45 of "The Thunderbolt"
carried an article "WE FORCE KENNEDY DIVORCE INTO THE
OPEN." This article stated that "The Thunderbolt" was
the first newspaper in America to publicly break the
KENNEDY divorce story out into the open. It was stated
that the wire services requested and were given all the
information "we" had on this matter. The article
stated, "We waited — but nothing happened!" The
article continued by stating that the readers of "The
Thunderbolt" "took the ball from there" and ordered
tens of thousands of extra copies to flood the nation
with. It was stated that circulation of that edition
broke all records and jumped over the 100,000 figure.
The article went into great detail as to how "The
Thunderbolt" had exposed this situation and stated
that "Remember that to this date, neither KENNEDY nor
DURIE MALCOLM have ever issued any denial of this
story. " The article continued by setting out several
questions under a caption "Questions for Kennedy."

On Pages 8 apd 9 of Issue No. 45 of "The
Thunderbolt" is set out what is described as Chapter 9
of "The International Jew" by "HENRY FORD, Founder -

Ford Motor Company.

"

Issue NO. 45 of "The Thunderbolt" on Page 12
set out an editorial captioned "SEGREGATE OR INTEGRATE,
WHICH WAY FOR CHRISTIANS. ,r It was reflected that this
editorial had been written by Rev, OREN F. POTITO.
This article, in part, reads as follows:

"The doctrine of no distinction as
to race, creed or color, is principally the
same as the Communist Creed of destruction of
of all class distinction and is Based upon
the assumption that the only difference between
the races is that of 3kln color. Let us lay
aside any prejudice we may have in this matter
and see whether or not the integrationists are
right in their view that skin color is the
only difference between the races.
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"Segregation is not a Southern
prejudice, it is an Anglo-Saxon principal.
The Bible states, 'everything after its own
kind' and segregation is in keeping with
this command.

"The Genecide of either race is

prevented by segregation,

"Opportunity for the Negro, without
competition from the White race, is guaranteed
by segregation. Segregation must be preserved
and it will be if both races will recognize
the integration program for what it really isi -

the spearhead of foreign ideologists, interna-
tional Jews, who seek to devlde and conquer
the might of America.

"Integration is a Communist, Jewish
conspiracy. If we continue to appease Communism
by changing our Christian heritage and our way
of life, in order to get along better with
Russia, as urged by the international Jews,
and One worldists, then we will become just
another sattelite under the control and
domination of international Jewish Dictators.
SEGREGATION OR MONGRELIZATION? . . .THE CHOICE
IS YOURS. Completely destroy segregation,
and mongrelization will follow as night
follows day.

’’Most important of all is the fact
that GOD IS A SEGREGATIONIST."'

Issue No. 46 of "The Thunderbolt" for October,
1962, carried the headline "KENNEDY USES CUBA TO TAKE
PUBLIC ATTENTION OFF MISSISSIPPI INVASION. " An article
appearing on Page 1 of this issue under the above-
stated headline reflects that in "last month's issue"
of "The Thunderbolt" the present KENNEDY stand on Cuba
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had been predicted. The article stated that the
press and TV were then "lambasting U3 1

' with : "This
now rules the Cuba issue out of the election campaign."
The article continued by stating that this was the
exact reason for the KENNEDY stand on Cuba, This
article, is part, is quoted as follows;

"Why didn't he take this stand during
the invasion of the 'Bay of Pigs' when Cuban
Patriots were slaughtered like cattle after
he deliberately called off our previously
promised air support? Why didn't he do this
a year ago, why not two months ago - or why
not wait until the day after the November
election. No, everything done by the
KENNEDY brothers is done for one reason and
one reason only — to build their political
machine and stroy Republican and States
Rights opposition! Their every move is
made to confuse and coerce the American
people. This phoney move against Cuba
just before this election 3mells to high
Heaven.

"

Page 1 of Issue No. 46 of "The Thunderbolt"
also set out an article captioned "GOD BLESS
MISSISSIPPI STUDENTS — COURAGE & VALOR. " This
article stated that perhaps few events in the struggle
to save the South from "mongrelization" had been more
encouraging to "us who have been fighting to hold
the line against race-mixing than the stand made by
the Oxford, Miss, students." The article stated
that determination had been shown to the entire
world as to how far the "Whiteman" would go to
"stay white" by "this brave student stand."

The article continued by stating that
evidence proved that it was the "Federal Marshalls"
who made the initial attack on the "peacefully
protesting students." This article, in part,
reads as follows:
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"BOTH OP THE MEN WHO GAVE UP THEIR
LIVES WERE ON THE WHITE SIDE AND MOST AGREE THEY
WERE MURDERED BY THE BLOOD-THIRSTY FEDERAL
MARSHALS. The courageous French reporter
visited the Citizen Council Headquarters
and expressed his belief in the stand being
made against this illegal invasion of the
South. The other White youth was a resident
of Oxford and died on the firing line beside
his fellow Whitemen. These two men are now
martyrs to the Whiteman's struggle against
KENNEDY dictatorship of imposing race-mixing
down the throats of our people. The Confederate
Flag has become the symbol of FREEDOM to
Patriotic Americans in every section of this
land."

Page 4 of Issue 46 of "The Thunderbolt"
contains an article captioned "KENNEDY'S SISTER
REVEALS MENTAL ILLNESS IN FAMILY." Under this
caption appears a photograph of ROBERT KENNEDY,
TED KENNEDY, and President KENNEDY. Above this
photograph appears "The Three Stooges!!" Immediately
below this photograph appears the wording "BOBBY -

TEDDY & JACKY, Lunatics on the Loose?"

Under the above-mentioned caption appears
an article on Page 4 immediately to the right of
the above-described picture. This article commenced
by stating that there was an old saying that if one has
numerous secrets to hide and they will sooner or later
be revealed, it is better to shed light on all of them
at the very same time to avoid separate and equal
reverberation from the public each time a new scandal
is revealed. This article, in part, set out the
following

:

"On Sept. 18, the KENNEDYs let the
nations press publish PIERRE SALINGER'S version
of the now famous KENNEDY divorce story, which
turned out to be mainly an attack upon "The
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Thunderbolt .
" On that very same day, he gave

both A.P. and U.P.I. a casual,' run of the
mill appearing story telling for the first
time the story of his mentally retarded
sister, ROSEMARY KENNEDY, who has been in an
Insane asylum for 21 years. The story was
issued by Mrs. EUNICE SHRIVER, KENNEDY'S
older sister (whose husband heads the Peace
Corps). ROSEMARY KENNEDY wa3 placed in an
institution in 1942."

The above article also is quoted, in part, as
follows

:

"MORE EVIDENCE OP KENNEDY MENTAL ILLNESS

" KENNEDY often sulks for hours and
refuses to see even his closest aides. Some
times he will see a newspaper, disagree with
something it says and have the periodical banned
from the White House. When certain problems
crop up, he gives orders that he does not want
to hear of them and tells aides to do with the
situation as they deem fit. His flight to 'get
away from it all' often leaves the nation without
a President.

"The ironic part of all this is that
the KENNEDYs gave direct orders for Gen. WALKER
to be shipped away in the middle of the night
on the charge that he is crazy,when the truth
of the matter is that mental illness is already
admittedly a part of the KENNEDY family, and
recent behavior points toward a comolete break-
down by President KENNEDY. The worlds
Communist forces take more agressive actions
against the free world in view of our weak,
afraid to fight, mentally retarded President J"

Page 4 of Issue No. 46 of "The Thunderbolt"
contains an article captioned "MENTAL ILLNESS IN JEWRY.

"

The first paragraph of this article reads as follows:
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"A very large percentage of the Jewish
population of the world is insane, if we accept
the term 'insanity' to mean the inability to
discern reality from imagination.' Virtually
all, Jews, wherever they are stationed in the
world- t-no matter how remote the outpost—think
4uet like all other Jews, and that thought is
characterized by its unreality, or in, plainer
terms,,' insanity."

The last; paragraph of this article reads as
follows;

"Another Instance of Jewish insanity-
is the denial by him of the instinct of
preservation, history clearly shows -rreven Jew-
written and distorted histories--tjiat the' only
friend in the world the Jew ever had was the
Christian, who, motivated by the virtues of
Christianity, is and wes always wont to view
the Jew with sympathy. And what does the Jew
do " He expends tremendous energies to destroy
the Christianity faith. Destruction of the >'

restraining forces of this most elevated religion
will leave the Jew facing un-or de-Christlanized
savages, who will not be restrained in their
treatment of the Jew. The Jew words to fell
the barrier that protects his criminality in
order that he may be punished for his crimes.
This is a denial of sanity."

Page 5 of Issue No t 46 of "The Thunderbolt"
sets out an article captioned "'Freedom' For Blacks
Means Freedom to Murder, Rob and Rape Whites J " This-
article stated that several ‘ months ago it had been
reported in- a nationwide magazine that guns were
being smuggled into the United States from Cuba to
supply U. S. Negroes with weapons to be used in
killing "whites." The article stated that this
had been confirmed and also contained a statement
which is quoted as follows:
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"Considering the fact that American
Negroes live better than 85# of the worlds
population. Whites included, it would seem that
by 'freedom l and ’• Equality 1 they mean the Freedom
t?o rob, kill ah4 rape Whites as they please.

"

Page 5 of Issue No. 46 of "The Thunderbolt’1

sets oqt a photograph of Mr. FELIX FRANKFURTER alongside
a photograph of Mp. ARTHUR GOLDBERG.- Above these
phonographs appears "NO' CHANGE HERE, " and, below these

.

photographs appears "SUPREME COURT JUSTICE AND; SUCCESSOR,
Immediately below this appears "L-R: FE^IX FRANKFURTER,
ARTHUR GOLDBERG.

" '

Page 5 of Issue No. 46 of "The Thunderbolt"
net out; the following statement

:

"RACING MIXING MOVIES FLOOD NORTH.
SOUTH IS NEXT - JEWS PROPAGANDISE FOR ALL OUT
INTER*-MARRIAGE .

"

Pages 6 ancl 7 of Issue No. 46 of "The
Thunderbolt" carry a main heading "NEGRO BLOOD MEANS
MONGRELIZATION AND DISEASE AND, DEATH. " These pages
carry a sub-caption "Three Steps to Mongrelization,
and a sub-caption "A Blueprint for the Destruction of
Our Christian-American Civilization."

This article lists the three steps mentioned
above as follows:

"Mix the Schools;"
"Teach Them ’Tolerance; 1 "

"Integrate the Churches."

Pages 8 and 9 of Issue No. 46 of "The
Thunderbolt" set out what is designated Chapter 10 of
"The* International Jew" by "HENRY FORD, Founder Ford
Motpr Co."
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Page 1 of Issue No. 47 of "The Thunderbolt"
for November, 1962 , carried headline "KENNEDY REPORTED
READY TO APPOINT RED YARDMOLINSKY NEty FBI CHIEF.

"

Under this headline appears a photograph of a. male
individual and under this photograph is set out the
name "ADAM YAHMOLINSKY. " An article is set out on
.Page 1 pf this issue under the above-quoted headline
and immediately to the right of the above-described
photograph, which reads, in part, as' follows:

"YARMOLINSKY has a red record starting
back in Harvard. Pictured on this page is the
editorial staff of the "YARDLING," the Harvard
Marxist Publication. Harvard graduates have told
us this was regarded as a Communist publication.
Note ten of the fourteen are Jews."

Page 2 of Issue No. 47 of "She Thunderbolt"
sets out a poem entitled "KENNEDY, JUDAS AND BRUTUS,"
It is reflected that .this poem was written by
COURTLAND M. ASHER, 8ll W. North Street, St. Marys,
Ohio.

Page 2 of Issue No. 47 of "The Thunderbolt"
also carried a letter dated Angust 29* 1962, addressed
to "Honorable ALFRED S. DASHIELL, Managing Editor,
'The Readers Digest,' Pleasantville, New York." This
letter indicated it had been written by LOUIS J. HAAS,
3432 Eads Avenue, St. Louis 4, Missouri. Above this
letter is a captipn ''Slashing Reply to 'Readers
Digeelb. '" This letter, in part, stated, that few
Americans are awake enough to see and understand
the disastrous menace of the "Black-Plague" that is
insidiously infiltrating itself into the lifpstream
pf the "White race." The last paragraph of this
letter reads as follows:

"There are White organizations who go
all out in patronizing the Negro, even to phe
extent of imposing them on. people in fashionable
neighborhoods. They strive to break down housing
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restrictions wherever possible. Thus, they
destroy Whiteman's freedom and way of life,
eventually forcing Racial Suicide .

"

Page 3 of Issue No. 47 carried a headline ,

"EVERY SOVIET PREMIER HAS BEEN MARRIED TO A JEWESS. "

Page 3 of this issue also carried a subrcaption
"More Proof: Communism is Jewish."

Page A of Issue No. 47 of "The; thunderbolt"

carries a caption "BOBBY KENNEDY USIN^, FBI TO FRAME, "

Under this headline appears an article captioned
"Paid Pimps Used in Both Little Rock and Miami." The
first paragraph of this article reads as .follows*

:

"The FBI had employed a bounty-hunting,.
Little Rock preacher as an undercover agent.
The assignment of the secret undercover agent
was to talk White Segregationists all pver
Aransas into bombing negro and integrated
schools, school board offices, station wagons
of school officials, etc. Then, the FBI frame-
ups was to discredit all Segregationists and
wrecIcHail White Segregationist organizations
so that little White children would be forced
tp go to school with burr-headed darkies .

"

Pages 6 and. 7 of Issue No. 47 of "The Thunderbolt"
carry what is entitled "The International Jew" by HENRY.
FORD - Founder of Fort Motor Co."

Page 12 of Issue No. 47 of "The Thunderbolt"
carries an editorial which reflects that it was
written by IRVING THACKER. This article states that
"We of the NSRP disagree to no end to the way the
American Farmer has been placed in a straight jacket
and controlled by the Federal Government. " The
article continues by stating that the NSRP is the
American farmer's friend. It states that the NSRP of
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Ohio warns the American farmer that as time goes on and
he is content to support the Democrat and Republican
Parties farm pplieies of today he is not only setting
the trap of collective farming, he is being caught by
his own thoughtless actions. This -article ended by
stating that "we" invite the American farmer to "join
NSRP, yo£k and Support the New, Largest and Fastest
Growing 3rd Political Party in America."

It is to be noted that a December, 1962,
isspe of "The Thunderbolt" was not published by
captioned organization

.

Page 1 of Issue No. 48 of "The Thunderbolt"
for January, 1963, carried the headline "KENNEDY BEHIND
U. N. KATANGA RAPE." Page 1 sets out an article
concerning the headline, and this article, which Is
continued on Page 12, reads, in part, as follows;

"On June 30, i960, Belgium recognized
the Congo as an independent nation. On July 7th
one week after independence African soldiers
mutinied against their White officers and began
a mass massacre of the White population.

"At this time Communist agitator, and
Prime Minister of the Comgo, PATRICE LUMUMBA,
gave his black murdering soldiers orders: to rape,
murder and pillage, as they pleased and for
doing so rewarded them with higher rank in the
army plus a raise in pay.

"In seeing the complete disregard
the blacks were having for the White population,
the Belgian government sent paratroopers to put
down the rebellion, and then LUMUMBA called
upon the UN for military help in getting the
•Belgian Imperialists' out of the Congo,

"Then on July 11, i960. President
MOISE TSHOMBE moved to put down the rebellion
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in Katanga, and proclaimed KATANGA an
independent country* saying: 'I am seceding
from chaos

.

1

"The United States immediately led
the UN in a resolution condemning Belgium and
demanding the withdrawal of her troops. On
July 14, I960, the Secretary General was
authorized to send UN invasion troops to the
Congo ,

"

"The vast majority of Americans do
not go along with KENNEDY on his stand on Katanga,
and we urge that this treason be denounced, for
the pro-Communist agitator he is. The United
Nations should get out of the United States, as
it is only a voice of the Communist, anti-
White peoples of the world and is not a peace
organ but rather a propaganda organ for the Jews.
We suggest that the U.*N. building be pushed into
the Hudson river by giant bulldozers so no mopument
will be left standing to that murderous organiza-
tion. God bless the four Southern States which
refused to proclaim a U.N. day this year and
the many cities which also refused to recognize
this day. Let us all work and pray for the
total end of the U.N."

Pages 2 and 3 of Issue No. 48 of "The Thunderbolt"
carry what is described as Chapter 12 of "The International
Jew" by "HENRY FORD, FOUNDER - FIRST PRESIDENT OF THE FORD
MOTOR CO."

Pages 4 and 5 of Issue No, 48 of "The
Thunderbolt" set out an article captioned "COMPLETE
HISTORY OF U, N. TREASON - MONGRELIZATION - ONE WORLD
GOVERNMENT. " This article reflects that it had been
written by attorney J. B, STONER* P. 0. Box 48, Atlanta,
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Georgia. This article condemns the U. N. organization
apd its charter and sets out three sub-headings within
the article as follows:

"U. N. Charter versus the Constitution"

**U. N. Is Communist"

"Nationalism is Patriotism"

On Page 1 of Issue No. 48 of "The Thunderbolt"
appears the statement "KOSHER SLAUGHTER' CRUELTY EXPOSED"
ani "See Page Six arid Seven." On Pages, p and 7 appears
an article' captioned "KOSHER SLAUGHTER CONDEMNED - CRUEL,
INHUMAN TORTURE OF ANIMALS."

The article appearing on Pages 6 and 7 states,
"The Kpsber slaughter is cruel torturing of animals,"
arid in gr^eat detail describes and condemns the killing
of animels "in religious Kosher slaughter." Pages 6
and 7 of this issue reflect several pictures inserted
as s part of and in conjunction with the above article.
A few of the statements set out near various photographs
are:

"Smiling Jew reveals satisfaction from brutal
torture tl^at follows .

"

"Murder begins. Animal is nob stunned and has
full, consciousness. Rabbi sticks Jcnife in thrpat, other
Jevf. brutally "seizes the animal 1 s nostrils .

"

"Meat of healthy beast gets Kosher stamp.
Bad meat is sold to the Gentile,"

On Pages 9 apd 10 of Issue No. 48 of "The
Thunderbolt" is set out an article captioned "THE
TRAGEDY QF AMERICA." This article reflects that it
was written by plajor ROBERT H. WILLIAMS, Counter
Intelligence Officer. Immediately above the caption
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of tfyis article is the statements "Dr. FIELDS says,
'This is the Most Important Article We have Ever
Published, '"

This article, in part, read as follows:

"The world is witnessing the greatest
historic spectacle of recorded time. Almost in
a single lifetime we see the rise of a nation of
really free individuals, and then the swift sudden
trend to destroy that free society. Including the
race of men who created it.

"I don't know by what standard you Judge
S society. The Progressive educators seem to
consider” -civilization as an age of Inventions
and mechanical conveniences, ip which everybody
is dependent on and 'adjusted' to everybody /
else,

"This is the collectivism the Socialist
line of thought. It makes that supremely destructive
word 'equality' acceptable to its adherents.

"But if we believe in our traditions,
the foundations of our culture and even the
foundations of our religion, we see that the
ideal society is precisely the opposite: it
is one which Inspires the highest degree of
character development; one which preserves and
produpes the greatest percentage of fine, capable,
beautiful and successful individuals. And only
q free society, wherein the individual must rely
strictly on his own resources, his ambition,
skill, alertness, energy and courage, can
preserve and develop character. For character
is a matter not of masses but of individuals.

"The proper place of the inventions and
conveniences, wealth and luxury in the picture
of civilization, is that of a worthy, desirable
by-product and an indicator. It is not the goal;
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it most likely does not make men any happier
or more civilized to travel at eighty miles
an hour than at three. But the flourish of
industrial development indicates ‘something;
it proves something; it is the evidence of
.3 high degree of human character in action.

"There is no secret about the causes
of the decline of the free American Republic.
It began with the first world war; it has
gained

,
speed under each succeeding New Deal

Socialist Administration, Democratic and
Republican,, since 1932. We are following the
same general pattern of degeneracy as that
followed by every great nation in recorded
history. And the major causes are the same,
repeated oyer and over in nation after nation.
Still our law makers and Presidents, who are
speeding our destruction, do not seem to see
even the decline, to say nothing of understanding
its causes .

"

Page 10 of Issue No. 48 of "The Thunderbolt"
sets out an article captioned "Members Thanked" and
"NSRP Members Print Book.” Under this heading
appears the statement:

"We want to thank our loyal
members and supporters who made it possible
for us to publish our first book, ’JEWISH
RITUAL MURDER, ' by the late ARNOLD S/. LEESE
of London, England. Already the Jews are
screaming that we should be jailed for
re-printing this great work. We want to
thank all of you who contributed to this
project, while this book will soon be
sold out, a great deed has been done by
re-injecting it back into the politics of
the nation."
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Page 11 of Issue No. 48 of "The Thunderbolt"
carries a main headline "NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
NEWS." Page 11 sets out an article captioned "’The
Rebel' Publication Joins with 'Thunderbolt.'" This
article reflects that "H. G. JONES, Editor, 'The Rebel,
which had formerly been published in College, Park,
Georgia, had written a letter to Dr. EDWARD R, FIELDS,
Editor of "The Thunderbolt .

" This letter set out
that IJr. FIELDS had mo3t generously offered to
complete the unexplred subscriptions to "The Rebel"
by ‘sending each subscriber copies of "The Thunderbolt,

"

for the length of time of each subscriber's unexpired
subscription, free of charge.

Page 11 set out an article bearing the
caption "NSRP Pickets MARTIN LUTHER KING in Dallas
and Montgomery. " The article stated that KING was
the guest of "Negro revolutionaries in Montgomery,
AJLa.," and that KING had come to Montgomery to speak
at a meeting in which a "non-violent army" was to
be formed by the "Red Negroes."

Page 11 of Issue No. 48 also carried an
article captioned "BURKE Is Out," and this article
states that EMORY BURKE had left the NSRP and set up
a "one man, letterhead group." This article went
on to state that not one member left the NSRP with
BURKE and that malcontents and disruptors seem to
have a way of eliminating themselves from the party.

Page 11 of Issue No. 48 of "The Thunderbolt"
carried another article captioned "Prayer Petitions
Presented to' Congress—NSRP Pickets White House."
The article stated that petitions containing the names
of some 10,000 people calling for the Congress to
restore prayer in the schools and curb the Supreme
Qourt were presented to the Clerk of the U, S. House
of Representatives in December. The article stated
that members of the NSRP party picketed the White
House on December 29, and that among those picketing
for the NSRP were ’’JAMES K. WARNER, Associate Editor
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of 'The Thunderbolt'; WILLIAM HOFF, New York State
Director; JIM MURRAY; and ROBERT WARNER, Jr."

Page 11 of Issue No. 48 of "The Thunderbolt"
also carried an article captioned "Dr. GOFF, Rev. POTITO
Speaks.. " The article reflected that on January 7 j the
Rey. KENNETH GOFF was one of the two main speakers at
the NSRP meeting held at Chester's Restaurant in
Montgomery, Alabama. The article also stated that
Rev. F. POTITO, NSRP National Organizer, also shared
the speakers platform at this meeting.

‘

I

Page 11 of Issue No. 48 of "The Thunderbolt"
also carried an -article entitled' "WARNER Speaks in
New York. " This article stated that on December 16,
the NSRP of New York held the first of a' series of
organizational meetings in New York. It -was also
stated that "State Director WILLIAM HOFF" had invited
individuals from several patriotic organizations to
the meeting in an effort to better coordinate
patriotip activities in the New York area.

The above article continued by stating that
JAMES K. WARNER was the main speaker of the evening.
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NSRP ACTIVITY IN ALABAMA

On February 27 . 1Q63 . a Special Agent of the b6

FBI observedl I at hl3 residence, b7c

Page 1 of Issue No. 45 of "The Thunderbolt"
carried a caption "NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
CANDIDATE FOR U. S. CONGRESS." Under this caption
was also a sub-caption "Montgomery Cafe Operator
Qualifies for House Race," This article, which reflected
that it was a reprint from "Montgomery Advertiser," a
newspaper of Montgomery, Alabama, reflected that
J. CHESTER ROBINSON, Montgomery restaurant owner, had
qualified to run for a seat in the U. S. House of
Representatives on the National States Rights Party
ticket. This article gave considerable background
information concerning ROBINSON and also set out certain
provisions of his political platform, five of which are
as follows:

"1. Complete separation of the races and voluntary
resettlement of American Negroes in Africa.

"2. Opposition to foreign aid, the United Nations
and negotiations with the Soviet Union.

"3. Support for ’the poor, persecuted white man'
and small businessmen.

"4. Restriction of immigration to whites.

"5. Impeachment or removal from office of any
public official who endorses race-mixing
or mongrelization.

"

Page 1 of Issue No. 45 of "The Thunderbolt"
also carried an article captioned "ROBINSON Wires
BARNETT Support." This article reflected that CHESTER
ROBINSON, National States Rights Party candidate for
Congress from Alabama, sent ROSS BARNETT, Governor of
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Mississippi, a telegram stating that the NSRP was behind
him in interposing the authority of* his office between
the Federal Courts and the school (University of
Mississippi) . The article stated that Mr. ROBINSON
urged Governor BARNETT to stand firm and not yield,
that all loyal white Americans were with him.

Pages 6 and 7 of Issue No. 45 of "The Thunderbolt"
carry a caption "NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY CONVENTION
IS HUGE SUCCESS." On Pages 6 and 7 are set out numerous
photographs of individuals attending and participating
in the NSRP convention which was held in Montgomery,
Alabama, over the Labor Day weekend in September, 1962.

Pages 1 and 2 of Issue No. 46 of "The Thunberbolt"
qontain an article bearing the caption "Only Massive White
Vote Can Save B'ham City Comm." This article, in part,
reads as follows:

"There can £e no doubt that the vast
majority of the White citizens of Birmingham favor
our present strong form of government. Our
three city commissioners are all strong segrega-
tionists. If they were liberal race-mixers, there
would be no attempt to change our form of goverment
to the weak and easily influenced Mayor-Council
system.

"

Page 3 of Issue No. 46 of "The Thunderbolt"
set out an article captioned "NSRP on Alabama Ballot -

Drop the KENNEDY Four - Eight Conservatives Endorsed."
This article also bore a sub-caption "Robinson Campaigns
Hard" and states that CHESTER ROBINSON, National States
Rights Party candidate for the U. S. Congress from
Alabama, has led his opposition by taking the strongest
stand for preservation of the White Race and our
Southern way of life.

Page 3 of Issue No. 46 of "The Thunderbolt"
also carried another article captioned "ROBINSON
New Alabama State NSRP Chairman," This article
reflected that "Honorable NED DUPES, National Chairman
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of the National States Rights Party in Knoxville, Tenn.,
announced the appointment of CHESTER ROBINSON as the
new Chairman of the NSRP for the State of Alabama .

"

©le article continued by stating that Mr. ROBINSON
had replaced VICK ASHURST, who had served out his
one year term of office.

Page 10 of Issue No. 46 of "The Thunderbolt"
carried a caption "NSRP Moves Into Larger Building.

"

Immediately below this caption appears a photograph
of Rev. OREN P. POTITO and Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS.
Immediately to the right of the photograph appears
an article which reflects that the NSRP had recently
moved into its new headquarters, which is located at
1865 Bessemer Road in Birmingham, Alabama. The
article stated that the moving of the NSRP headquarters
had put "us" behind in filling orders and new subscrip-
tions which had been pouring in at an unprecedented
rate.

Page 9 of Issue No. 47 of "The Thunderbolt"
sets out an article entitled "Race Mixing Preachers
Out of Place." It was reflected that this article
was written by Rev. R. E. BROWN. Immediately to the
left of this article is set out the photograph of a
male individual. Above this photograph is the name
"Rev. R. E. BROWN," and Just below the photograph is
set out the followings

"Rev. BROWN is Pastor of The Eastern Orothdox
Church, Brookside, Ala,"

The above-mentioned article states that there
seems to be a great deal of agitation among the clergy
these days on the racial front. It is also stated that
ministers of various denominations are "for the cause of
racial Integration." The article states that these
ministers have degraded the Christian ministry by their
lawless antics and lost any dignity they might have had
by their associations with known criminals, dope
addicts, and communists.
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It was also stated in this article, "Let us
not be mislead by these people; INTEGRATION OF THE
RACES IS NOT AND NE7ER HAS BEEN A DOCTRINE OF THE
CHRISTIAN CHURCH.

"

Ihe article continues by stating that we have
reached a high point of civilization as a white Christian
nation, and stated that merging our white Christian
culture with a culture which lived for thousands of
years without discovering the principle of the wheel
aids no one. The article also stated that we must
teach, lead, but not "mingle or blend."

Page 10 of Issue No. 47 of "The Thunderbolt"
carries the headline "INSIDE NEW NSRP HEADQUARTERS.

"

Under this headline appear several photographs concerning
the NSRP headquarters, which are located at 1865
Bessemer Road in Birmingham, Alabama, and persons
connected with the NSRP headquarters.

One photograph is that of Dr. EDWARD R, FIELDS;
two other photographs are exterior views of the NSRP
headquarters, which is a residential structure located
at the above-mentioned address; and another photograph
is that of JAMES K. (JACK) WARNER.

NSRP ACTIVITY IN CALIFORNIA

Page 9 of Issue No. 45 of "The Thunderbolt"
reflects an article captioned "California NSRP Newsletter."
Immediately to the right of this article appear two
photographs. Under one photograph, which is of a male
individual, is the statement? "Organizer THORNTON above
prepares sign." Immediately below this photograph is
another photograph of two male individuals holding up
a sign which reads, "Death to All Traitors." Immediately
above this la3t-mentioned photograph is the statement.
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"Below, right: Security Division Leader BOB LEWTON."

The above-mentioned article reflects that
after many months of hard, work, California State
Organizer, JIM THORNTON, had published the first issue
of "The Attack. " It was stated that "The Attack" deals
with problems the NSRP of California must face and maps
out plans for future organization. It was stated that
all members, subscribers, and supporters in California
would be receiving a copy of "The Attack, " "this month.

"

The above article continued by stating that the
youth leader in California, "Mr. ROBERT LEWTON," was then
in the process of forming a NSRP Security Division in
California to guard their meetings and demonstrations
against Communist attacks. The article stated that
on August 11, NSRP members, under the leadership of
JIM THORNTON and ROBERTLEWTON, led a demonstration
against the so-called "Peace Marchers." It was
stated that this operation against the "Peace Marchers"
was a great success and a victory. It was set out that
at "3 o'clock Saturday afternoon they marched into
Laguna Beach (down town) and NSRP pickets were on
hand to greet them. " The article concluded by stating
that most of the "Peace Marchers" had never heard of
the NSRP before this, but "today they all know exactly
what the NSRP is and what we plan to do with the like
of them.

"

Page 11 of Issue No. 46 of "The Thunderbolt"
sets out what is designated as the "NSRP Secv^rity
Division Creed." It is indicated that this creed
was submitted by "BOB LEWTON, NSRP - S. D. of Calif."
This creed, as set out, contains twelve items, which
read as follows:.

"1. The leader is always right.

"2. Never violate discipline.

"3. Never waste time in idle chatter, nor in
self-gratifying criticism, but take hold
and help.
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"4. Be proud but not arrogant

.

"5. The program is your dogma; It demands
your complete devotion to the cause.

"6 . You are a representative of the Party;
govern your appearance and behavior
accprdingly.

"7. Loyalty and unselfishness are the
first commandments

.

"8 . As a true patriot you must be a real
brother to your fellow member.

"9. Do to your members as you would have
tfyem to do to you,

"10, In battle be steadfast and discreet.

"11. Courage is not recklessness.

"12. Whatever serves the interest of the
movement, and through it America and the
American people, IS RIGHT!!"

NSRP ACTIVITY IN FLORIDA

Page 7 of Issue No. 45 of "The Thunderbolt

"

sets out an article captioned "Rev. POTITO Starts New
Drive." This article stated that NSRP National
Organizer, Rev

?
OREN P, POTITO, had recently stepped

up his campaign to get the NSRP organized in all
Florida counties. It was stated that POTITO had
notified the NSRP National Headquarters that he had
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established the framework for an organizatipn in
some 47 counties in Florida,

The above article continued by stating that
POTITO had expanded his sphere of activity by putting
the NSRP program on‘ "4 more radio stations in the
South and by buying the one he was already broadcasting
on> " It was stated that POTITO had recently held a
series of NSRP meetings in Miami, Jacksonville,, and
Tampa, The article stated that Rev, POTITO was a
successful private businessman, was able to do a
lot of traveling in the South, and that it was not
uncommon to see his gold-colored Mercedes-Benz in many
Florida towns.

Page 7 of Issue No. 45 of "The Thunderbolt"
also carried another article captioned "States

'

Rights Party - Tampa Chapter Meets .
" This article

reflected that some 45 members of the Tampa Bay
Chapter of the NSRP met In Pinellas Park "last night"
to h$&r speeches by leaders WESLEY SWIFT, Los Angeles,
pnd ORER S. POTITO, St. Petersburg.

Page 5 of Issue No. 47 of "The Thunderbolt"
contains an- article captioned "Wife of Florida NSRP
Leader Arrested Fighting Integration." This article
reflected that Mrs. LEON C. BASS, wife of the Florida
NSRP Vice Chairman, had recently been arrested and
fined $50.00 for attempting to keep Negroes from
eating at white lunch counters. The article stated
that, according to newspaper reports, Mrs. BASS entered
the Woolworth Store in Orlando, Florida, and was
confronted with the sight of a waitress about to serve
two Negro women. It -was stated that Mrs. BASS, according
to newspaper reports, then tried to stop the waitress
from serving them food and when this failed, she knocked
the food being served to the Negroes onto the floor,
then began 3lapping the Negroes.

The above article also stated that she was
then arrested and taken to court. The judge used the
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same old coward's excuses for letting integration go
qn when he' said, "Leave problems of segregation and
integration up to other people."

NSRP ACTIVITY IN GEORGIA

Issue No. 45 of "The Thunderbolt" on Page 4
sets out an article entitled "National White American
Party Merges with NSRP." This article reflects that .

the n\erger of the National White American Party (NWAP)
with the NSRP had been agreed upon after almost three
months of talks. It was stated that under the merger,
Mr. JERRY DUTTON, who was Public Relations Officer
of the NWAP, stayed on at that post with NSRP. It
was also stated that Mr. ROBERT BOWLING, Chairman of
the NWAP, had accepted the position of National
Coordinator of all NSRP unit activities. It was also
reflected t£at all members of the NWAP had been
transferred over to the NSRP and had received NSRP
membership cards.

The above article reflected that the NSRP
had not only gained greatly from the merger with NWAP
in the matter of membership, but that "we" had also
obtained the NWAP office builting at 968 Peachtree.
Street in downtown Atlanta as "our" new Georgia
NSRP headquarters.

Pages 4 and 5 of Issue No. 45 of "The
Thunderbolt" also contained numerous photographs of
the new "NSRP Georgia headquarters located on
Atlanta's famed Peachtree Street," as mentioned
above. Page 7 also set out photographs of ROBERT
BOWLING, RICHARD BOWLING, and JERRY DUTTON in the new
NSRP Georgia headquarters.

Page 11 of Issue No. 46 of "The Thunderbolt"
contains a caption "Raise That Confederate Banner"
and a sub-caption "Atlanta NSRP Pight3 Mixing in' Streets.

"
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An article under the above-mentioned caption states
that "Jews seek the destruction of our White race]
Negroes must go back to Africa]" This article
stated that signs bearing the above wordings
were carried by NSRP members in a derapnstration
against race mixing as Atlanta entered the second year
of 4'esegregation. The article stated that the
demonstration was led by a Confederate Battle -banner
carried by JERRY DUTTON, a party officer based in
Atlanta.

Page 11 of Issue No. 46 of "The Thunderbolt"
also set out an article captioned "NSRP School Opens,"
Thp article stated that the National States Rights
Party' school of racial studies opened January- 5, 1963.
It was stated that this school is the only one ctf its
kind in the United States and that at the school
could learned the facts on race and racial heredity
taught by well-known experts in the- field of race.
The article further urged white youth to- Journey to

,

the capital of the beautiful Southland, "Atlanta, Georgia"
live with other racial comrades from other parts- of the
nation in spacious living quarters at ’ our beautiful new
Georgia state headquarters."

The above article pointed out that living
necessities, such as food and shelter, were provided
free to ail students attending this school during the
"four months of training program" and stated that
because of limited accommodations, "we" are forced
to accept only male members between the ages of 18
and 29. It was stated that this school is free to
NSRP members "ONLY.-"

NSRP ACTIVITY IN MISSOURI

Page 10 of Issue No. 46 of "The Thunderbolt"
reflects a photograph of four male individuals carrying
signs. Below this photograph appears the statement.
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''NSRP, Pickets Rushed to Springfield, Mo,, to Demand
Walker's Release. Battle to Win Trial Still Looms
ARead. " Immediately above this photograph appears
the statement "JAMES K. WARNER Leads Picketing for
Gen, WALKER. " One of the male individuals appearing
in the abpve-mentioned photograph is JAMES KONRAD WARNER,
who is shown carrying a sign which reads, "Free Gen-.

WALKER, "

Also pn Page 10 of Issue No. 46 of "The
Thunderbolt" appears a sub-caption "Nations Press
Carried NSRP Free Gen. WALKER Demonstrations."
Immediately below this heading is set out an article
which purportedly appeared in "Sunday News & Leader,."
bearing 1 the dateline October 7* 1962,. Springfield,
Mo,

‘

This article stated that pipkets had
marched at Springfield in protest to the detention
of WALKER. The article also stated that three
members of the National States Rights Party, which
has headquarters in Birmingham. Alabama," picketed
the Medical Center from from "4 to 6 p.m. yesterday,
urging the release of WALKER. " This article stated
that "Prior to legal actions last night the NSRP
plariued to start picketing at 10:30 a.m. today and
to notify party offices in numerous states to send
in volunteer- pickets here, according to JAMES WARNER,
who said he is from Birmingham,

"

NSRP ACTIVITY IN NEBRASKA

Page 8 of Issue No. 47 of "The Thunderbolt"
set out an article bearing the caption "Nebraska's
NSRP Chairman Passes Away. " This article stated
that one of America's staunchest patriots, ''GEORGE
HORNBY of Nebraska," recently died, it was stated
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that Mr. HORNBY had been active in the patriotic
movement for almost forty years, arid that about two
years ago Mr. HORNBY had been appointed State

*

Chairman of the NSRP in Nebraska and worked hard at
his Job.

NSRP ACTIVITY IN OHIO

Page 7 of Issue No. 45 of "The Thunderbolt"
reflects an article captioned "Ohio Drive." This
article pointed out that Mr. IRVING THACKER, "Ohio
State Co-Ordinator of the NSRP," had recently completed,
a tour pf Ohio. It was reflected that during the tour
Mr. THACRER made plans with members to set up NSRP
units in Toledo, Findlay, end Mansfield, Ohio.

It was further stated that a new NSRP unit , .

had been established in Cleveland, Ohio, pnder the
direction of Mr. JAMES A. WEIS, Chairman. The article
stated that Mr, THACKER and Mr. WEIS were at the
"NSRP Convention." The article pointed out that
regular pieetings of the NSRP were then being held
in Cleveland and Dayton and all patriots were
urged to attend these meetings and work toward
establishing a unit in their area.

The above article concluded by requesting
that all letters concerning the establishment of new
uniis and information on the new Cleveland unit
should be sent to NSRP of Ohio, IRVING THACKER,
Co^Qrdinator, P.O; Box 42, Walnut Street Station,
Dayton 2

f
Ohio.

NSRP ACTIVITY IN TENNESSEE

Issue No. 45 of "The Thunderbolt" on Page 12
peflects an article entitled "Tennessee Second Chapce,"
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This article stated that patriots in Tennessee then
hsd a .chance .to vote for a real patriot for Governor
of that state. It was pointed put that Mr. E, B. BOWLES
of KnpxviljLe was running for Governor as an Independent
apd w^s the "only real wftite man in the Governor's race."
®ie abpYe artiple stated that Mr, BOy/LES had .been a
State Senator and sheriff of Knox County, apd as sheriff
VQwed that Kpox County would never be integrated. The
article set out that a vote for BOWLES is a vote for
the white race and urged that Tennessee patriots
should send contributions to "E. B. BOWLES, Ridge
Rock RD,, Knoxville, 19, Tenn."

30
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APPENDIX

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
(NSRP)

Oh November 26, 1957* a source advised that the
United White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention
held in Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 10, 1957 f

An
article in the November 26, 1957* issue of the "Greenville
Piedmont," a newspaper of Greenville, South Carolina,
reported "the recent formation of a new political party
to be knownas the United White Party. " According to
the article, the party was formed at a recently held
meeting in Knoxville, Tennessee, at which many klaris'men

were represented. The UWP was reported as being
opposed to all "race mixing organizations and
individuals."

The July, 1958, issue of "The Thunderbolt-,

"

self-described as the "official Racial Nationalist
Organ, of the National States Rights Party" (NSRP),
reported that rank and file "States Righters" had
merged with the UWP under "the banner of the National
States Rights Party, " with national offices at Post
Office Box 26l, Jeffersonville, Indiana.

In 'November, 1958, a source advised that
the NSRP is composed of past members of klan-type
organizations and notorious anti-Semites.

Issue Number 19* dated June, i960, "The
Thunderbolt, " announced the address of the headquarters
of the NSRP had been changed from Jeffersonville,
Indiana, to Post Office Box 783* Birmingham, Alabama.

fin .Tuna 17. 1060. a. source advised! b6
b7C
b7D

"The Thunderbolt" continues to publish
articles attacking Negroes and persons of the Jewish
faith

.

f-
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In Reply, Please Refer to

FileNo.

0 Q
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1400 - 2121 Eighth Avenue, North
Birmingham 3, Alabama

March 4, 1963

Title

:

Character

:

Reference

:

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

RACIAL MATTERS

Report of Special figent
dated

March 4, 19^3, at
BlrmJJlgham^ Alabama

b6
b7C

All sources (except any listed below) used in
referenced' communication have furnished reliable information
in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It? is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside

your agency.
* 4



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New* York, New York

March 27*1963

Re: Nationalist Party
Racial Matters

On March 7 * 1963 * a source who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised that on Friday, March 1 , 1963,
from 8:00. pm until 12:00 midnight, approximately 80 persons
attended a meeting sponsored by the Nationalist Party (NP), 507
Fifth Avenue, New York City.

The meeting was held at Adelphi Hall . 7k Fifth ftvpnnp

.

b 6

New York City, I b7c

f
or rne wf wno stated tnat the purpose of

w ord newcomers an opportunity to become
acquainted with the membership and program of the NP.

I land spoke for a short time on the b 7 c
desire or the NP to become a strong and active "nationalistic"
force in the United States'.

This document contains neither recommendation nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed
outside your agency.

Searched
Serialized
Indexed
Filed
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Re : Nationalist Party

|
|NP, was the first be

speaker and he reaffirmed the NP's support of former general b?c
Edwin A. Walker and defined the attempt of the courts to place
Walker in an insane asylum as "another attempt of the Kennedy
administration to silence true American patriots.” ! 1

want- on tdi.attack the Young Americans for Freedom as being
"a poor example of a conservative organisation supported by lib-
eral thinking beatniks.

"

| [
concluded his speech by

declaring that true "nationalism" as practiced by the NP would
triumph over communism, liberalism and phony conservatism ai5d
the "day of minority rule" wefcild soon end.

The second speaker was a member
of the Cuban Nationalist Association tCNA) who spoke in place
otf

1
the CNA, who was unable to

bo
b7C

attend the meeting. | I
stated that if the United States

would supply enough weapons to the Cubans who are living in exile,
the overthrow of Fidel Castro in Cuba would be imminent without any
blood being shed by American soldiers.

Following the above two speakers, two motion picture
films, "The Road to Ruin", a captured communist film of Spanish
Communists and "The Road to Peace", a Spanish documentary on
Communist -. atrocities in Spain, both of which were filmed in 1936,
during the Spanish Civil War, mere shown.

-2-
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Re: Nationalist Party

Following the showing of the films: a short question
and answerperiod was held and a monetary .collection was made
to help finance the NP.

At the conclusion of the meetingj_ ^previously
mentioned, announced to the group that the NP had scheduled a
picket-type demonstration beginning at 7*30 pm on March 8, 1963*
in front of Carnegie Hall, 7th Avenue and 57th street. New York
City, wherein the 39th anniversary rally of "The worker is to be

held.

b6
b7c

"The Worker" is an east communist newspaper.

The source further advised that ajgood percentage of
the audience at the above meeting was composed of Spanish speaking
individuals who are members of the CNA, 714 Amsterdam Avenue,
Apartment 19, New York 25, New York.

Also in attendance according to the source, in addition
to r

as NP members, were I

States Rights Party (NSRP) and

(NRP).

*b6

all described b?c

INational

all members of the National Renaissance Party

Characterizations of the NP NSRP and NRP are attached^
and sources mentioned therein have furnished reliable information
in the past. . x. -

>
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APPENDIX

Re : Nationalist Party

NATIONAL -RENAISSANCE PARTY

On May 9, 19^2, a source stated that the National
Renaissance Party (NRP) is an anti-Semitic, anti-Christian,
anti-Negro and neo-Fasclst organization, with activities
generally confined to the New York City area. It was founded
in 1949* by James H. Madole, who is in complete control of the
Party. The Party’s main function is distribution of the
"National Renaissance Bulletin" on a bi-monthly basis and
distribution of pro-Arab literature obtained from official
Arab establishments in New York City.

The source further stated the headquarters for the
NRP is located in the residence of James H: Madole. at 10 West
00th Street, New York City;

The Un-American Activities Committee of the United
States House of Representatives in a Preliminary Report, dated -

December 17, 195^, stated "National Renaissance Party activities
and propaganda are clearly subversive and* un-American.



1 . APPENDIX

NATIONALIST PARTY

On June 28, 1962 , Detective | HBureau
of Special Services (BSS), New York City Police Department
(NYCPD), advised that the Nationalist Party (NP) was formed
on September 21, 1961 , and although it has no actual head-
quarters, continues to maintain a "mail drop" at 507 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.

Detective further advised that although
]has no official title as an officer of the NP,

he in actuality controls the activities of the NP.

b6
b7C

bo
b7C

Detective! Istated that even though activities
of the NP consist of anti-communist demonstrations, members
of the NP have in the past exhibited anti-semitic sympathies

,

and stated that I I mentioned above attended a meeting
of the Fighting American Nationalists (FAN) which was held in
New York City on December 4, i960 .

b6
b7C

On August 2, 1962, a confidential source advised
that the NP activities are openly anti-communist. However,
this source stated, members of the NP have strong anti-
semitic sympathies which they do not reveal openly since
they feel disclosure of such sympathies would lose many
supporters for the NP.

The above source further advised that the NP
continues to Join with other organizations in anti-communist
demonstrations thereby giving the impression of having a
greater membership than it actually has.



APPENDIX

Re: National States Rights Party (NSRP)

On November 26, 1957* a source advised that the
United White Party (UNP) was organized at a convention held
in Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 10, 1957* An article in
the November 26, 1957* issue of the "Greenville Piedmont", a
newspaper of Greenville, South Carolina reported the recent
formation of a new political party to be known as the United
White Party. " According to the article, the party was formed
at a recently held meeting in Knoxville, Tennessee, at which
many klansmen were represented. The UWP was reported as being
opposed to all "race mixing organizations and individuals."

The July, 1958, issue of "The :Thunderbolt" self-
described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ of the
National States Rights Party" (NSRP) reported that rank and file
"States Righters" had merged with the UWP under "the banner of
the National States Rights Party" with national offices at Post
Office Box 26l, Jeffersonville, Indiana.

In November, 1958, a source advised that the NSRP is
composed of past members of the klan-type organizations and
notorious anti-Semites.

Issue Number 19, dated June, .1900, "The Thunderbolt

"

announced the address of the headquarters of the NSRP had been
changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to Post Office Box 783 ,

Birmingham, Alabama.

On June 17. I960, a source advised that

"The Thunderbolt" continues to publish articles
attacking Negroes and persons of the Jewish faith.

b6
b7C
b7D
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^ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to : Supervisor, Section i|.l date: May 2, 1963

from : SA

subject: INTERNAL SECURITY - INFORMATION

IIKKrlSI

I

|
furnished

vne axi'cacnea publications suggesting that they may he of
interest to the FBI. He was thanked and was advised that they
would be transmitted to the FBI. Office. whs further advised
that it would not be possible to furnish him any information
as a result of his submission of attached publications.

It is noted that) takes an
active part in local activities and has recently - within last
three years - campaigned unsuccessfully for local office.

have.
Attached items are submitted for whatever value they may
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James K.'April 2$^ James K . ,._W.ams^A^*cii^~E^ .
al~*

with Jerrv\)utton and -Jim »ravr ( all from N.S.R.P. H.Q,. Staff) led a

pi eketing dtoonstration agaifast Bobby Kennedy in Montgomery, Ala. la °f

the demonstrators were arrested while the N.S.R.P. received nat^°
publicity. jWes K. Warner, who already had a b

£
oken a™. *\a *ms

thrown head over heels into a paddy wagon, when he an
j fl

sitdown strike ratheKthan walk to the paddy wagon. All lo will be tried

May 1st, HfSRP Atty. J\B. Stoner will defend the cases.
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*C$A CIN, RIG. NO, 27

^ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

N--Memorandum
TO : SAC1

,
NEW YORK

FROM : SAC, NEW HAVEN (105-1985) (RUC)

datk: June 20, 1963

SUBJECT: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP)
INFORMATION CONCERNING

Enclosed, herewith, for the New York Office is a copy of
V^h^^^rmj" Vol . 1, No. 1, which appears to be the first
issue,l'60mona1 States Rights Party (NSRP) New York Branch
News Bulletin.

The second page of the publication contains a list of the
National\Officers of the NSRP, also following officer and
editor oft the local branch, i . e . . WILLIAM.JgQEE.—State Director,
and DOMINIC RUSSO. Editor. The slogan is Workers and farmers

jommunrsm race mixing." The local address is P;0.
1243, Brookly&^N.Y.

A review of the publication indicates that the NSRP is anti-
Negro and anti-Semitic. The publication was made available to
the New Haven Office by

|

I
an admitted member of the John Birch
o be a sincere individual and is quite

concerned about the spread of communism. He advised that he
is not a member of the NSRP and does not exactly know how his
name was obtained by the New York Branch of the NSRP, as he
claimed that he is not a member of that organization.

The publication "The Storm" is being furnished to New York for
information purposes only.

(D- New York (Encl^l.) (RM)
1 - New Haven (105-1985)
JEK:FGM
(3) , y
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ItffEXED^/

S£RIAUZCD®50aED_^^

v£&JN31 196^/1 S. I



In Reply, Please Rejer to

File No,

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Lo's Angeles, California
July 24, 1963

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY\(NSRP);

See appendix for characterization of the National

States Rights Party (NSRP)

.

nr\ Tniv iq 1963, a source who has furnished reliable

information ln the furnished
?
wrltten^epor^eonoerning

portions of the: report are

set forth as- follows
: .

.

on July Vi7. 1963J
the. NSRP,

\ ^ . n

had been in contact with I
1

the NSRP at- Birmingham , Alabama;.
|

said that I _ l a member s£-

(see app€hd±^n

i commented he

)
according*, to ^ \

ieliational Renaissance Party

details of I

he^ puts out ca:

“I said, he intends to writs fol
- —INSRE—ih_New. York,, and ask about;

J^
ne *

larfist has a monthly' publication^ ^

’The Storm’

Ohio, He said Ohio is The
I

•hwia pxcention of Alabama. I I

mentioned
|

a monthly newsletter, ’’The -Ohio Newsletter .

Ihas recently been
"NSRP- ib .Dayton, 'hi

ie NSRPl with, b'

IpUtS:, OUt ;b"

SERIAUttD^^U““r
I JUL 271963
I

ppi— NEW YOR^



This document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is
loaned to your agency; it and its contents 'are not to be dis-
tributed outside your agency.

V
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NATIONAL- STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP)

1
'

’ ' '

APPENDIX

NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY :

On May 29, 1962, a source stated that the National
Renaissance Party (NRP) is an anti-Semitic, anti-Christian,
anti-Negro, and neo-Pascist organization, with activities
generally confined^ to the New York City area. It was founded
in 19^9 by JAMES- H., MADOLE, who is in complete control of the
Pai*ty.' The Party's main function is distribution of the "National
Renaissance Bulletin" on a bi-monthly .basis and distribution of
pro-Arab literature obtained from official Arab establishments
in New York City.

The source further stated that the headquarters for
the NRP is located in the. residence of JAMES H. MADOLE at 10
West 90th Street, New York City.

The Un-American Activities Committee of the United States
House of Representatives in a Preliminary Report, dated December
17* 1954, stated "National Renaissance Party activities and
propaganda are clearly subversive and' un-American."

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX

NA$IONAX» STATES SIGHTS . ; . .
'

, „ ,
PARTY(NSRP} NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP)

On November 26, 1957,

>

a> source advised that the
United White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention held
in Knoxville, Tennessee, on Novembeij' 10, ,1957. An article
in November 26, 1957 issue of .the "Greenville Piedmont,"
a newspaper of Greenville, South Carolina, reported "the
recent formation1 of a. new political party to be known as the
United White Party." ‘According. to

(
-;bhe article, the party-

was. formed 1 at a recently held meeting in Knoxville i -Tennessee,
at which many klansmen were represented. The UWP’ was- -reported
as being opposed tp all "race* mixing organizations and indi’4

viduals. " ‘

*
,

•' > i 3 .

1 ? t (
'

#

1

, I

11
1

! V
(

The July, 1958 issue, off Th\mderboit^": self-
described as ,tHe

r

:
"official Racial), Na.^’ionalist Orgariv of* the

National Stat'es.Jtights Paftyy" -reported that rank^'iand, file -

"States Righters" had merged with j.the \uyjP under "the. banner
of the National' -States Rights Party,'."/ V/ith national, toffices
at Post Office Box 26l, Jeffersonyilie

J

v
Indiana. V -

’ "
1

• v.
-*

"

;V -Ays." .7 -

In November, 1950-, 'a rsqurc'^ladvised -that. the,; 'NSRP

/is composed off* -past members' of klan-.fypeVorganiza'tidns and
/ notorious anti-Semites. .t t‘$ Y 1

‘
'

t

«
' .

Issue Number

* h‘
•

‘

j| \.

19,- dated Junif i960, "The 'Thunderbolt,

"

announced the ‘‘address of the. /headquarters of the NSRP.
V\£* Civ-i ' rPvirwn i TVifl o 'POSt BOXbeen changed 'from Jeffersonville^ Indiana*,

783 i Birmingham, Alabama. ‘ f

Qn.'vrune 17. 196b. a- source
.

advised
bo
b7C
b7D

1 ?—j

—

tt—t
"Th.^' i^\mderbolt" /bphtintids; ^p; (publish -articieq. '; k

attacking -Negroes- and person^ of’ -the' Jewish faith.
| * yk

• W ;

:

‘ 7 \
' -
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July 24, 1963

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

TO : DIRECTOR, £££'“'( 105-66233)
SAC, BIWNGHAM (105-477)

PROM : SAC. JS^S ANGELES (105-5724)

RE : NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS
PARTY (NSRP),
RACIAL MATTERS
00: Birmingham.

Re Lps Angeles airtel to Bureau dated
\

7/18/63.

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eight (8) copies
Of a letterhead memorandum setting forth information Obtained

I Two (2) copies of the
letterhead memorandum are enclosed for Birmingham, the Office
of Origin. A copy of the letterhead memorandum is being
furnished the 115th INTO, Region II, U.S, Army, Pasadena,
California. On© copy pf -the letterhead memorandum’ is being
furnished Cincinnati because of the information pertaining to
the NSRP, Dayton, Ohio, and to New York because of the refer-
ence to the National Renaissance Party.

b6
b7C

The source mentioned in the. letterhead memorandum is b?c
|

~|(protect identity), who furnished
, the information attributed to him in a written report to

3 - Bureau (Encs. 8)
2 - Birmingham (Encs. 2)
1 - Cincinnati (Enc t

l)

CP*- New York (Enc. 1)
3 - Los Angeles (105-5724)

(1 - 105-1718^
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM *.** UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
» \

‘

TO: SAC, LOS ANGELES

FROM:

SUBJECT:

SA

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
MstfirU rAfrTTc^S

DATE: 8/7/63
b6
b7C

SOURCE ACTIVITY RECEIVED

Contact 7/19/63
with

who has
furnished
‘reliable
information
in the past
and whose
identity

"should be
concealed.

AGENT LOCATION

Writer
b6
b7C
b7D

/

Informant furnished the following written report:
4

New York-REGISTERED

-^752-^1 (nsrp;
—

A57- (NATIONAL RENNAISSANCE

> 57-
PAPrpy^

b6
b7C

r

b7D

2 - Birmingham-REGiSfEEBEIl
IS<?~ f

)S7- insrp;

—



LA 100-5724

contacted

residence

a member o ns

been in contact with
f the NSRP
said t

details of|
he puts out callec

|

said he intends to write to

I

le NSRP in New York and ask about the*

„
|has a monthly publication

'The Storm'.

J i eommentert i l_has rg_
, I Of the

NSRP m Dayton, Ohio, He said. Ohio is the strongest state
of the NSRP with. the exception of Alabama.

\ |
mentioned

newsletter, , ,'The, Ohio Newsletter:
Jputs out a monthly

ACTION:

Informant was thoroughly interviewed and^could
add nothing further to the above.



oo

ico-j>vs*,

h« been ttonTSfirttS.
0" ^ 00nnsc1;ion w«h *»“>
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LA 105-5724
APPENDIX

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS

On November 26, 1957, a source advised that the
’united White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention held
in Knoxville, • Tennessee^ ori November 10, 1957* An article
in November 26, 1957 issue of the "Greenville Piedmont,

"

a newspaper of Greenville, .South Carolina, reported "the
recent formation of a new political party to be known as the
United White Party." According to the article, the party
was formed at a recently held meeting in Knoxville, Tennessee,
at which many klansmen were, represented. The UWP was reported

;

as being, opposed, to all ;

"race mixing organizations” and indi-
viduals .

"

The July, 1958 issue of "The Thunderbolt, " self-
described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ, of the.

.

National States Rights Party
1

/" .reported’ that 'rank and file’
"States' Righters" had merged with the, UWP under "the banner
of the National States Rights Patty," with national offices
at Post Office Bqx 26l, Jeffersonville, Indiana:., . iJt

In- November', 1958, a source advised that 'the ‘NSRP’ ,,

; is- composed of past members of- klan-type organizations and
/ notorious anti-Semites.

Issue Number 19, dated’ Jime, ‘19,60, "The. Thunderbolt,
announced the address of the headquarters of the NSRP had

' been changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to Post Office Box
783, Birmingham, Alabamq.

. ;

On- June 17, i960, a source advised

"The Thunderbolt"” continue^’ to .publish articles
attacking Negroes and. persons of the, .Jewish -faith-.

,

National states rights party
••

; la 105-5724
bu 105*66233

append:

r 4 r
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? FD-36 (Ftev. 12-13-56)

it ob op
F B I

J:

8/27/63.

Transmit the following in

TELETYPE

PLAIN TEXT
(Type in plain text or code)

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

PROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (105-66233) AND
SACS, BIRMINGHAM (105-477), RICHMOND
AND WASHINGTON FIELD'

SAC, HEW YORK (105-28550)

SUBJECT: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY (NSRP)
RACiAL MATTERS
(00: BH)

/that

ON AUGUST TWENTY SEVEN, SIXTY THREE, DETECTIVE

BUREAU OF SPECIAL SERVICES, NYCPD, ADVISED

NSRP

INFORMED HIM HE HAD BEEN IN TELEPHONIC CONTACT

l

l~New York (157-905) (MARCH ON WASHINGTON)/^
•Vl-Wew York ,(105-28550)

y Tf-Supv. #412 gearcTa

JDB:ghc
(3

)

gearcTae4__—

Seriali/
ed^2

In&exea

—

——

7

Approved: V/^7 Sent

Sp^Gl Agent in Charge

/<£. P M Per 1



In Reply, Please Rejer to

File No.

0 : Q
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1.400 - 2121 Building
Birminghams Alabama,' 35203

September 4, 1963
i

REs
,
RACIAL SITUATION
SCHOOL INTEGRATION MATTERS

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTI

Oh August 30, 1963# Birmingham Confidential Informant
T-l, who has furnished reliable information in.,the .{last, ad-
vised that an open-air rally sponsored ' by the National States
Rights Party (NSRP) was held at-7: 30 p.m‘. on the evening of

-

August 30, 1963. T-l advised, that this rally was held in the
CJahaba Heights section, a suburb of Birmingham, Alabama, and
the meeting was near the intersection of Crosshaven and Shades
Lane

.

A characterization of the NSRP is being attached to
this letterhead memorandum ,‘v

BH T-l advised that Dr. Edward R. Fields, Informa-
tion Director of NSRP, was the main, speaker at the above

,

meeting, which was attended by an estimated crowd of some
250 people. T-l stated Fields urged his listeners to resist
integration of* schools by supporting the NSRP and its aims

.

T-l stated Fields remarked that the NSRP does not hate Negroes
and is a non-violent organization. Fields stated he felt
every citizen has the right to choose his associates and he
personally does not choose to associate with Negroes or have
his children associate with or go to school with them. Fields
decried assimilation of races as a forerunner of mongrelization.
Fields stated the whites did not normally react until pushed
agadnst the wall or until too late. Fields urged immediate
steps to stop the integration or to close the (Birmingham

)

schools in protest and announced that the NSRP was sponsoring
a motorcade to Montgomery, Alabama, from Birmingham, beginning
at 10s 00 a.m. August 31 , 1963* for the purpose_pf_presenting

SEARCHED

SERIALIZE!

INDEXED.

-FILED.

>EP 6 1963

1

FBI—NEW YORK
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petitions to Alabama Governor George C. Wallace urging him
to halt the integration or close the schools. T-l stated
Fields urged interested citizens to join the motocade and'
meet at NSRP headquarters, 1865 Bessemer Road, Birmingham,
for that purpose. T-l stated that Fields also urged those
in attendance to meet at NSRP headquarters on. Wednesday,
September 4, 1963, at 7s00 a.m. to proceed to (Birmingham)
schools slated for integration and join NSRP members in a
peaceful demonstration to halt integration dr close the
schools. Fields again stated that the school demonstrations
would be non-yiolent.

T-l, advised that Jerry Dutton, NSRP official, was
.

also a speaker at the above NSRP rally and was introduced as
a man who had/been arrested for carrying the. Confederate flag
during a demonstration recently in downtown Birmingham pro-
testing integration of lunch counters in Birmingham. Dutton
remarked that now is the time to protest and urged dignified
action rather than peaceful submission. T-l stated Dutton
remarked that. the opposition offered to Government intervention
in Oxford, Mississippi, Little Rock, Arkansas, and more
recently in Louisiana was a more dignified approach than the
complacent acceptance of integration as witnessed in Atlanta,
Georgia. Dutton stated some well-meaning white citizens are
apprehensive of Federal bayonets but pointed out that they
are no different from the bayonets of local officers. T-l
stated Dutton remarked that any officer who furthered inte-
gration was an enemy of the white people and should be dis-
regarded.

On I j
Birmingham Confidential Informant

b6
T-2, who has furnished reliable information in the past, ad- b /c
vised that I I b7 /

Seventh Annual Convention of NSRP would
be held in Birmingham, Alabama, on Labor Day weekend of 1963.

BH T-2 also mentioned

2
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BH T~2 also advised that the above-mentioned NSRP
convention was to be held at the Redmont Hotel, 4th Avenue,
North, at 21st Street, in the Emerald Room, from 1:00 p.m.
until 9t00 p.m. BH T-2 stated reservations for attendance
at this convention were required at $5. GO per ticket with
the following speakers scheduled:

Attorney J. B. Stoner

BH T-2 stated all of the- above persons are members
and/or officials of NSRP.

On August 31, 1963, a caravan of approximately 50
cars, many carrying Confederate flags, departed area of NSRP
headquarters, 1865 Tiesseme 1? Road. Birmingham f en route to
Montgomery-, Alabama, with above mentioned,
in the group . This caravan returned to Birmingham, Alabama,
late August 31, 1963.

On August 31, 1963, Birmingham Confidential Informant
T-3, who has furnished reliable information in the past, ad-
vised that Alabama Governor George Wallace had Just advised
a Jefferson County delegation that the was coming into ^Birming-
ham whether Birmingham wanted it or not. T-3 stated Wallace
wanted the Jefferspn County delegation to express concern
over the ability of local law enforcement (Birmingham) to main-
tain control over the local situation. T-3 stated local police
and authorities (Birmingham area) felt, that they did not need
assistance from Governor Wallace and would not ask for it.
T-3 stated that in his opinion, Alabama Highway Patrolmen-
wpuld be in Birmingham in time for school desegregation. T-3
stated that above-mentioned Jefferson County delegation were
duly elected representatives from Jefferson County, Alabama,
who are members of the State Legislature.

3
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On August 31, 1963, Chief of Police Jamie Moore,
Birmingham, Alabama, furnished the following data regarding
schools to be Integrated in Birmingham:

Chief Moore stated Gravmont Elementary School will
have two Negro students. I

recently planned.
who will enter on September 4, 19&3, as

b6
b7C

Chief Moore stated that the two high schools of *

Birmingham to be integrated are West End High School and Ramsay
High School. Chief Moore stated that students to enter West
End High School are I I

both girls, who are scheduled to enter- the twelfth grace

.

Chief Moore stated that one male Negro student is scheduled
to enter the twelfth grade at Ramsay High School and he is

On. August 31# 1963> Birmingham Confidential Informant
T-4, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised-
that a public rally was held on the evening of August 31, 1963,
at the National Guard Armory, Graymont Avenue, Birmingham.
This rally began at 7*30 p.m. and closed about 9*15 p.m. The
rally was held under the auspices of the Committee for White
Schools, a pro-segregation group, with Master of Ceremonies
listed as Thomas Brock, Chairman of the group, according to
leaflet advertising rally. BH T-4 stated that the principal
speaker at this rally was Reverend George Fis her, a pro-segre-
gationist, who during his speech advocated no violence. T-4
stated that the general theme of this meeting was criticism
of the civil rights movement in general and the politicians
who advocated and favored same. T-4 stated that at this
meeting approximately 1,200 petitions were distributed to
those in attendance to have their neighbors sign. These
petitions were addressed to Alabama Governor Wallace and
Dr. Theo Wright, Superintendent of Birmingham schools, ad-
vocating the closing of schools in accordance with various
Alabama laws reportedly passed in 1957, 1959 and 1961*.

BH T-4 further stated that at the above rally, during
the course of the evening, a discussion was had concerning
the closing of the schools in Prince Edward County, Virginia,
and remarks were made pointing out the feasibility of this

4
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procedure, T-4 stated instructions were given relative* to
delivering the petitions that were passed out and it was
stated that when these petitions were signed, at 12:30 p.ra.

on September 2, 1963, all people having petitions would meet
George Fis her, above mentioned, at Birmingham City Hall steps

at which time an audience would be requested with Birmingham
Mayor Albert Boutwell.

BH T-4 stated that a rally was scheduled in the
National Guard Armory, Graymont Avenue, Birmingham, Alabama,
for the evening of September 2, 1963, under the auspices of
the United KLans of America.

A characterization of the United Klans of America,
Inc., Knights of the Ku KLux Klan, is being attached to this
letterhead memorandum.

BH T-4 also stated that George Fis her, during the
course of his above-mentioned speech, stated parents were not
required to send their children to integrated schools and in
a negative manner praised those parents whom he remarked would
have "gumption enough not to send their children." BH T-4
stated that the audience appeared to be a representative group
of citizens of varying ages and varying degrees of dress and
appeared to be generally in sympathy with the comments of
the speaker. A free-will offering was taken up and BH T-4
estimated that approximately $1,000 to $1,200 was collected.

On August 31, 1963, Birmingham Confidential Informant
T-5, who has furnished reliable information in the past, fur-
nished substantially the same information as BH T-4 concerning
the rally held at the National Guard Armory, Birmingham, on
evening of August 31, 1963.

The "Birmingham News," a daily newspaper of Birming-
ham, Alabama, in its edition for September 1, 1963, carried
an article which stated two white men, apparently planning
to hand a Negro dummy in effigy, were arrested on August 31,

1963, at the West End High School in Birmingham. According
to this article, the men arrested were Lloyd Milton Colvin,
age 22, of 924 - 4th Court, North, and Willie Paul. Breasseale,
age 21, of 1937 Princeton Avenue, both of Birmingham. They
were charged with trespassing and disorderly conduct. Ac-
cording to the article. Lieutenant Maurice House, Birmingham

5
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Police Department, was quoted as saying that Colvin and
Breasseale had with them a dummy with a black face and
shirt and trousers stuffed with paper. Reportedly, Colvin
and Breasseale were spotted behind the West End High School
about 1:45 a.m., September 1, 1963* and were arrested at
that time. The article also stated "practically all"
Birmingham schools were under careful surveillance by
either poli
1963, Birnt
mentioned :

resides at

Icemen or Civil Defense volunteers. On September 1,
Ingham Police Chief Jamie Moe*1® verified the above-
Information excent he stated thatl

On July 2, 1963, Birmingham Confidential Informant
T-6, who has furnished reliable Information in the past,
advised that I

|
not other-

wise identified, were present at a meeting or Eastview Klavera
#13, United Klans of America, Inc., Knights of the Ku Klux
KLan, in Birmingham, on night of June 27, 1963. . T-6 advised
that he is unable to furnish any further identifying or back-
ground information concerning

I l and does not know eitner or tnese men personally
nor does he know whether they are full-fledged members of
the United Klans of America, Inc., KKKK.

On September 1, 1963, Birmingham Confidential Informant
T-7, who has furnished reliable information in the past,' ad-
vised that the NSRP held its Seventh Annual Convention at the
Redmont Hotel, in the Emerald Room, 4th Avenue, North, at 21st
Street, Birmingham, from 1:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.rru on September 1,*

1963. BH T-7 stated the main speakers were Dr. Edward R. Fields,
Information Director of NSRP; Attorney J. B. Stoner of Atlanta,
Georgiaj Ned Dupes, National Chairman of NSRP; Dewey Taft, of
Miami, Florida; and James Warner, NSRP official of Birmingham.
T-7 stated there were representatives from several states at
the convention and estimated that about 100 persons attended
the convention.

T-7 stated the NSRP planned to demonstrate in regard
to desegregating Birmingham public schools. Fields stated
they planned to intercept parents bringing their children to
school and to try to persuade parents to demand that their
children be transferred from integrated schools and to boycott
the three Birmingham schools to be integrated. Fields stated
J.B. Stoner, an attorney of Atlanta, Georgia, would be in

6
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Birmingham for several days to provide legal counsel for NSRP
members and others taking part in demonstrations against mixing
the public schools of Birmingham, Alabama. T-7 stated that
Ned Dupes made several introductions of out-of-state guests
and also spoke out against integration in regard to Birmingham
Public Schools and integration in any manner.

BH. T-7 also stated that J . B. Stoner spoke at great
length and was very bitter against the FBI and law enforcement
officers in general. Stoner stated he wanted to discuss some
pleasant things during his speech and to discuss some obnoxious
things and that the most obnoxious was the FBI, which he desired
to speak about, first. Stoner stated when he mentioned the PBI
that the PBI was better known in the south as the Federal
Bureau of Integration. Stoner stated the FBI had no jurisdic-
tion unless a' Federal matter was involved and urged everyone
to allow no FBI Agents in their homes unless a search warrant
was exhibited.

n

T-7 'also stated that Jerry Dutton spoke at the con-
vention and gave a report on the various open-air rallies held
recently by the NSRP in Alabama.

BH T-7 stated that there was no violence advocated
at the convention and there were no incidents which occurred
at the convention.

T-7 also stated that Stoner remarked that law enforce-
ment agencies sympathized with Communism and race mixing and
that an NSRP man should be on the Presidential ballot of 1964.

T-7 .stated James Warner, an NSRP. official, Birmingham,
spoke on youth recruiting and its importance to the NSRP,
Warner did not state how many young people had been recruited
or give any statistics.

T-7 stated that Mrs. E. L. Bishop, National Organizer,
NSRP, from Little Rock, Arkansas, spoke on how to organize new
units. Mrs. Bishop did not give any figures or locations
concerning units. T-7 stated that Dr. Edward R. Fields told
how two NSRP members, Jim Thornton and Bob Loop, NSRP organizers
in southern California, had secured 1,000 members in one and

7
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one-half years. Fields did not give Thornton's and Loop's
residences

.

' BH T-7 stated that Irving Thacker, from Ohio, head
of the NSRP in Ohio, spoke of activities in Ohio arid told
of the news bulletin which he prints. T-7 also' stated that
Dr. Fields indicated that the NSRP would carry signs and
pass out literature in the vicinity of the three Birmingham
public schools to be Integrated on September 4, 1963. T-7
also stated that Jerry Dutton, • above mentioned, remarked that
he and Conrad Lynch, an NSRP official, plan to tour the United
States this coming fall and winter and would hold public rallies.
T-7 stated Dutton did not elaborate on the plan for this tour.

BH T-2 furnished substantially the same information
concerning the NSRP convention held in the Redmont Hotels
Birmingham, on September 1, 1963, as furnished by BH T-7.
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On September 1, 1963* Birmingham Confidential
Informant T-8, who has furnished reliable information in
the past, advised that he has received information that the
following listed individuals were in Birmingham, Alabama, on
September 1, 1963* and probably attended the Seventh Annual
Convention of the National States Rights Party held at the
Redmont Hotel, Birmingham, on that date. BH T-8 stated he
based his conclusion on the fact that hotel reservations had
been made in Birmingham for the following individuals in con-
nection with the National States Rights Party Convention, and
that these persons confirmed their reservations after arriving
in Birmingham on Labor Day week-end of 1963* T-8 advised that
he did not attend the National states Rights Party Convention
and could furnish no further details concerning it.
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On September 2, 1963* Birmingham Confidential
Informant T-9, who has furnished reliable information in
the past, made available information concerning some of the
speeches at the Seventh Annual Convention of the National'
States Right's Party held at the Redmoht Hotel, Birmingham,
on" September 1, 1963. This information reflects that
Dr. Edward R. Fields stated that the NSRP was planning an
outdoor meeting on the evening of September 3, 1963, near
Midfield, Alabama, and that at this meeting, those in
attendance would be encouraged to Join the NSRP oh a march
to the three schools to be integrated in 'Birmingham on
September 4, 1963. Reportedly, the only comment that could
possibly be interpreted as advocating violence was FIELDS'
comment that they would march on the schools and that they
did not Intend to be pushed around by police. Fields followed
this comment with the statement that he thought they would be
allowed to demonstrate. Fields then said' they planned to
intercept parents bringing children to schools and would try
to persuade the parents to demand ttyat their children be
transferred from integrated schools to an all-white school.

J. B. Stoner, Attorney for NSRP from Atlanta,
according to information from T-9, spoke for approximately
one hour and a half at the convention, and about an hour of
his speech was devoted to criticism of the FBI. Stoner
stated he would cover the most obnoxious subject of his
speech first, and that the most obnoxious was the FBI, He
stated that the FBI was the most over-rated organization in
the United states, sphere is more propaganda ip favor of the
FBI then any other organization, and there is less criticism;
and that the FBI is portrayed to the American people as being
an organization against the Communist party, when the Communist
party is becoming more powerful. Stoner stated the FBI let.
the Communist Party spies steal every military secret that
we had, and that the FBI is the. American counterpart of the
Soviet Secret Police, and has been built up by Communist-
Jewish Conspiracy by propoganda, to be effective as secret
police, otherwise would not be accepted by American Reople,
He stated that the FBI does not bother Communists, but that
they concentrate on prosecuting white Christian Americans.
The Communist Party, USA, and its affiliates have been
designated by the Attorney General of the United States,
pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

12
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. .
J* B. Stoner stated that for good paying Government

jobs, the members of 'the FBI are willing' to betray their
country to the "Jew-Communist 'conspiracy", and that before
a patriotic American would work for the FBI, he would tear
his Credentials in two, throw them on the ground, and stomp
bn them, ' According to Stoner, the NSRP, ever since its
existence, has been plagued with FBI undercover agents,
and that there is not a citizens council, klan, or states
rights organization that is not infiltrated by the FBI.

Stoner continued his remarks by stating that it
(FBI) is a political police organization, and he also
criticized security squads in Atlanta, Georgiy, and the.
Georgia Bureau of Investigation. He also stated that if
the FBI knocks on your door, ask them if they have a warrant.
If they don’t, insult them and say words to them worse than
words would use to anybody else, and tell those mangy dogs
to get off your property. Stoner stated don’t answer their
questions, and when an integrationist, pro-Communist law
enforcement agency asks questions, refuse to answer them.

According to information furnished by T-9* Stoner,
among his many accusations, also stated that the. FB[I was
the enemy of America, and the enemy of all patriotic organisations.

On September 2, 1963* Birmingham Confidential Informant
T-1G, who has furnished reliable information in the past.

b7C
b7D

On September 2, 1963* | | United
States Attorney for Northern District of Alabama, Birmingham,
advised that, based on information available to him, he was
of the opinion that Alabama Governor George Wallace hoped to
delay school integration at Tuskegee, Alabama, and Huntsville,
Alabama, -until September 30> 1963* with the hope that diffi-'
cultles would occur in Birmingham, and that the intervention
of Federal troops might be required.

13
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On September 2, 1963* BH T-4 advised that'the
United Klans of America, Incorporated, above mentioned,
sponsored a rally open to the public at the National Guard
Armory, Graymont Avenue, Birmingham, on the night of
September 2, 1963, from 7:30 P.M., to 10:30 P.M.. T-4
advised that approximately 900 persons attended this rally.
T-4 stated that Robert Shelton, Imperial Wizard, United
Klans of America, Incorpprated; Rev. George Fisher; and
Rev. Ferrell Griswold, both Baptist ministers and strong
segregationists, alleged that the current civil rights
movement, including equal rights for Negroes, was Communist
inspired, and urged all white citizens to unite in effort
to petition the State and local authorities to close the
public schools, rather than integrate them.

BH T-4 further advised that the speakers at
the above mentioned UKA rally did not advocate violence in
their remarks

.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

14
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UNITED KLANS OF AMERICA, INC.,
KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN (UNITED KLANS)

Records of the Superior Court of Fulton County,
Georgia, show that this Klan organization was granted a
corporate charter on February 21, 1961, at Atlanta, Georgia,
under the name UNITED KLANS, KNIGHTS OF THE KU KLUX KLAN
OF AMERICA, INC.

A source advised on February 27, 1961, that
UNITED KLANS was formed as a result of a split in U. S.
Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc. .According to the
source, the split resulted from a leadership dispute and
United Klans has the same aims and objectives as the parent
group. These are the promotion of Americanism, white sup-
remacy, and segregation of the races.

The first source and a second source advised in
July, 1961, that united Klans, Knights of the'Ku Klux Klan
of America, Inc., merged with Alabama Knights, Knights of
the Ku Klux Klan. The merged organization established head-
quarters in Suite 401, the Alston Building, Tuscaloosa,
Alabama. The organization is directed by ROBERT SHELTON,
Imperial Wizard, and is the dominant Klan group in the South,
with units in several southern states.

On August 14, 1961, the second source advised
that the organization formerly known as United Klans,
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of America, Inc., would be known
in the future as UNITED KLANS OF' AMERICA, INC., KNIGHTS OF
THE KU KLUX KLAN. The second source said the name was changed
by a resolution adopted at the National Klonvocation held
July 8, 1961, at Indian Springs, Georgia.
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NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
(NSRP)

On November 26, 1957, a source advised that the
United White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention held
in Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 10, 1957. An article
in the November 26, 1957, issue of the "Greenville Piedmont",
a newspaper of Greenville, South Carolina, reported "the
recent formation of a new political party, to be known as
the United White Party". According to the article, the
party was formed at a recently held meeting in Knoxville,
Tennessee, at which many klansmen were represented. The
UWP was reported as being opposed to all "race mixing organi-
zations and individuals".

The July, 1958, issue of ?,The Thunderbolt", self-
described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ of the
National States Rights Party" (NSRP) , reported that rank and
file "States Righters" had merged with the UWP under "the
banner of the National States Rights Party", with national
offices at Post Office Box 261, Jeffersonville, Indiana.

In November, 1958, a source advised that the NSRP
is composed of past members of klan-type organizations and
notorious anti-Spmites.

Issue Number 19, dated June, 1960, "The Thunder-
bolt", announced the address of |:he headquarters of the
NSRP had been changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to
Post Office Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama.

On June 17, 1960, a source advised b6
b7C
b7D

"The Thunderbolt" continues to publish articles
attacking Negroes and persons of the Jewish faith.
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On September .1* 1963* Birmingham Confidential
Inforifismt T-8, who has furnished reliable informat icari in
the past^, advised that he has received information £hat the
followingv listed individuals were in Birmingham, Alabama,

*

on Septemn^r 1, 1963* and probably attended the Seventh
Annual Convention of the National States Rights Party held
at the Redmont Hotel, Birmingham, on that date:

9
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Date: 9/4/63

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plain text or code)

AIRMAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO?

FROM:

SUBJECT

2

Director, FBI

SAC, Birmingham

RACIAL SITUATION
SCHOOL INTEGRATION MATTERS
RACIAL MATTERS
(Bufile 157-4-4)
(BH file 100-4753)

NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
RACIAL MATTERS
(Bufile 105-66233)
(BH file 105-477)

4-Bureau (2 -.15744-4) (2;-- 105466233) (Enc. 8)(aM-RM)
1-Atlanta (105-763),(Enc. 1) (Info) (AM-RM)
1-Albany (Enc'. 1) (Info) (AM-RM)
1-Charlotte (105-683) (Enc. 1) (Info) (AM-RM)
1-Chicago (105-4630) (Enc. 1) (Info) (AM-RM)
1-Cincinnati (105-1139) (Enc, 1) (Info) (AM-RM)

l) (Info) (AM-RM)1-Cleveland (100-23729
1-Dallas (Enc. 1) (Info) (AM-RM)
l*-Detroit (100-26534) (Enc. 1) (Info) (AM-RM)
1-Indianapolis (Enc. 1) (Info) (AM-RM)
1-Jacksonville (105-60 ) (Enc . 1 ) (Info ) (AM-RM)
1-Kansas City (Enc. 1) (Info) (AM-RM)
1-Little Rock (105-187) (Enc, 1.) (info) (AM-RM)
1-Louisville (105-271) (Enc. l) (info) (AM-RM)
1-Los Angeles (105-5724) (Enc. 1) (Info) (AM-RM)
1-Memphis (105-320) (Enc. 1) (info) (AM-RM)
1-Miami (105-1438) (Enc. 1) (Info) (AM-RM)
1-Milwaukee (105-946) (Enc. 1) (Info ).(AM-RM)
1-Mobile (105-339) (Enc. 1) (info) (AM-RM)
1-Newark, (Enc. 1) (Info) (AM-RM) ,
1-New Orleans (105-889 ) (Enc. 1) (info) (AM-RMkV(Mew York (105-28550 ) (ENc . 1 )^Info ) (AM-RM)
1-Richmond (Enc. 1) (Info) (AM-RM)
1-San Diego (Enc. 1) (Info )(AM-RM)
(SEE PAGE TWO)

Approved: Sent —1 M Per 4 JSpecial Agent in Charge



8/27/63.
Re Birmingham teletype to Director* FBI, dated

Enclosed to the Bureau and offices receiving copies
of this airtel are copies of a letterhead memorandum per-
taining to recent developments and activities concerning
captioned matters.

Information copies are being furnished to offices
having delegates or persons in attendance at the NSRP convention
in Birmingham on September 1* 1963* or having an interest
in the data contained in the letterhead memorandum.

Copies are being disseminated to local intelligence
agencies.

Careful consideration has been given to each source
concealed* and T symbols were utilized only where necessary.

COPIES CONTINUED!

1-San Francisco (Enc. 1) (Info) (AM-RM)
1-Savannah (Enc. 1) (Info) (AM-RM)
1-St. Louis (Enc. 1) (Info) (AM-RM)
1-Tampa (157-45) (Enc. 1) (Info) (AM-RM)

1-

Washington Field (Enc. l) (Info) (AM-RM)

2-

INTO (RM)
I-ONI (RM)
lvQSI- (RM)
5-Birmingham (1 - 100-4753)

(1 - 105-477Hi I 157-3001
,

MMEtela b7D
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r^Judge Clarence W. Allgood
,'praised the jurors for their

|

,courage and directed 'a fur-
I'ther probe' into unsuccess-
ful. efforts to tamper with
-the jury. His own life has
been threatened, he revealed.

States*Rightis<s

The^eight indicted were mostly
smair fry- segregationists

, con-
nected with the National Stated
Rights Party, which has its head-
quarters here.

S. Attorney ,Macon L;
Weaver refused tb say whether
the jury would investigate the
activities of Gov.s George Wai-

tin'
alS° tVyins to

>block integjc-a-

*<Che 'eight
. indicted were Ed-

.ward R Fields, editor of the Naf
rational State's Rights party's<pub-
i:^on, the Thunderbolt- Gerald-

j

Oi Dutton, Jesse B. Stoner, James
iK. .Warner, -Barnie M; Carmack i

Hr., Ralph Lewandowski,. Jacks
DaYid A', Stanfey the]1

Canadian.
%

J 1

„ Pace 5 to \15 Years

!

^If convicted on all of the ’'ap-
plicable counts in jthe*^six-count
.indictment^

^
they, 'face prison

\terms .ranging from jfive ,to 15

^$16 o
s
ob
and ^nes irom $6

',0-° t0

. A?ur °f the meh Avere arrested]
immediately and arraigned, before^
U.b. .Commiss ioner Louise' Charl-1
ton..^he set bond, at $2,500 -each.?
Three were front Georgia^Pields,]

130, Cash, 56, and Dutton/2j>The!
^fourth, Xewandowski, i*^*r^*

^hTc’ago.

%
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Chicago 11, Illinois
Monday, Sept. 23, 1963

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Hew York Office „

Hew York City

Dear Sirs i

At the present
a student

time I am starting mv first, yeair
and haveas

been advised that due to the nature of my projected
future, this letter might be a wise precaution.

Since the late Winter and early Spring of 1962 $ *

ujp to including June of this year ( 1963 ' r -

have ,beri£n ttie recipient of completely unsol
literature; from such orgap-ir2a^ions as the NgftTPr..

States 1 Rights farty,,.^e|53rlBrel,l|s Nazi. Party, and s*. .<<?

White Citizens! Counci*!s^x^

Ihe only reason I might have attained the dubious,
position on this mailing list stems from the publication
of some "Letters to the Editors" in, New York Newspapers
(3 in the Herald-Tribuhe,! each in the. Telegram, and
dburnal-Amejrican)

, and one in LOOK magazine. Since my
political opinions fall somewhere between Goldwater and
Rockefeller, I can see no reason why I was considered
a likely prospect for these "organizations" of a some-
what different political leaning.

I realise of course that I am perfectly within my
rights to receive Such literature, b,ut I haye been
advised that a letter such as this, one. is nevertheless '

a good idea. I anr not lodging a complaint of any kind
against my "correspondents", as a matter of fact I
find this literature interesting, in an academic sense.
I would appreciate jrt vep.y much -if you would send me
an opinion as to the possible harmful effects of answering
this trash at some time,-in the future, if I feel so
inclined. Also would you be so kind as to acknowledge
receipt oi^ this letter. Thank you yey much-?-

f }/W Jtunsvcr* . Y .
*
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Synopsis:

REFERENCE: Report of SA

b7C

- E -

LEAPS:

ALBUQUERQUE )

BALTIMORE )

CHARLOTTE )

CINCINNATI )

CHICAGO )

CLEVELAND' )

DENVER ' )

DETROIT )

LOS ANGELES )

MEMPHIS .

.

MILWAUKEE s' \
NEW YORK‘S )

OKLAHQMA CITY )

QMAHA )

PORTLAND )

SAN PIEGO )

SAN FRANC?I§00 )

ST. LOUIS ')

rnforwitipn cpples o# tftj.s ?????*
to the aboye offices due t.o the past acttYi ..Y

^

interestw vuo «.M«y - - --

-

- 4-hoVo is: information of int§F§§i

1 -p7^«r~ty^of fbi .w A.
1 the agency to wbAc)* 'leaned*

in5 -p-^ASSP
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BH 105-477

COPIES MADE:

5 - Bureau (105-66233) (RM)
1 - G-2, Third Army, Ft. McPherson, Georgia (RM)
1 - OSI, Maxwell AFB, Alabama (RM)
1 - Albuquerque (Info.) (RM)
2 - Atlanta (105-763) (RM)
1 - Baltimore (Info.) (RM)
1 - Charlotte (105-683) (Info.) (RM)
1 - Charlotte (105-683) (Info.) (RM)
1 - Cincinnati (105-1139) (Info.) (RM)
1 - Cleveland (Info.) (RM)
1 - Chicago (105-4630) (Info.) (RM)
1 - Denver (Info.) (RM)
1 - Detroit (100-26534) (Info.) (RM)
2 - Jacksonville (105-60) (RM)
2 - Knoxville (105-202) (RM)
2 - Little Rock (105-187) (RM)
2 - Louisville (105-271) (RM)
1 - Los Angeles (105-5724) (Info.) (RM)
2 - Miami (105-1438) (RM)
1 - Memphis (105-320) (RM)
2 - Mobile (105-339) (RM)
1 - Milwaukee (105-946) (Info.) (RM)

,

2y- New Orleans (105-889) (RM)

X - New York (105-28550) (Info.) (RM)
/l - Oklahoma City (Info.) (RM)
' 1 - Omaha (Info.) (RM)

2 - Philadelphia (105-3918) (RM) *
.

•

1 - Portland (Info.) (RM)
1 - San Diego (Info.) (RM)
1 - San Francisco (Info.) (RM)
1 - St. Louis (Info.) (RM)
2 - Tampa (157-453) (RM)
2 - Birmingham (105-477)

LEADS (Continued) :

ATLANTA :

AT ATLANTA, GEORGIA :

Will follow and report activity of the NSRP at appropriate
time. /

- B -

COVER PAGE
S.
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JACKSONVILLE :

AT JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA :

Will follow and report activity of the NSRP at

appropriate time.

KNOXVILLE :

AT KNOXVILLE. TENNESSEE :

Will follow and report activity of the. NSRP at

appropriate time

.

LITTLE ROCK :

AT LITTLE ROCK. ARKANSAS :

Will follow and report activity of the NSRP at

appropriate time.

LOUISVILLE :

AT LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY :

Will follow and report activity of the NSRP at

appropriate time.

MIAMI:

AT MIAMI , FLORIDA :

Will follow and report activity of the IfSRP at
appropriate time.

MOBILE :

AT MOBILE, ALABAMA :

Will follow and report activity of the !?SRP at

appropriate time.

- C -

COVER PAGE
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NEW ORLEANS :

AT NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA:

Will follow NSRP activity and submit report at
appropriate time.

PHILADELPHIA :

AT PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA :

Will follow NSRP activity and submit report at
appropriate time.

TAMPA:

AT TAMPA, FLORIDA :

Will follow NSRP activity and submit report at
appropriate time.

BIRMINGHAM :

AT BIRMINGHAM ^ ALABAMA: <

Will follow and report activity of the NSRP at
appropriate time.

ADMINISTRATIVE:

Careful consideration has been given to each source con-
cealed and "T" symbols were utilized only in those instances where
the activities of the sources must be concealed. < Several Special
Agents of the Birmingham Office observed events on September 4,
1963, in Birmingham, Alabama, at the three desegregated public
schools as set out in this report.

INFORMANTS:

BH T-l is
BH T-2 is
BH T-3 is
BH T-4 -

V

- D -
COVER PAGE
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

Report of:

Dote:

1 - G-2 , Third’ Army,' Fort Mp Pherson7 Georgia (RM)
1 - OSI, Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama (RM)

SA
10/5753

omc#l Birmingham

Field Office Filo ft BH 105-477 Bureau FUe'f:

Till*. NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

b6
b7C

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Synoptic The National States Rights Party (NSRP) continues to publish
"The Thunderbolt, ’’ self described as the official "White
Racial Organ" of this organization.

[
Lzafion. I

JN^RP anof 1 "The
Thunderbolt" continues to reside atT

I

...
| The NSRP’s National

]*

Headquarters is located at 1865 Bessemer Road, Birmingham,
Information set forth concerning NSRP activity in Alabama,
Arkansas^ California, Florida, Illinois, Louisiana, Ohio,
Missouri, New York, and Washington, D, C. Detailed infor-
mation concerning NSRP activity and arrests of NSRP -leaders
and/or members in Alabama during reporting period set out.
AN INFORMANT HAS ADVTSEn TWAT

I

|

TEST
WARNED THAT HE W6UlD Shoot ANY m A6ENf SWEIllInG Him.

b6
b7C
b7D

DETAILS:

"THE THUNDERBOLT" - Publication of the
. NSRP

"The Thunderbolt" is self-described as the
"Official White Racial Organ of the NSRP."

A characterization of the NSRP is set forth
in the appendix to this report.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed ^ outside your agency. a
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Issue No. 53 of ’’The Thunderbolt” for August,
1963, on page twelve reflects that Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS Is
the Editor and JAMES K. WARNER is the Associate Editor of
"The Thunderbolt.” This newspaper is published monthly,
and has Post Office Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama.

Issue No. 49 of "The Thunderbolt” for February,
1963, is devoted to the theme ’’Communism is Jewish.” Page
one of this issue carries* the caption '"COMMUNIST PARTY
MEETS IN JEW CENTERS.” Page two and three carry a headline
"Jews Completely Dominate U. S. Communist Party.” Page
four of this issue carries the caption "Jew’s Say ’Communism
is Jewish. * " Pages six and seven carry the headline* "Every
Communist Spy Ring in America Has Been Run By Jews.” Pages
eight and nine of this issue carry what is purported' to be
Chapter 19 of "The International Jew,” allegedly written by
HENRY FORD, Founder of Ford Motor Company.

Articles and photographs were set out in Issue
No.49 of "The Thunderbolt" concerning various individuals,
groups and activities reportedly bearing out the truth of
the above-mentioned allegations and headlines.

The Communist Party, U. S. A. and its affiliates,
has been designated by the Attorney General of the United
States pursuant to Executive Order 10450,

Issue No. 50 of "The Thunderbolt,” dated March -

April, 1963, was devoted to the theme "Goldwater a Fraud."
A

a
considerable portion of Issue No. 50 of "The Thunderbolt”

was devoted to statements villifying Senator BARRY GOLDWATER,
his record as a public official, and villification of "Jewish”
persons and allegations that Communists were arming Negroes
to exterminate the white race.

I
Issue No. 50, on pages eight and nine, also con-

tained an alleged portion of "The International Jew,”
ajllegedly written by HENRY FORD, Founder of the Ford Motor
Company

.

Along with Issue No. 50 of "The Thunderbolt” was
included a four-page section captioned "The Thunderbolt
Magazine Section, "dated* April, 1963. This section reflected

2 -
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that "The Thunderbolt" had printed its fiftieth issue
and that "NSRP, Members Chosen to Save Nation." Pages two
and three carried a caption "National States .Rights Party
Americas Largest Third Party."' Under this caption was what
was designated as a.^brief history of the. NSRP and on..page

two was set out' a photograph of the national headquarters
of the NSRP which is located at 1865 Bessemer Road in
Birmingham, Alabama.

Issue No. 51 of "The Thunderbolt," dated May., 1963,
was devoted to accusations that President JOHN ~F . KENNEDY
yas guilty of adultery in 1958 and this issue bore
the caption "JFK Accused of Adultery." Pages one and
two of this issue carried articles and photographs .allegedly
pertaining to this allegation. Pages three, four, and five,
contain articles villifying people with .Jewish ancestry.

Pages eight and nine of Issue No. 51 of "The \
Thunderbolt" reflected what was alleged to be Chapter 14

of "The International Jew," reportedly written by HENRY
FORD, Founder of Ford Motor Company.

Issue No. 52' of "The Thunderbolt," dated July,
1963, was devoted to the theme "Goldwater a Fraud" and was,
in the most part, repetitious of the above-mentioned Issue
No. 50, dated March - April, 1963. Issue No. 52 was only a
four-page edition and, as previously mentioned, was dedicated
to the villification of U. S. Senator BARRY GOLDWATER, hif=?

public record and his alleged ancestry.

Issue No. 53 of "The Thunderbolt," dated August,
1963, was devoted to the theme "Non-Whites Flooding America.*'

Page one of this issue carried a long article allegedly
written by J. B. STONER, Atlanta, Georgia, attorney, concern-
ing Negroes, Whites, and Jews. Pages two, three, four, and
five of Issue No. 53 carried articles condemning mixing of
the races and several photographs showing mixed marriage
couples and the wording "Social Mixing Leads to Mixed Marriage
and Mongrelized Children."

Issue No. 53 of "The Thunderbolt," on pages eight
and nine carried what was alleged to be Chapter 15 of "The
International Jew," by HENRY FORD, Founder of Ford Motor
Company.

••3 —
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T/it > t
i

t

Issue No. 53 of "The Thunderbolt/’ on page ten;
carried the caption "The Jew President of the NAACP says
’The, Final Solution, to th'e, Race Problem Will beFound'in
the Bedroom* —

,
Mongrelizat'ion of the Races is the Real ,

Objection of the. Race Mixers".
4"' Under this caption is. set

out a photograph of a Negro man -andrTafwKi^^^^^ *• *

below this photograph is an, article alleging .that the "
;

ultimate goal of the National Association for theAdvancqment
of Colored People (NAACP), and "every other professional

'

race-mixing organization" was the mongrelizatiori of * the;
races. '

.
be
b7C

NSRP ACTIVITY IN ALABAMA.

On October 2, 1963. Birmingham Confidential

b7D
h.

ti

Informant T-l adyised that [

NSRP. continues to reside at
T BH T-l stated tbati th^;

national headquarters of the NSRP continues tp be* located,
in a residential building at 1865 Bessemer Road. Birmingham,
and that I

Issue No.49 of "The Thunderbolt/* on page eleyen. *

carried an article captioned "Admiral CROMMELIN Runs For '

Mayor." This article reflected that, on January 30, 1963,
Admiral JOHN G. CROMMELIN announced that he would run: for.
mayor of his .home town, Montgomery, Alabama. .The. article'
stated that Admiral CROMMELIN was no stranger to- ".ThunderbQlt,f

readers and stated that no patriot had done, more to uring
the truths of the "Communist Jewish Conspiracy to the American
Public than this brave man." This article- urged readers?,of
this newspaper to contribute funds and services to .help,
elect CROMMELIN as Mayor of Montgomery, Alabama. .

Issue No. 50 of "The. .Thunderbolt," ,on, page six--’,
carried an article captioned "NSRP March on U of’ Ala."
Under this caption was a photograph of. JAMES K. WARNER and
JERRY 'DUTTON, above mentioned, which reportedly had been
taken while WARNER and DUTTON were picketing against the
appearance of a lecturer at the University of Alabama in
Tuscaloosa/ Alabama, on March 26, 1963. The article stated
that Mr. ARTHUR DEAN had been scheduled to speak’ at * the -

University of Alabama on March 26, 1963, and that at about
3:00 p.m. on that date, WARNER, DUTTON, and others ,set up
a picket line on the university campus and carried signs
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reading ’’Keep Alabama White;*' "Stands Up For Alabama;'* arid-

"KENNEDY'S Race, Mix©&. Stojoge Not Wan-ted.iri Alabama". " The
article, further advised..that^WARNER was^arifested in. regard
to this activity and charged with "trespass after warning.*!
(Details of WARNER's arrest being set forth hereinafter).

Issue No. 51 of "The Thunderbolt" on. page six
carried an article "Who Sold Out B’ham, which',article
alleges that a "sell out" came from the local Jew-Dominated
Chamber of Commerce. Also, on page six was-an article
captioned "NSRP Opposes KING." This article stated that
"during the past months the NSRP had conducted -fourwe11

.

publicized demonstrations in Alabama-,'? arid ‘'the* iarticie.-.went
on to state that An effigy of 'MARTIN LUTHER ;kpGV
integration leader, had been displayed hanging by":the neck
in front of our office building (which is locate# on,*
Bessemer Road — the widest and biggest

~
'

,

‘ \ * F

^ . •

Issue No. 53 of "The Thunderbolt," on. -pages. six*
'

and seven carried the caption "National States Rights Party - *

the Mass Meeting Movement." Page six carries ’an artiole
reflecting that Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS was appealing a six-
months jail sentence which he had received, on August 2,
1963, in Birmingham. This, article stated that: FIELDS had
been sentenced to six months in prison and fined. $100
for "parading without a license." Page six also contains
two other articles which apparently had appeared in -some
newspapers in Birmingham in regard to this .arrest of FIELDS.
(Details concerning this, arrest will be, set out lator in
this report). Page seven of Issue No. 53, of "The Thunderbolt*-’
carried an article captioned, "Mass NSRP Meetings i?? This
article stated that the NSRP had held more outdoor mass rallies
during the "past three months than they had ever held before,
during their seven years of existence." The article -pointed
out that these rallies had been held in various cities and/or
communities of Alabama and that they had had good crowds turn
out for the rallies.

On March
of Alabama, Police

26, 1963,
DepartmenE University

advised 1 b6Tuscaloosa, Alabama,
that the following individuals, wearing armbands of the NSRP, b7c

had been questioned by him at the Tuscaloosa Police Depart-
ment, where they had been requested to appear for questioning

:

-5-
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b6
hlC

Sergeant
| |

advised that he first observed. these
individuals on the campus of the University* of Alabama
afabout 3:00 p.in. on March 26 f 1963, at which time he
observed them to be carrying signs of the NSRP, which signs
bore the following quotations: 4

"National States Rights Party - Stand Vith
Students;" "Race Mixer ARTHUR DEAN Not Welcome;"
"Keep Alabama White;" "Stand Up For Alabama ;"

Washington Brainwashers Not Welcome."

Sergeant I I also stated he ordered the above
individuals off the University campus in view of the fact b6

that picketing was against the University policy and due bic

to the fact that the University property was private
property. He stated he informed these individuals that if
they reappeared on the campus of the University of Alabama
they would be arrested.

On March 27. 1963. Sergeant

had been arrested by him and Officer
the University of Alabama Police Department on

Ifor trespassing after warning. Sergeant

advised that*.

1~"The Thunderbolt ,

"

bf

stated
where he

bo
b7C

that ! Iwas taken to the Tuscaloosa City Jail
was booked on this charge and that shortly thereafter t

Iwas released on $300 bond* Sergeant [___
the other three above-mentioned individuals caused no further
trouble and were not arrested.

stated that

was tried on the above-mentioned charge
and was fined $100, plus $5.00 court costs' and given 180 d^ys
at hard labor in regard to the above-mentioned arrestv *

appealed this conviction and demanded jury trial in
xne marter.

b6
b7C

V*

-6-
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' —* — 4- i HI * I, > “ ^ 4 4 #

The
1

following open-air rallies sponsored by the NSRP
were held on the. .dates , and at the .places indicated .below* '. ..

Date of
Meeting

Place of Meeting Approximate
Number

Date Infor-
mation^ ,

Furnished

Informant

6/11/63
t

Fultondale,
Alabama

300 6/11/63 BH T-2

6/14/63 near Bessemer,
Alabama

175-200 6/14/63 BH T-l,. BH Tr2
and BH Tr3

6/18/63 near Pinson,
Alabama

400 6/18/63 BH T-l.

6/20/63 near Sylacauga,
Alabama

200 6/20/63 BH T-4

6/19/63 near Attalla,
Alabama

400-500 6/19/63 BH T-5

'6/28/63 near Talladega,
Alabama

V

350-400 6/29/63= BH T-l

7/1/63 Birmingham,
Alabama

175-200 7/2/63 BH T-rl

7/3/63 Anniston,
Alabama

75-100 7/3/63 BH T-l, BH Tr6

7/17/63 near Mt.Pinson,
Alabama

250-275 7/17/63 BH T-l

7/23/63 near Birmingham,
Alabama

300 7/23/63 BH T-l

8/9/63 near Midfield,
Alabama

350 8/10/63 BH T-l

8/30/63 near Birmingham,
Alabama

250 8/30/63 BH T-7

9/3/63 Midfield,
Alabama

600 9/3/63 BH T-8
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On June 11 , 1963 , BH T-l advised that the NSRP held an
open-air meeting atFultondale,, Alabama, at. 7:30 N

p.ra. on that
date, / BH. T-l^ stated that^Dr i FIELDS, . in. a

t
thirty;. minutes speech;,

attacked/Negrbes, Jews ^rps^dent KENEDY*, ‘ a.nd/integration'. FIELDS
stated tHa£ if there had been ajiy .^real/white people" in Tuscaloosa’^
those, "niggers" would not Have been enrolled, .at theturiiversityi ...
FIELDS said that the National Guard should be/abolished and tha

(
t~

President KEN1HSDY was trying to v establish, .a military . dictatorship
and that the* "Jews" were behind Him, FIELDS stated that the Negro
students would only be at the University of Alabama as long as
Federal, troops or 'United States Marshals stayed there,

BH T-l also stated that another speaker at the June 11,
1963, rally was a Reverend CONRAD LYNCH, of San Bernardino,
California, a member of the NSRP, who spoke in favor of segregation,
and stated that no Negro civilization had ever created anything
and that Negroes did..not have minds to create anything. BH T-l
also stated that JERRY DUTTON, an officer of the NSRP, was’ the
last speaker at this rally. DUTTON explained the organizational
setup of the NSRP, and requested the people present to leave
their names and telephone numbers in order that they might be
called at a moment’s notice to fight for segregation.

BH T-l further advised, in regard to the above-listed
open-air rallies of the NSRP which,were attended by him, that
FIELDS and other speakers usually made almost identical remarks
or hate speeches at these rallies and these speeches were generally-
anti-Semitic, anti-Negro, and anti-KENNEDY Administration.

During July and August of 1963 , the NSRP had some of its
officials, members, and sympathizers visit the downtown Birmingham,
Alabama, stores in order to observe whether' attempts were being
made to desegregate the lunch counters of any downtown Birmingham
stores. Some of these persons were observed on a number of
occasions to have distributed mimeographed leaflets containing
comments sharply critical of the proposed integration plans of the
downtown merchants. Some of these leaflets were captioned, "Daily
Bulletin," and some later ones were captioned, "Weekly Bulletins."
These bulletins were reportedly put out by the NSRP and some of them
specifically mentioned WOOLWORTH’S, LOVEMAN’S, PIZITZ, KRESS*,
and BRITT’S Department Stores in downtown Birmingham which had agreed
to permit desegregation of their lunch counters. (BH T-l, July 12,
and 24, 1963} BH T-9, July 26, 1963)
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On July 17. 1963. BH T-l advised that f

|
recently had

in his possession a paper-bound book entitled, "Know Your
Enemies* Tactics.** BH T-l said that this book contained .

information on guerilla warfare, propaganda, sabotage, and
spying. On the cover page was the quotation,. "Eternal...

Vigilance is the Price of Liberty. 1 ' The frook was
characterized as being volume one, with sixty-four. illustra-
tions and a foreword by Colonel VIRGIL NEY. On one of the
pages in the front of the book was the inscription, "By
Cross Fire." T-l said that this book contained information
on how to make all types of homemade bombs, Molotov cocKtails,.
how to destroy buildings, railroads, etc.

b6
blC
b7D

On July 17, 1963, BH T-l also advised that I

stated that he had received information to the effect that
the downtown merchants in Birmingham intended to desegregate
their lunch counters about July 22, 1963. BH T-l said that.

|began sending two or three of his NSRP members b6

to downtown Birmingham about July 15, 1963 to observe the b?c

principal lunchrooms involved , such as WOOLWORTH'S and
KRESS’ Stores. T-l said that I | stated that he
intended to use violence, if necessary, to prevent the
desegregation of the lunch counters.

On July 31, 1963, Captain I I
Birmingham

Police Department, advised that four white male individuals
had been arrested by officers of the Birmingham Police
Department on that date in connection, with the picketing
of WOOLWORTH'S DEPARTMENT STORE and BRITT'S DEPARTMENT
STORE in downtown Birmingham. I Istate'd that these four
men were NSRP members: namely .1

b6
b7C

stated that,
on charges 'of parading without a permit and
arrested for disorderly conduct.

lw<
ths

Captain)
were arrested
hat | Iwas

The "Birmingham-Post Herald," a daily newspaper of
Birmingham, Alabama, in its final edition for August 3,
1963, carried an article on page thirteen which was captioned,
"4 Men Convicted for Demonstrating." This article stated
that four members of the NSRP had been arrested on July 31,
1963 , in downtown Birmingham while demonstrating against
integration of lunch counters, and that they had been fined
and sentenced to jail on- August 2, 1963, in the Recorder 's -

Court of> Birmingham.

-9-
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According to the above article, the four NSRP
members were each fined $100 and costs, and given 180 days
in jail, which fine and sentence the defendants appealed,
and were released on $1,000 bonds each shortly after they
reached the jail. . .

On August 20, 1963, BH T-l made available a,
petition captioned, "CLOSE MIXED SCHOOLS."

' “

This petition carried a sub-caption "Private ALL-
WHITE Schools the Only Answer." .This petition was addressed
to Honorable GEORGE WALLACE, Governor of Alabama,. Montgomery,
Alabama, and reflected that it was a petition of the NSRP,
1865 Bessemer Road, Birmingham, Alabama, and that Dr. .EDWARD R.
FIELDS was the Information Director of the NSRP. The peti.tion
contained blanks for' names, addresses and telephone . numbers
of persons who would sign same. The petition reflected
that all the petitions should be turned in no ;later than
August 29, 1963, in order that they might be taken to Mont^
goraery on August '31, 1963, by a motorcade to present the.
petitions to Governor WALLACE. BH T-l stated l 1 b6

b7C
b7D

On August 30, 1963, BH T-7 stated that Dr. FIELDS
spoke at the open-air rally sponsored by the NSRP, which
was held at 7:30 p.m. on tnat date in the Cahaba Heights
Section of Birmingham. BH T-7 stated that FIELDS urged his
listeners to resist integration of Birmingham public schools
by supporting the NSRP and its aims. BH T-7 stated FIELDS
remarked that the NSRP does not hate Negroes and is a
non-violent organization. FIELDS described assimilation
of races as a forerunner of mongrelization. BH T-7
stated that FIELDS also urged those in attendance at
this rally to meet at NSRP headquarters at 7:00 a.m. on
September 4, 1963, to proceed to the Birmingham schools
sla„ted for integration and to join NSRP members in a
peaceful demonstration io halt integration or close the
schools.

On September 1, 1963, BH T-2 advised that the
NSRP held its Seventh Annual Convention at the Redmont Hotel
in the Emerald Room, Fourth Avenue, North and 21st Street,
Birmingham, from 1:00 p.m, to 9:00 p.m. on September 1; 1963.

10-
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BH T-2 stated that the main speakers were Dr. EDWARD R,
FIELDS

, Information Director of NSRP; Attorney J. B. STONER
of Atlanta, Georgia; NED DUPES, National Chairman of NSRP;
DEWEY TAFT of Miami, Florida; and JAMES WARNER, Associate
Editor, of "The Thunderbolt." BH T-2 stated that there were
representatives from several states at the’ convention and
estimated that about 100 persons attended the convention,
BH T-2 also stated that it was announced at this, convention
that the NSRP planned to demonstrate in regard to the desegre-
gation of Birmingham public schools. FIELDS stated they
planned to intercept parents bringing their children to
school and to try to pursuade parents to demand that their
children be transferred from integrated schools and to boycott
with three Birmingham public schools to be integrated. FIELDS
also stated that J. B. STONER, an attorney of Atlanta, Georgia,
would be in Birmingham for sevei*al days to provide, legal ,

counsel for NSRP members and others taking part in demonstration^
against mixing the public schools of Birmingham.

BH T-2 also stated that at the convention, J, B.
STONER spoke at great length and was very bitter against
the FBI and law enforcement officers in general. STONER,
among numerous other remarks made concerning the FBI , stated
the FBI bad no jurisdiction unless Federal matters were
involved and urged everyone to allow no FBI Agents in 'their
homes upless a search warrant was exhibited.-

On the morning of September 4 , 1963 , the public
schools of Birmingham, Alabama, opened for the Fall Term of.
1963 . Three public schools of Birmingham were then scheduled
to be desegregated on September 4, 1963 and these schools were
as follows:

RAMSAY High School, 1800 - 13th Avenue, South;

WEST END High School, 1840 Pearson Avenue,
Southwest;

GRAYM0NT ELEMENTARY School, 300 Eighth Avenue,
West.

On the morning of September 4 , 1963 , Special Agents
of the Birmingham FBI Office observed the following:

-11-
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At approximately 7 *35 a.m.
,,

^NSRP, and anout twelve loilowers
approacnea tne west Ena High School on foot carrying Confederate
flags and some signs. At approximately 7:48 a.m.,| and
about 65 demonstrators or pickets were peacefully picketing
in the area of West End High School. At approximately 7:55
a.m.,, these pickets at West End High School were shouting in
defiance of integration and appeared to be preparing to
leave that area.

land a group
twenty.-five

,

At approximately 8:45 a.m. J
of about twenty-five males, ranging in age from twenty.*
to forty-five, managed to get into the school yard at GRAYMONT
Elementary School and at this time they were carrying signs
and placards. At about 8*45 a.m.,

| [ above
mentioned, was arrested by officers of the Birmingham Police
Department for throwing rocks at the Graymont Elementary
School. Some scuffling was reported at the Graymont Elementary
School between NSRP members and some representatives of the
Birmingham Police Department.

At about 8:55 a.m., the NSRP group, mentioned
above, was making preparations to depart the area of Graymont
Elementary School and reportedly intended to travel to the
Ramsay High School. At 9:13 a.m., the NSRP motorcade approached
Ramsay High School and this motorcade consisted of about 36
cars of various descriptions with the occupants of these
cars consisting -of males and females of various ages ranging
from young to middle age. At 9:21 a.m., a group of about
25 males carrying Confederate flags with slogans directed
against Communists, race-mixing, and Jews were demonstrating
in the area of Ramsay High School. Some of the actions of
the three leaders of this group of pickets were such as to
suggest that they were mentally deranged rather than acting
in a normal manner.. At times these three leaders were
screaming obscenities at police officers and were "white
with rage" at the action of the police in preventing their
march. At about 9;35 a.m., the Birmingham Police Department
moved in on the above-mentioned NSRP group and other '

demonstrators, who were carrying placards and Confederate
flags and the police then cleared the area. Some of the NSRP
representatives resisted the officers and some of the NSRP'
men lay down on the ground and refused to move.

bo
b7C

bo
b7C
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At about 10s 05 a*©* on the above-mentioned date

,

the motorcade of NSRP cars , approximately twenty in number,
traveled to the City Hall, Birmingham, Alabama. The cars
circled the Birmingham City Kali, blowing horns and waving
Confederate flags, but about forty Birmingham., police Officers
blocked the entrance to Birmingham City Hall wfien the

'

various individuals taking part in this motorcade attempted
to enter City Hall. At about 11:40 a.ro. , I lhad
departed the area of Birmingham City Hall and returned to;
the NSRP headquarters at 1865 Bessemer Road, Birmingham.

During the course of the above-mentioned activities
on September 4, 1963, officers of the Birmingham Police
Department arrested | |who was charged with
disorderly conduct, malicious mischief, and destruction of
city property;

I

all white males, who reportedly were members of the NSRP
group,and the latter three males were charged with violation
of the new city ordinance of Birmingham which gave the
Birmingham Police Department broader powers in areas where
demonstrations might occur.

b6
b7C

bo
b7C

On September 16, 1963, a special Federal Grand
Jury Session was convened in Birmingham, Alabama, for the
U. S. District Court for the Northern District of Alabama.
The purpose of this Federal Grand Jury was to act as an
investigative body and to fully probe into any possible
objection or interference by any individuals or organizations
with the orders of the U. S. District Court for the Northern
District of Alabama, Birmingham, Alabama, requiring desegrega-
tion of three Birmingham schools, which court orders were
then outstanding and in effect.

On September 23 , 1963 , the above-mentioned special
Federal Grand Jury returned indictments against eight individuals
in regard to the above-mentioned matter. Among those indicted
were the following seven named individuals:

I J. B. STONER. I

I"mentioned above, with the exception of
|

who was arrested by officers of the Birmingham Police
Department in regard to his activities on September 4, 1963,
during NSRP demonstrations at the three desegregated Birmingham
public schools,, as mentioned above.

b6
b7C
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NSRP Activity in Arkansas :

Issue No. 51 of ’‘The Thunderbolt,” for May, 1963,
on Page twelve reflects the statement that the NSRP now has
seven state newsletters and below that statement is set.
forth a masthead which purportedly is lhat of the Arkansas
NSRP Newsletter, Little Rock, Arkansas. This masthead
reflects that the editor of this newsletter is ANN BISHOP.

NSRP Activity in California ;

Issue No.49 of "The Thunderbolt,” dated February,
1963, carries an article on page eleven “Calif, oh the Move.”
This article stated that the NSRP of California under the
leadership of its State Director, JAMES P. THORNTON, held its
first mass meeting at the Embassy Auditorium in Los Angeles,
It was stated that a large crowd of NSRP members and
supporters attended the meeting at which the. chief speakers
were Director, JAMES P. THORNTON and State Organizer, Reverend
CONRAD LYNCH. It was stated that this Los Angeles meeting
was the first one at which party members were to see the
uniformed Security Division of the NSRP, which had been,
formed under the able leadership of Captain ROBERT LEWTON,
This article also stated that “The Attack," described as
the Newsletter of California NSRP, was the most outstanding
advancement to that date. It was also stated that hundreds
of new supporters were being enrolled in California.

Issue No. 50 of “The Thunderbolt,” dated March -
April, 1963, on pages six and seven reflects information
concerning NSRP activity in California. A caption is set
out entitled, ”5 White Supremists Leaders Jailed After S B
Cafe Row.” Under this caption, three photographs were set
out and a statement to the effect that the three men shown
in the photographs had spoken at an NSRP rally in Devore.
Two of them, RUFUS BRITTON and CONNIE LYNCH, were in
San Bernardino City Jail for investigation in the pellet
shooting of a seventeen-year-old youth. It was also stated
that J. PAUL THORNTON, the other individual shown in the above-
mentioned photographs was the State Organizer for the NSRP
(California)

.

14
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On Page seven of Issue No* 50 of "The Thunderbolt"
was an article captioned, "California Leaders Innocent*"
This article stated that the NSRP in California was the
fastest growing unit and that it was led by State Director
JIM THORNTON, Security Division. Leader BOB LEWTON, and State •

Organizer, Reverend CONNIE LYNCH. Itwasaisostated that
'

the NSRP had held many rallies and public demonstrations
,

and was growing at a tremendous rate. This article stated
that on February 22, (1963), the NSRP held a very successful
rally at San Bernardino, California, and that later that’
night, after the meeting was over, the members of the Security
Division went to a local cafe where they reportedly were
attacked by an unruly gang of "Jews and Mexicans." It was
stated that the NSRP members fought back gallantly. and
that after the police had arrived, five of the NSRP members'
were arrested and charged v/ith being the "actual attackers."
The article stated that these members were convicted and
fined a total of $1,400. . It was stated that their defense
was handled by ALTOMISE BERTRAM COMPERET and J.. B. STONER,
and that the men "were saved from full jail sentences.

NSRP Activity in Florida :

Issue No. 49 of "The Thunderbolt" on page 11
carried an article captioned "Conservative Party Merge
with NSRP." This article stated that National Chairman
NED DUPES and the NSRP National Committee ware happy to
announce the merger of the Conservative Party- with the
NSRP. This article stated that Mr. DEWEY TAFT had been •

appointed new NSRP Chairman of Florida and would soon
issue a state newsletter to all his new supporters.

Also, on page 11 of Issue No.49 was what purported
to -be a letter dated February 5, 1963, from DEWEY M. TAFT,
Chairman of the Conservative Party of America, which letter
was addressed’ to the Chairman and National Committee of the
NSRP, 1865 Bessemer Road, Birmingham, Alabama. This letter
reflected that following two visits to the national , headquarters
of the Conservative Party of America, by Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS
of the NSRP., the Board of Directors of the Conservative Party,
had met and voted to merge with the forces of the NSRP. The
letter also stated that he (DEWEY M. TAFT) had just been
appointed NSRP Chairman for Florida by the Honorable NED DUPES.

-15-
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Issue No. SO of ’’The Thunderbolt,” on page eleven,
carried a headline "TAFT'S Digest Merges with Thunderbolt." On
page eleven is a photograph of a white male and under this
photograph is set forth the name "DEWEY TAFT." Also, on this
page is a masthead entitled, "AMERICAN DIGESTV-'- and under S*
this masthead is the statement "Founded March, 1939 by DEWEY M

f

TAFT." On page eleven is set forth an article, reportedly
written by DEWEY TAFT which states in part that at the
beginning of the twenty-fifth year of "The Digest," he (TAFT)
felt that the climax of his career had been reached in the
merger of "The Digest and "The Thunderbolt."

Issue No. 51 of "The Thunderbolt,"; page twelve,
carries a statement as previously mentioned,- to the effect
that the NSRP now has seven state newsletters. Under this
statement is set forth several mastheads, one of which is
that of "The Florida Patriot," which reportedly was; published
monthly by the National States Rights Party of Florida with
DEWEY TAFT as its editor. This masthead showed that it
was "Florida's White Christian, Anti-Communist Conservative
Monthly, Publishing News, the Controlled Liberal Press *

is Afraid to Publish!" This masthead also showed that it
was the largest and fastest-growing Conservative Party
in the United States of America.

NSRP Activity in Illinois:

Issue No. 51, of "The Thunderbolt," on page seven,
carries an article entitled, "Chicago Officers Named." This
article stated that on April 15 (1963), Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS
•met with Chicago leaders. of the NSRP and that after a very
productive working, conference, the following new officers'
were named: ‘

"Mr. WALTER DENMAN, Chairman;

Mr. CHARLES LAYMAN, Secretary-Treasurer;

Mr. ROBERT L. TAYLOR, Youth Leader;

Mr. MURRAY, Sargent at Arms."

The article continued by stating that they wanted
to congratulate the new officers and asked that all NSRP supporters
in the Chicago, Illinois, area give these men their full back-
ing.

-16-
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NSRP Activity in Louisiana;

Issue No. 51 of ’’The Thunderbolt,” on page twelve,
at the top of the page reflects ''NSRP Now Has. 7 State Newsletters

Louisiana and Missouri not Shown Here.” (No further detj^il^
were set out in regard to the newsletter, of Louisiana);;.

NSRP Activity in Ohio:

Issue No. 51, '.'The Thunderbolt,” on page twelve,
as mentioned above, reflected the statement that the NSRP npw
has seven state newsletters, and below this statement .was’.set
out a masthead reflecting that it was that of .the "Ohio. News-
letter.” On this masthead at the left was a. photograph ,of
a male individual, wearing glasses, and under, this photograph
was the name ^'IRVING THACKER." Oh the right of the masthead,
was an outline of the State of Ohio and within the outline >

was a white Thunderbolt emblem enclosed in a black circle.
Also in the masthead was the statement "Join N.S.R.P.
Americans Largest Third Party.”

NSRP Activity in Missouri :

*

Issue No. 51 of "The Thunderbolt” on page six
carries an article "Missouri NSRP Marches to Capitol;” This
article states that on April 17 (1963) Dr. EDWARD R. FIELDS
spoke before a very enthusiastic audience in St. Louis,
Missouri. It was stated that reports were given on the
Missouri Unit Delegation which marched on the State Capitol
in protest against a so-called "Open Occupancy Bill,” which
would force all landlords to rent to Negroes. The article
stated that State Chairman, ALAN O. KERN, spoke for the NSRP
Delegation and detailed the horrors of integrated life in
St. Louis. It was stated that NSRP leaflets against this
bill were later distributed throughout the State Capitol.

Issue No. 51 of "The Thunderbolt,” on page twelve,
as above mentioned, stated that the NSRP now has seven state
newsletters but that the one for Missouri was not shown on
page twelve.

-17-
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NSRP Activity in New York;

Issue No. 51, of "The Thunderbolt," on page twelve,
carried a masthead captioned, "The Storm,” which reflects
that it was the masthead of the NSRP* and ^a'lso- carried 'the

,

statement "New York Branch News Bulletin." This masthead
reflected that it was’Vol. 1 No.l" and the masthead also
contained an emblem of a thunderbolt.

NSRP Activity in Washington, D. C .

Issue No. 50 of "The Thunderbolt," on page
seven, carried two photographs of individuals carrying
signs. In between these photographs was the statement
"Washington, D. C. Picket Line." Above this statement was
a photograph of a young white girl carrying a sign reading,
"White Schools for Whites;" "Black Schools for Blacks;"
"«few Schools for Jews;" "Save Racial Segregation." The lower
photograph shows two white youths carrying placards. One
placard .reads, "Jew Spies Gave Atomic Bomb Secrets tp Red
Russia Save America by Expelling the Jews,"

,

To the right
of the statement "NSRP Natl. Co-ordinator ROBERT BOWLING
Leads Picket Line in .Front of White House,"

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are
not to be distributed outside your agency.

18-
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NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY
(NSRP)

On November 26, 1957, a source advised that the
United White Party (UWP) was organized at a convention held
in Knoxville, Tennessee, on November 10, 1957. An article in
the November 26, 1957, issue of the "Greenville piedmont",
a newspaper of Greenville, South Carolina, reported "the
recent formation of a new political party, to be known as
the United White Party". According to. the article, the
party was formed at a recently held meeting in Knoxville,
Tennessee, at whiph many klansmen were represented. The
UWP was reported as being opposed to all "race mixing organi-
zations and individuals".

The July, 1958,. issue of "The Thunderbolt", self-
described as the "official Racial Nationalist Organ of the
National States Rights Party" (NSRP)., reported that rank and
file "States Righters" had merged with the UWP under "the
banner of the National States Rights Party", with national
offices at post Office Box 261, Jeffersonville, Indiana.

In November, 1958, a source advised that the NSRP
is composed of past members of klan-type organisations and
notorious anti-Semites.

Issue Number 19, dated June; 1960, "The Thunder-
bolt", announced the address of the headquarters of the
NSRP had been changed from Jeffersonville, Indiana, to
Post Office Box 783, Birmingham, Alabama.

"The Thunderbolt" continues to publish articles
attacking Negroes and persons of the Jewish faith.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1400 - 2121 Building

Birmingham, Alabama

October 4 , 1963

Title: NATIONAL STATES RIGHTS PARTY

Character: RACIAL MATTERS

Reference: Report of Special Agent
I I dated
October 4, 1963, at
Birmingham, Alabama

All sources (except any listed below), used in
referenced communication have furnished reliable information
in the past.

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents aye
not to be distributed outside your agency.
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